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Abstract 

RNA viruses rely entirely on the host machinery for their protein synthesis and harbor non-

canonical translation mechanisms, such as alternative initiation and programmed –1 ribosomal 

frameshifting (–1PRF), to suit their specific needs. On the other hand, host cells have developed 

a variety of defensive strategies to safeguard their translational apparatus and at times 

transiently shut down global translation. An infection can lead to substantial translational 

remodeling in cells and translational control is critical during antiviral response. Due to their 

sheer diversity, this control is likely unique to each RNA virus and the intricacies of post-

transcriptional regulation are unclear in certain viral species.  

Here, we explored different aspects of translational regulation in virus-infected cells in detail. 

Using ribosome profiling, we extensively characterized the translational landscape in HIV-1 

infected T cells, uncovering novel features of gene regulation in both host and virus. 

Additionally, we show that substantial pausing occurs prior to the frameshift site indicating 

complex regulatory mechanisms involving upstream viral RNA elements that can act as cis- 

regulators of frameshifting.  

We also characterized the mechanistic details of trans- modulation of frameshifting by host- 

and virus-encoded proteins. Host antiviral protein ZAP-S binds to the SARS-CoV-2 frameshift 

site and destabilizes the stimulatory structure, leading to frameshift inhibition. On the other 

hand, EMCV 2A protein stabilizes the viral frameshift site, thereby, activating EMCV 

frameshifting. While both proteins were shown to be antagonistic in their mechanism, they 

interact with the host translational machinery. Furthermore, we showed that frameshifting can 

be regulated not just by proteins, but also by small molecules. High-throughput screening of 

natural and synthetic compounds identified two potent frameshift inhibitors that also impeded 

viral replication, namely trichangion and compound 25. Together, this work largely enhances 

our understanding of gene regulation mechanisms in virus-infected cells and further validates 

the druggability of viral –1 PRF site.   

  



 

 

Zussamenfassung 
RNA-Viren sind bei der Proteinsynthese vollständig auf die Maschinerie des Wirts angewiesen 

und verfügen über nicht-kanonische Translationsmechanismen wie alternative Initiation und –

1 programmiertes ribosomales Frameshifting (–1PRF), um ihre spezifischen Bedürfnisse zu 

erfüllen. Auf der anderen Seite haben die Wirtszellen eine Vielzahl von Abwehrstrategien 

entwickelt, um ihren Translationsapparat zu schützen und die globale Translation 

gegebenenfalls vorübergehend abzuschalten. Eine Infektion kann zu einer erheblichen 

Umgestaltung der Translation in den Zellen führen und die Kontrolle der Translation ist für die 

antivirale Reaktion von entscheidender Bedeutung. Aufgrund ihrer großen Vielfalt ist diese 

Kontrolle wahrscheinlich für jedes RNA-Virus einzigartig, und die Feinheiten der 

posttranskriptionellen Regulierung sind bei bestimmten Virusarten noch unklar. Hier haben wir 

verschiedene Aspekte der Translationsregulation in virusinfizierten Zellen im Detail untersucht. 

Mithilfe von Ribosomen-Profiling haben wir die Translationslandschaft in HIV-1-infizierten T-

Zellen umfassend charakterisiert und dabei neue Merkmale der Genregulation sowohl im Wirt 

als auch im Virus aufgedeckt. Darüber hinaus konnten wir zeigen, dass Ribosomen vor der 

Frameshift-Stelle zu einem erheblichen Maße pausieren, was auf komplexe 

Regulationsmechanismen hinweist, an denen vorgelagerte virale RNA-Elemente beteiligt sind, 

die als cis-Regulatoren des Frameshifting wirken können. Darüber hinaus haben wir die 

mechanistischen Details der trans-Modulation des Frameshifting durch vom Wirt und vom 

Virus kodierte Proteine charakterisiert. Das antivirale Wirtsprotein ZAP-S bindet an die SARS-

CoV-2 Frameshift-Stelle und destabilisiert die stimulierende Struktur, was zu einer Hemmung 

des Frameshifting führt. Auf der anderen Seite stabilisiert das EMCV-2A-Protein die virale 

Frameshift-Stelle und aktiviert dadurch das EMCV-Frameshifting. Obwohl sich beide Proteine 

in ihrem Mechanismus als antagonistisch erwiesen haben, interagieren sie mit der 

Translationsmaschinerie des Wirts. Darüber hinaus haben wir gezeigt, dass das Frameshifting 

nicht nur durch Proteine, sondern auch durch kleine Moleküle reguliert werden kann. Durch ein 

Hochdurchsatz-Screening natürlicher und synthetischer Verbindungen wurden zwei potente 

Frameshift-Inhibitoren identifiziert, die auch die virale Replikation behinderten, nämlich 

Trichangion und Compound 25. Zusammengenommen verbessert diese Arbeit unser 

Verständnis der Mechanismen der Genregulierung in virusinfizierten Zellen und bestätigt die 

Medikamentenfähigkeit der viralen -1 PRF-Seite.  
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Chapter 1 

1. General introduction 
 

Translation, a central process in gene expression, converts genomic information provided 

by the messenger RNA (mRNA) into a functional protein. Eukaryotic translation is 

complex and cyclical, consisting of four main phases: initiation, elongation, termination 

and ribosome recycling 1-6. Each step is orchestrated by a myriad of cellular factors and 

regulatory mechanisms. Controlling gene expression by mRNA translation enables rapid 

responses to environmental and physiological stresses. Such control is especially critical 

during viral infection, where substantial translational remodeling may occur due to the 

absolute dependence of RNA- and DNA- viruses on host cellular machinery. Optimal viral 

protein synthesis occurs at the expense of cellular proteins, and many viruses have evolved 

non-canonical mechanisms to customize translation to meet their specific needs. Such 

alternative viral strategies lead to deviations from the rules that seem relatively consistent 

across the translation of cellular genes. However, to appreciate the diversity of non-

canonical translation mechanisms and their regulation, it is essential to understand the 

standard canonical translation of cellular mRNAs.  

1.1 Canonical mechanism of eukaryotic translation  

Canonically, the majority of mRNAs in eukaryotes possess a specialized ‘label’ – namely 

the 7-methylguanosine cap (m7G) on the 5’ end, which, when ‘activated’, is bound to eIF4F 

– a multifactorial complex consisting of cap-binding eIF4E, an RNA-helicase eIF4A and a 

large scaffold eIF4G 7, 8. Similarly, the 3’ end of eukaryotic mRNA is a poly (A) tail that is 

associated with the poly(A)-binding protein (PABP), which can then interact with eIF4G 

to form a closed loop 2, 6, 9. Eukaryotic translation begins with the formation of a ternary 

complex comprising of Met-tRNAi and eIF2+GTP 2, 6, 10, 11 (Figure 1; Step 1). This 

complex is then loaded onto the 40S subunit of the ribosome and, along with eIF1, eIF1A, 

eIF3, and eIF5 forms a 43S pre-initiation complex (PIC) (Figure 1; Step 2). Then, in a 

process facilitated by eIF4F, the 5’ capped end of the mRNA recruits the 43S PIC, which 

starts scanning for an AUG initiation codon (Figure 1; Step 3). Initiation factors eIF1 and 

eIF1A are vital in recognizing the AUG codon and surrounding nucleotide context. Upon 

encountering the start codon, base-pairing between the mRNA AUG codon and the P-site-
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bound Met-tRNAi anticodon halts the scanning process. eIF2-bound GTP can be 

hydrolyzed during scanning in an eIF5-dependent reaction and dephosphorylation of eIF2 

occurs on AUG recognition 12, 13. Together, these changes trigger a conformational change 

in eIF2 and stimulated by the binding of eIF5B, eIF2.GDP dissociates in complex with 

eIF5. The PIC now bound by eIF5B.GTP accelerates the recruitment of the 60S subunit, 

which is thought to be activated by the release of eIF6 14, 15. Hydrolysis of GTP associated 

with eIF5B triggers the release of eIF5B and eIF1A 16. Initiation ends with the formation 

of the 80S initiation complex with the ribosomal A-site ready to accept an amino-acyl 

transfer RNA (tRNA) and enter the elongation stage (Figure 1; Steps 4,5).  

During the elongation phase, cognate amino-acylated tRNAs which match the mRNA 

codon at the A-site of the ribosome are delivered to the ribosomal A-site by elongation 

factor eEF1A (Figure 1; Step 6). Next, a peptide bond is formed between the incoming 

amino acid and the peptidyl-tRNA in the P-site, and the growing nascent polypeptide chain 

is transferred from the P-site tRNA to the A-site tRNA (Figure 1; Step 7). Then, 

translocation, mediated by elongation factor eEF2, transfers the deacetylated P-site tRNA 

to the E-site, and the peptidyl A-site tRNA to the P-site (Figure 1; Step 8). This process 

also moves the mRNA through the ribosome, and the A-site is now open for the next 

elongation cycle. Translational fidelity is highest during the translocation step, where 

spontaneous frameshifts occur only at a rate of 10-5 per codon 17. The conserved eEF2 post-

translational diphthamide modification is critical for maintaining the translational reading 

frame 18, 19. The elongation cycle is repeated until every codon is translated and the 

ribosome reaches a stop codon, where termination occurs (Figure 1; Step 9).   

Translation termination is mediated by release factors eRF1 and eRF3 when the stop codon 

(UAA, UAG and UGA) enters the ribosomal A-site (Figure 1; Steps 9, 10). eRF1, which 

is similar in size and shape to a tRNA, explicitly recognizes the stop codons and hydrolyzes 

peptidyl tRNA 20-22. eRF3, a translational GTPase, promotes peptide release and increases 

termination efficiency in a GTP hydrolysis-dependent manner 23. The eRF3-eRF1 complex 

interacts with the ribosome, following which eRF3 dissociates upon GTP hydrolysis. Then, 

eRF1 transfers a water molecule at the peptidyl-transferase center that hydrolyzes the 

nascent peptide, thus releasing the peptide and completing the termination process. Next, 

facilitated by the conserved ATP-binding cassette sub-family E member 1 (ABCE1) and 

the release factors, the post-termination 80S ribosome complex is recycled and 

disassembled into subunits, making it ready for the next round of translation. 
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the canonical eukaryotic translation process. (1) Formation of the 

ternary complex eIF2-GTP-Met-tRNAiMet, (2) formation of the 43S pre-initiation complex upon interaction 

with the 40S subunit and initiation factors, (3) Activation of the mRNA by binding of the eIF4F complex to 

the 5’ cap structure is followed by binding of the 43S PIC to the eIF4F complex and the mRNA scanning 

along the 5’ UTR in the 5’-3’direction. Upon recognition of the AUG start codon and formation of the 48S 

initiation complex, the 60S subunit binds to the 48S initiation complex catalyzed by eIF5B, releasing eIF1A 

and eIF5B to (4) assemble an elongation competent 80S ribosome. (5) Elongating amino-acyl-tRNAs are 

recruited by a ternary complex of eEF1A, amino-acyl-tRNA and GTP (6) and accommodated in the ribosomal 
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A-site. Here, the cognate codon-anticodon interaction triggers the hydrolysis of GTP and tRNA 

accommodation.(7) Peptide bond formation takes place before (8) eEF2-catalyzed translocation by one codon 

triplet shifting the A-site tRNA to the P-site, the P-site tRNA to the E-site while the E-site tRNA dissociates 

allowing the cycle to start over again.(9) Once a stop codon is encountered, a ternary complex of eERF1, 

eERF3 and GTP is recruited to the A-site. Accommodation of the tRNA-mimetic eERF1 recruits ABCE1, 

which splits the ribosomal subunits in an ATP-dependent manner leading to the release of the polypeptide 

and ribosome recycling enabling another round of translation initiation. Figure prepared in Biorender.  

1.2 Non-canonical translation events are abundant in RNA viruses  

Generally, the canonical eukaryotic translation process described above, relies on the 

recognition of the 5’ cap, which permits the synthesis of only a single protein from a given 

mRNA 7, 24. RNA viruses are required to express many proteins, both structural and 

enzymatic, at times from a single transcriptional unit (e.g. in HIV-1) for their replication 

and thus need to bypass this limitation. Additionally, many RNA viruses lack the machinery 

to add the specialized ‘labels’ unique to eukaryotic mRNAs, namely the 5’ m7G cap and 

poly (A) tail, which have been described above. Thus, viruses have alternative mechanisms 

for ribosome recruitment and the formation of a closed loop during the translation initiation 

process. Furthermore, with the largest viral genome size being only around 30 kb (e.g. some 

members of the Coronaviridae family), there is a distinctive selective pressure on viruses 

to expand their coding capacity. The compact genome size forces the virus to employ 

different translational strategies for accessing multiple open reading frames (ORFs) within 

the same mRNA. Due to all these reasons, non-canonical translation mechanisms, including 

internal ribosome entry, leaky scanning, ribosome shunting, reinitiation, stop codon 

readthrough, translational bypassing, and programmed ribosomal frameshifting (Figure 2), 

are abundant amongst RNA viruses. This translational reprogramming is often regulated 

by viral RNA structural elements and host or viral proteins and occurs at every stage of 

eukaryotic translation 25-29.  

1.2.1 Non-canonical initiation  

Internal ribosome entry sites (IRESs) are complex structural motifs usually found in the 5’ 

untranslated region (UTR) or the intergenic regions of polycistronic RNAs 30-32. These 

highly organized structures recruit ribosomes to mRNAs independent of initiation signals 

such as a 5’ cap. Following the ribosome recruitment, IRESs ensure remodeling of the small 

subunit to accommodate an internal region of the template into the RNA-binding channel, 

thus reducing the need for initiation factors. Having said that, depending on the structure 
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and minimum required initiation factors, IRESs are divided into four classes (1-4). 

Although they have varying uses, IRESs allow the virus to bypass cap-dependent 

translation, which could be suppressed due to viral activity or innate cellular immunity. 

IRES elements also give the viruses a unique opportunity to increase their coding capacity. 

This has been demonstrated in several members of Dicistroviridae (e.g. Cricket paralysis 

virus (CrPV), Picornaviridae (e.g. Theiler's murine encephalomyelitis virus (TMEV)) and 

Flaviviridae (e.g. Hepatitis C virus (HCV)) 33-36.  Here, a small number of ribosomes 

recruited by the IRES initiate in an alternative overlapping +1 open reading frame (ORF), 

producing the normal 0-frame polyprotein and a +1 product.   

While IRESs allow cap-independent internal entry of ribosomes, ribosomal shunting allows 

ribosomes cap-dependent access to downstream ORFs. However, unlike canonical cap-

dependent initiation, ribosomal shunting, does not depend on the 40S PIC scanning process 

and occurs when the ribosome completely bypasses parts of the 5’ UTR to reach a start 

codon. 37 This mechanism begins with the ribosomes being loaded in a cap-dependent 

manner on the mRNA, however the scanning process is limited, and the ribosome reaches 

an mRNA sequence called as the ‘donor site’. When the 40S subunit encounters such a site 

it jumps over parts of the 5’ UTR sequence landing on an ‘acceptor’ start codon. This 

process may or may not lead to the formation of a short ORF. At times when the short ORF 

is translated, such as in the case of Adenoviruses or cauliflower mosaic virus, the 40S 

subunit remains attached to the mRNA and reinitiates through interactions with the rRNA 

or the release factors 38, 39.  

Deviant cap-dependent initiation can also occur through leaky scanning or non-AUG 

initiation, events. During translation initiation, the 40S PIC scans the mRNA linearly until 

it encounters the first AUG codon 40. However, in certain cases, ribosomes fail to initiate 

at the first AUG codon and continue scanning until they reach an alternative AUG codon 

downstream, termed as leaky scanning. They may also initiate at near cognate non-AUG 

codons, termed as non-AUG initiation. Both processes allow production of multiple N-

terminally different protein isoforms of a single protein or production of distinct proteins 

through a shift in the reading frame. Now the efficiency of translation initiation is largely 

defined by the sequence context of the potential initiation codon, primarily on the 

nucleotides at positions –3 and +4 40, 41. The optimal context is purines in both of these 

positions, often called as the Kozak sequence. Pyrimidines in these positions reduce the 

recognition efficiency, which can lead to leaky scanning. This mechanism is seen in 
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members of the Orthomyxoviridae, Luteovirus and Tungrovirus, and in some cases 

combined with non-AUG initiation can leads to production of upto three or four distinct 

proteins (e.g. Caulimoviridae) 42-44. 

Non-canonical initiation can be coupled with alternative termination leading to a 

termination-reinitiation event that occurs when the stop codon of an upstream ORF is in 

close proximity to the start codon of the downstream ORF 45, 46. Here, the ribosomes 

translate the upstream ORF up until termination where a fraction of 40S subunits remain 

attached to the mRNA and directly reinitiate at the start codon of the downstream ORF. In 

viruses such as the Caliciviruses and influenza B, this process often occurs with an interplay 

of 18S rRNA and release factors 47-50. This allows the production of essential proteins from 

a downstream ORF (such as BM2 ORF in influenza encoding for proton channel), which 

otherwise is unable to recruit the 40S subunits directly 49, 51. Thus, reinitiation is an elegant 

mechanism allowing coupled translation of adjacent ORFs to produce protein products in 

defined ratios.  

1.2.2 Non-canonical elongation and termination 

Besides alternative initiation mechanisms, non-canonical elongation or alteration in 

termination signal recognition, loosely termed as ‘recoding’ mechanisms are also common 

gene regulation processes used by RNA viruses. Translational recoding falls into three main 

categories: stop-codon redefinition or readthrough, bypassing and programmed ribosomal 

frameshifting 52-54.  

Stop-codon readthrough (SCR) or programmed readthrough occurs when a near-cognate 

tRNA decodes a stop codon as a sense codon and translation continues until the next 

termination codon 55-57. Usually, translation termination is highly efficient, however, the 

sequence context of the stop codon, local mRNA topology as well as trans-acting factors 

that interact with the region downstream of the stop codon are important for SCR. 

Programmed readthrough can lead to production of proteins with a C-terminal extension, 

which can have effects on its localization, function and stability and thereby influence 

several cellular processes. In Luteoviruses, SCR motif in the end of the coat protein gene 

generates a polypeptide at a defined frequency, which is essential for aphid transmission 58. 

SCR may also redefine the meaning of the codons, in which the stop codons UAG or UGA 

code for selenocysteine and pyrrolysine giving rise to distinct proteins 59-62.   
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Translational bypassing occurs when the translating ribosome skips a portion of the mRNA 

and forms a polypeptide from a discontinuous frame 52, 63. This process represents an 

exquisite coordination between the mRNA elements, the nascent peptide and the ribosome. 

Although bypassing is not known to be utilized by eukaryotic viruses, a well-documented 

example is gene60 of bacteriophage T4 64, 65. Here, the ribosome translates the first 46 

codons of gene60 mRNA up to the glycine codon GGA followed by a stop codon UAG. 

Instead of termination at UAG, peptidyl-tRNAGly disengages from pairing with the GGA 

codon called as the ‘take-off’ codon, is retained within the ribosome as it bypasses 50nt in 

the mRNA and re-pairs at the GGA codon downstream in the mRNA, called as the ‘landing 

site’ codon. Bypassing in the gene60 mRNA is dependent on the identity of peptidyl tRNA, 

nascent peptide as well as RNA secondary structures at the decoding site 66, 67. 

Ribosome skipping/‘Stop-go’/‘Stop-Carry On’ is mediated by the amino acid motif 

D(V/I)ExNPGP, which, together with the nascent peptide in the ribosome exit tunnel, skips 

the formation of a peptide bond between glycine and the final proline 68. Nonetheless, 

translation can continue with proline as the N-terminal amino acid of the downstream 

product. It was first discovered at the junction between the 2A and 2B proteins of the 

Picornaviruses 69. Although multiple models have been suggested for this process, it has 

been proposed, the structure of nascent peptide, prevents tRNA from binding at the 

ribosomal A-site and instead allows eRF1 to bind which along with eRF3 releases the 

nascent peptide and an unconventional reinitiation event occurs at the proline of a 

downstream peptide. This leads to production of multiple protein products (2A and 2B) 

from a single ORF 70, 71.   

Most of the aforementioned non-canonical events can increase the coding capacity of the 

viral genomes and allow access to alternative reading frames. Nonetheless, for this 

particular purpose, recoding through programmed ribosomal frameshifting (PRF) is the 

main route that is utilized by all domains of life 72-79. During PRF a proportion of ribosomes 

are directed into a different reading frame by shifting in the + or – direction relative to the 

5’ UTR by one or up to six nucleotides. Influenza A utilizes a low level of +1PRF, where 

ribosomes shift one nucleotide downstream, to produce a protein called as PA-X, which is 

involved in host cell shut-off and suppressing immune response. Here, the frameshift site 

is UCC UUU CGU and the presence of the rare CGU codon is said to stimulate a +1 

frameshift 80, 81. The sparseness of cognate amino-acyl tRNAs, would lead to a potential 

ribosomal pause, providing the time window for frameshifting to take place. Besides this,  
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Figure 2: Examples of non-canonical translational mechanisms. Canonical eukaryotic mRNA translation 

is shown in the top panel. Black arrows indicate translation initiation (at the start of an ORF) or continuation 

of translation. Green arrows indicate the probable movement of ribosomes/ 40S subunit in a non-canonical 

manner. The ORFs are shown in different shades of blue, when two different polypeptides are synthesized. 

In the stop–carry on mechanism, both termination and initiation steps are non-canonical, as indicated by the 

red square and green circle. Figure made in Biorender. (Adapted from 25, 77).  
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+1 frameshifting is also said to occur in members of plant-infecting Closteroviridae family, 

and appears to be utilized for the expression of the viral polymerase 82. However, in viruses, 

+1PRF is poorly understood and several questions about its mechanisms remain 

unresolved. In comparison to +1PRF, –1PRF, where ribosomes shift one nucleotide 

upstream, is a widely used variety of PRF in RNA viruses and its mechanisms are well-

studied. 

1.3 –1PRF and its regulation 

–1PRF was first reported in Rous sarcoma alpharetrovirus where it led to the production of 

the Gag-Pol polyprotein from overlapping gag and pol reading frames 83, 84. Since then, 

related signals have been widely reported in several clinically important viruses, e.g. 

Human immunodeficiency viruses (HIV) - 1 and 2, Coronaviruses, etc. –1PRF is employed 

to control the stoichiometry of proteins or increase the coding capacity of genomes.  

1.3.1 Cis-acting elements of –1PRF  

The ability of the ribosome to undergo –1PRF depends on crucial cis-acting elements 

present in the mRNA. These include a heptanucleotide slippery sequence where the 

ribosomes undergo a translational shift into the –1 alternative reading frame and a 

downstream stimulatory RNA structure which slows down ribosome progression 84-88. The 

two cis-acting elements are separated by a spacer region (about 5-9 nt) that ensures the 

correct positioning of the ribosome on the slippery site 89-91. The slippery sequence is 

typically composed of X_XXY_YYZ, where X are any identical nucleotides, Y is A or U 

and Z can be A, C or U. On the other hand, the RNA structural element is frameshift-site 

specific, e.g. single stem-loop (in case of 1a/1b site of astroviruses 92) or complex H-type 

pseudoknot (in coronaviral mRNAs) (Figure 3) 85. Furthermore, additional RNA elements 

are also said to play a role in frameshift regulation. For SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV, a 

conserved upstream hairpin structure termed as ‘attenuator’ is said to decrease 

frameshifting efficiency (Figure 3) 93, 94.  
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Figure 3: Diversity of the cis-acting elements of –1PRF signals. (A) Minimal pseudoknot – IBV mRNA 95 

(B) Stem-loop – EMCV 96 (C) Extended 3-helix junction (3HJ) – HIV-1 97 (D) Complex pseudoknot and 

attenuator – SARS-CoV-2 93 
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1.3.2 Trans-acting elements of –1PRF  

Besides, cis-acting elements present in the mRNA, trans-acting factors of –1PRF can be 

pathogen- or host- encoded proteins, or molecules such as non-coding small RNAs and 

natural or synthetic compounds. The trans-factors either directly interact with the RNA 

structural element or ribosomes, or indirectly affect frameshifting by binding to other 

proteins influencing overall translation dynamics 75. An elegant example of pathogen-

encoded protein-mediated frameshift regulation is the trans-activation of −1PRF of 

Encephalomyocarditis virus (EMCV) and Theiler’s Murine Encephalomyelitis virus 

(TMEV) by their respective 2A proteins, which are discussed in detail in Chapter 3 (for 

EMCV) 96, 98-101. Briefly, −1PRF in these cardioviruses occurs at a conserved GGUUUUU 

motif followed by slightly differing 3’ stem-loop structures at the 2A-2B ORF junction 

producing a trans-frame protein 2B* with unknown functions. Here, binding of the 2A 

protein stabilizes the frameshift stimulatory structure and activates EMCV −1PRF (Figure 

4A). In arteriviruses such as the Porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus 

(PRRSV), the viral protein nsp1β forms a complex with cellular poly(C)-binding proteins 

and interacts with the conserved C-rich region downstream of the slippery sequence, 

stimulating −1 as well as −2 frameshifting 102, 103. Several interferon induced host proteins 

such as the zinc-finger antiviral protein (ZAP-S) (discussed in detail in Chapter 3) as well 

as Shiftless (SHFL) were shown to inhibit frameshifting in SARS-CoV-2 and HIV-1 104, 

105. While ZAP-S interacts with the frameshift site and destabilizes the RNA stimulatory 

structure, SHFL recruits eRF1-eRF3 to the stalled complexes resulting in premature 

translation termination (Figure 4B, C). Similarly, the host proteins Annexin A2 (ANXA2) 

and eRF1 were shown to decrease frameshift efficiencies of IBV and HIV-1 mRNAs, 

respectively, although the mechanisms of these proteins remain to be studied 106, 107. 

Besides proteins, co-translational folding of the nascent polypeptide chain is shown to 

stimulate frameshifting in alphaviruses 108, 109. Similar regulation was observed in case of 

SARS-CoV-2, where the C-terminus nascent peptide co-translationally folds and interacts 

with the ribosome exit tunnel, enhancing frameshifting 110.  

−1PRF is regarded as an attractive antiviral target due to its conserved nature and 

importance during viral replication. Both antisense oligonucleotides and synthetic 

compounds were used for targeting −1PRF structural regions and some have been shown 

to affect frameshifting efficiencies and may decrease viral replication in several viruses 

including SARS-CoV-2, HIV-1, and Mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV) 90, 111-113. 114-
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118. However, the application of frameshift-targeting small molecules was largely used for 

the recent SARS-CoV-2 virus where large-scale screening of FDA-approved drugs and 

commercial small-molecule libraries was implemented in hope of new antivirals. 119-121. 

Recently, the first screen of natural compounds targeting the frameshift site was conducted 

leading to the discovery of two molecules that impede SARS-CoV-2 frameshifting and 

thereby affect viral replication 122 (discussed in detail in Chapter 4).  

 

Figure 4: Differential mechanisms of protein-mediated −1PRF.  Three examples, namely (A) the 

cardioviral 2A protein, (B) the zinc-finger antiviral protein ZAP-S and (C) the SHFL protein are shown as 

representatives of how host- and pathogen-encoded proteins can alter the secondary structure of a frameshift 

mRNA or recruit release factors resulting in enhanced or decreased frameshifting. 2A and ZAP-S specifically 

bind to the frameshift RNA and stabilize or destabilize the structure, respectively. SHFL is not known to 

interact with frameshift RNAs but rather recruits release factors to form a premature termination codon. 

Figure prepared in Biorender.  
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1.3.3 Parameters of –1PRF  

Cis- and if present, trans- acting factors act synergistically to regulate –1PRF 72. 

Canonically, frameshifting is stimulated by cis-acting elements embedded in the mRNA. 

In vitro, codon-resolved analysis of –1PRF site of IBV frameshift motif, revealed that 

frameshifting occurs in the late-stage of translocation when the two tRNAs both bound on 

the slippery codons, move from A- and P-sites to P- and E-sites, respectively (Figure 5B) 

87. Several molecular determinants including the thermodynamic stability, mechanistic 

features, conformational heterogeneity and structural plasticity of the RNA stimulatory 

structure are said to influence –1PRF. These structural elements can mediate slowing down 

or stalling of ribosomes at the slippery codons or can sterically hinder A-site tRNA binding 

87, 88, 97, 123-131. However, the propensity of frameshifting on a given mRNA as well as the 

efficiency is largely determined by the thermodynamics of base-paring in the 

heptanucleotide slippery sequence, i.e. the free-energy difference between the 0- and 

alternative frame 132. This occurs in the case of longer stalling times, provided by a stable 

secondary structure. However, during shorter stall times, the pause becomes too short for 

the ribosome to overcome the energy barrier and the frameshifting would decrease due to 

increased translocation 132. Shorter pauses can occur in case of possible trans-acting factors, 

such as ZAP-S, that alter the frameshift stimulatory structure. In these cases, mechanistic 

and kinetic contributions of cis- and trans- acting elements would also affect the frameshift 

efficiencies.  

Non-canonically, –1PRF can also occur via the hungry codon pathway/ aa-tRNA depletion-

stimulated frameshifting (ADF) pathway, which does not require a secondary structure and 

the elongation pause is provided by either a rare codon or limited aa-tRNA (Figure 5C) 

133-138. The slow decoding of the A-site causes the slippage of the P-site tRNA into the –1-

frame changing the identity of the A-site codon. In some mRNAs, availability of aa-tRNAs 

can also influence the choice of frameshifting pathways, seen in the case of HIV-1 mRNAs. 

In HIV-1 mRNA, the frameshifting efficiency is modulated by the amount of Leu-

tRNALeu that reads UAA codon. This particular isoacceptor is limited in T-lymphocyte 

cells, which are the usual HIV-1 targets. When UAA decoding occurs normally, the 

canonical –1PRF pathway is translocation-dependent. However, when this decoding is 

delayed, frameshifting is mediated by the ADF pathway 134.  
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Thus, in the ongoing evolutionary arms race between the virus and the host, it is clear that 

RNA viruses use a fascinating plethora of non-canonical translation events to evade host 

restriction mechanisms imposed by cellular translational machinery, host immune response 

or availability of aa-tRNAs. Due to the variety of unusual translational phenomena, 

annotating translated sequences is particularly challenging. It is crucial to identify the 

complete repertoire of viral-translated proteins for understanding viral replication, defining 

the epitopes of immune surveillance as well as identifying potential novel antiviral targets. 

A well-established technique for understanding the complex viral as well as cellular 

translational landscape during infection is ribosome profiling.   

 

Figure 5: Schematics of –1PRF mechanisms. (A) During canonical elongation, movement of the ribosome 

along the mRNA and the peptide bond formation is facilitated by specific forward and backward movements 

of the small subunit (SSU) head and the hydrolysis of GTP by the elongation factor EF-G (eEF-2 in 

eukaryotes). POST: post-translocation state, PRE: pre-translocation state, CHI: chimeric state. (B) During 

canonical –1PRF, ribosomal stalling is caused by a secondary structure of the mRNA leading to frameshifting 

during translocation by tandem slippage of two 0-frame t-RNAs. (C) During aa-tRNA depletion-stimulated 

frameshifting (ADF) pathway, limitation of the A-site codon leads to idling, which can be overcome by 

shifting into the –1- or –2-frame. Figure made in Biorender. Adapted from 72 . 
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1.4 Ribosome profiling is a powerful tool to decipher viral complexity 

Ribosome profiling is a genome-scale method that maps the precise position of translating 

ribosomes by deep sequencing of the mRNA footprints that are occupied by the ribosomes 

and are thus physically shielded from nuclease digestion (Figure 6A) 139-142. It essentially 

provides a snapshot of the translatome at a single nucleotide sub-codon resolution 139, 143. 

With this high resolution information, precise boundaries of translated regions and the 

specific translational reading frame can be identified. Furthermore, it would allow us to 

pinpoint regions whether translation of overlapping reading frames occurs due to presence 

in different mRNA isoforms or due to non-canonical translation events such as alternative 

initiation or programmed ribosomal frameshifting.  

Translational start sites can be mapped directly by performing ribosome profiling under 

special conditions, such as antibiotic pretreatment of cells with harringtonine or 

lactidomycin, which preferentially captures initiating ribosome (Figure 6C) 140, 144-148. So 

far, ribosome profiling has been applied to a number of RNA viruses including SARS-

CoV-2, TMEV, IBV, PRRSV, murine leukemia virus and Hepatitis B virus (HBV) 98, 103, 

149-154. Indeed, high resolution analysis of murine coronavirus and Epstein Barr virus 

revealed the presence of upstream ORFs (uORFs) in the 5’ UTR, which could influence 

translational regulation or cellular immune response 155, 156. Additionally, intricacies of non-

canonical elongation such as PRF can be resolved by careful analysis of the frameshift sites 

in the viral genome. A notable example is the PRRSV genome where the density of 

ribosome footprints mapped to ORF1A is higher than the footprint density at ORF1B. As 

a result of –1PRF, only a small proportion of the ribosomes translating ORF1A shift reading 

frame and proceed to ORF1B. Thus, it is possible to estimate frameshifting efficiency by 

calculating the ratio of footprint densities between the two open reading frames 103. One of 

the important features involved in the –1PRF mechanism is the occurrence of the ribosomal 

pause which allows the ribosome enough time to sample alternative reading frames. Indeed, 

this ribosomal pause was shown to occur in vivo in several viruses, e.g. SARS-CoV-2 and 

EMCV, through ribosome profiling 96, 157. In fact, ribosome stacking or collisions were 

observed at the frameshift site and stop-go motif of TMEV using a variation of this 

technique, called as disome profiling, which captures ribosome protected fragments of 

collided ribosomes (Figure 6D) 98. Furthermore, specialized protocols which involved 

tagging host ribosomal proteins with different compositions and conducting ribosome 

profiling of these ribosomes has led to the discovery that such ribosomal heterogeneity can 
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lead to preferential translation of a subset of mRNAs. For example, interaction of 

RPL10A/uL1with the IRES is important for the translation of IRES containing mRNAs 

(Chen & Dickman, 2017). Although this study was not conducted in virus-infected cells, it 

suggests that perhaps viral translation can occur through heterogenous ribosomes, pointing 

to the sheer importance of translational control during infection.  

Figure 6: The ribosome profiling technique and its applications. (A) Schematics of the conventional ribosome 

profiling workflow. Ribosome profiling technique can be used to study (B) differential translational 

efficiency of genes, (C) speed of elongation or stalling and non-canonical translation events and (D) ribosome 

arrest or disome formation. 
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1.5 Translational control is at the forefront in infection 

During the virus-host battle for cellular translational machinery, one of the important host 

defense response is to induce translational shut-off and activate rapid synthesis of antiviral 

proteins to limit collateral damage 158. This leads to the following fundamental questions, 

what impact do various viral infections have on the range of host mRNAs being translated, 

and how or to what extent does each virus have the ability to translate its own mRNAs more 

effectively at the expense of those of the host? This important aspect of understanding viral 

infection can be revealed through ribosome profiling by measuring the global translational 

changes that occur in cellular and viral genes during infection. Control of protein 

production reflects both the regulation of transcript abundance and the efficiency with 

which these mRNAs are translated into proteins. Historically, the analysis of global gene 

expression focused on RNA sequencing, micro-arrays and mass spectroscopy techniques 

which identified the transcriptomic and proteomic changes giving an indirect evidence of 

genome-wide translational control. Conducting parallel RNA sequencing and ribosome-

profiling measurements allows direct assessment of differential translation of any cellular 

and viral genes during infection, providing opportunities to answer fundamental questions 

relating to translational control during viral infection (Figure 6B). Recent ribosome 

profiling study in SARS-CoV-2 revealed that viral infection increases translational 

efficiency of mRNAs associated with unfolded protein response (UPR) 159. This can be a 

defense strategy of the host, as massive production of viral proteins stresses the 

endoplasmic reticulum and the cell compensates by reducing ER protein levels. 

Interestingly, it was shown that coronaviruses take advantage of this response to enhance 

their viral replication, pointing to co-evolution of the host and virus 159.   

Host immune response also leads to the upregulation of interferon-induced antiviral 

proteins which can have a drastic effect on all aspects of viral translation. This can be 

clearly observed in case of ZAP-S and SHFL which inhibit viral programmed ribosomal 

frameshifting 104, 105. Modulation of −1PRF efficiencies – both an increase and decrease – 

can impede viral replication. However, viruses can, to some extent, tolerate an increase in 

efficiency 160. It is, thus, interesting to note that cellular proteins (ZAP-S, SHFL) tend to 

decrease frameshift efficiencies while viral proteins (at least in case of 2A) induce −1PRF, 

warranting extensive characterization of the mechanisms with which they target viral 

translational regulation.  
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Although non-canonical translation events are abundant in viruses, current studies have 

revealed that several cellular mRNAs also rely on non-canonical initiation events to inhibit 

viral replication. Upstream ORFs play an important role in dynamic translation control 

triggered by viral infection and other stresses 161-165. A powerful antiviral defense is the 

activation of protein kinase R (PKR), which phosphorylates eIF2α thereby inhibiting 

translation initiation and bulk protein synthesis 166-168. Despite the general translation 

inhibition, certain mRNAs involved in stress-response showed persistent translation. These 

mRNAs were seen to possess at least one efficiently translated uORF that translationally 

represses the main ORF under normal conditions 169. Examples of such uORF-mediated 

regulation include mRNAs of transcription factors such as ATF4 involved in global stress 

response pathways and proapoptotic factors such as DDIT3. Perhaps, translation of these 

genes provides cellular resistance to infection or ultimately apoptosis. Additionally, several 

recent studies corroborate the importance of not just uORFs but also small ORFs as 

translational regulators during cellular stress conditions 165, 170. Thus, stress-induced 

alternative mechanisms such as reinitiation, non-AUG initiation, leaky scanning add to the 

translational and proteomic diversity of not just viral but also cellular genome. Do 

eukaryotic genomes also regulate their stress response through other non-canonical 

translation mechanisms? Indeed, bioinformatic analyses suggest that approximately 10% 

of cellular mRNAs contain putative frameshift motifs and in fact, –1PRF events were 

confirmed experimentally on mammalian genes PEG-10, ma3 and ma5 in humans 115, 171-

174. Thus, it is likely that eukaryotes also contain potential frameshift motifs and like 

alternative initiation, these may contribute towards antiviral response. Overall it is clear 

that viral infection can lead to substantial translational reprogramming in cells, possibly 

unique to each virus, and that translational control is critical for modulation of gene 

expression in both host and virus during infection. 
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 2. Scope of the thesis 
 

Several studies have shown that RNA viruses employ non-canonical mechanisms, such as 

–1PRF, to meet their specific translational needs and viral protein synthesis often occurs at 

the expense of cellular proteins during infection. Furthermore, translational control in host 

cells is at the forefront of antiviral response, with cells activating their stress response genes 

and employing alternative mechanisms to ensure the translation of cellular mRNAs. 

Several proteins- both host and viral- are involved in this post-transcriptional gene 

regulation. The aim of this thesis was to understand both viral and host translational 

regulation during infection. This is essential for the design of new therapeutics to fight viral 

infection or alter the cellular innate immune response. Some of the questions we aim to 

answer are; 

1) How does the translational landscape of both host and pathogen dynamically change 

upon viral infection? (Chapter 1 – using HIV-1 as a model system) 

2) What are the mechanisms with which host or viral proteins regulate viral translation, 

more specifically the non-canonical –1PRF? (Chapter 3 and supplement– using SARS-

CoV-2 and EMCV as model systems).  

3) How can we target conserved viral –1PRF elements to impede viral replication in the 

host cell? (Chapter 4 – using SARS-CoV-2 as a model system) 
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Abstract 

HIV-1 is a complex retrovirus which produces multiple proteins through a combination of 

alternative splicing, translational and post-translational mechanisms, which are tightly 

regulated throughout infection. Here, we have conducted in-depth ribosome profiling to 

gain insights into the role of translational regulation of host and viral transcripts during 

HIV-1 infection of human T-cells. Our results indicate that initial host response is 

translationally regulated, which is followed by alterations in the host transcriptome at later 

stages of infection. Analysis of ribosome profiling reads from host and viral transcripts 

reveals extensive translation of short open reading frames (sORFs), which are temporally 

expressed throughout the viral replication cycle. Additionally, careful analysis of disome 

profiling reads revealed extensive ribosome stacking upstream of the HIV-1 frameshift site. 

Together, these data reveal the key role of post-transcriptional regulation in HIV-1 

replication and highlight unique mechanisms that can be targeted for anti-viral therapies. 

Introduction 

The type 1 human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1) is a member of the Lentivirus genus 

from the Retroviridae family and the etiologic agent of the acquired immunodeficiency 

syndrome. During infection, the positive-sense single-stranded viral RNA is reverse 

transcribed into a double-stranded DNA molecule that integrates into our genome, forming 

a provirus. The host RNA polymerase II (Pol II) transcribes the provirus DNA into a capped 

and polyadenylated RNA that may undergo complex alternative splicing 175-177. This 

extensive splicing process leads to three classes of HIV mRNAs: the unspliced RNA 

genome, which encodes Gag/Gag-Pol; partially spliced transcripts encoding Vif, Vpr, and 

Env/Vpu; and completely spliced mRNAs encoding Tat, Rev and Nef 178, 179. Alternative 

RNA splicing in HIV-1 is temporally regulated, with completely spliced mRNA species 

being exported to the cytoplasm early in the infection to form regulatory proteins, while 

the incompletely spliced and unspliced RNAs are exported at later infection stages 178-180.  

Similar to the alternative splicing process, the translation of HIV-1 transcripts is also tightly 

regulated. HIV-1 protein synthesis depends entirely on host translation machinery and viral 

proteins are mainly synthesized by a cap-dependent mechanism similar to canonical host 

translation. Additionally, multiple mechanisms of non-canonical initiation such as leaky 

scanning, ribosome shunting, and internal ribosome entry-sites (IRESs) are used for the 

production and regulation of different viral proteins 181-183. IRESs have been described in 
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the 5’ UTR of HIV-1 RNAs as well as the coding region of Gag for unspliced RNAs 182, 

184-192. The activity of the 5’ UTR IRES was proposed to be stimulated during conditions 

of cellular stress and is said to be up-regulated as the HIV-1 replication cycle proceeds 193, 

194. HIV-1 protease leads to the proteolysis of eIF4GI, eIF4G2 and PABP which leads to a 

profound inhibition of cap-dependent translation and 43S scanning 184, 195-198. Furthermore, 

HIV downregulates genes involved in ribosome biogenesis such as rRNA transcription, 

pre-rRNA processing and ribosome maturation in primary CD4+ T cells 199. Despite this 

global translation decrease, it was recently shown that viral proliferation is ensured by 

hypermethylation of the m7G cap, which allows HIV-1 RNAs to enter separate specialized 

protein translation pathways 200. Besides initiation, the translation of full-length HIV-1 

RNA is also regulated at the elongation step. The Gag-Pol polyprotein which contains viral 

enzymes including protease, reverse transcriptase and integrase is translated through 

programmed −1 ribosomal frameshifting (−PRF), which occurs with an efficiency of 5-

10% 201. HIV-1 frameshifting requires two key elements- a highly conserved UUUUUUA 

slippery sequence and a downstream stable RNA secondary structure, predicted to be a 

stem-loop, a conserved three-helix junction (3HJ) or a pseudoknot 201-206. This frameshift 

event maintains the correct ratio of the structural Gag protein and the fusion Gag-Pol 

polyprotein which is critical for viral replication.  

Although a large number of proteome and transcriptome analyses have been conducted in 

HIV-1 infected cells, little is known regarding the translational landscape of host and viral 

proteins 207-212. Additionally, most available studies of HIV-1 translation have been 

conducted mainly using in vitro translation extracts or reporter constructs. Although, these 

have been crucial in revealing the myriad of mechanisms controlling HIV-1 expression, a 

global view of translational control during a productive replication cycle is still lacking. 

Here, we have conducted in-depth ribosome profiling (RiboSeq) and RNA-sequencing 

(RNASeq) from cytoplasmic extracts of HIV-1 infected T-cells to gain insights into the 

role of translational regulation of host and viral transcripts. Our results indicate a modest 

impact on cellular translation rates and reveal that initial response to infection is at a 

translational level followed by transcriptomic changes in later infection stages. We 

discovered novel short ORFs (sORFs) in the human and HIV genome that were temporally 

expressed during the course of infection. Additionally, extensive non-AUG translation 

initiation was observed in the 5’ untranslated regions of HIV-1, pointing to the presence of 

upstream ORFs (uORFs) that are translated during infection. Careful analysis of RiboSeq 
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data revealed a major stalling event upstream of the HIV-1 frameshift site. We confirmed 

ribosome stacking at this position through disome profiling. Stalling at this position may 

alter the kinetics of translation near the frameshift site, thereby modulating HIV-1 

frameshifting. Thus, our work adds more layers to post-transcriptional regulation in HIV-

1 replication and highlights unique mechanisms that can be targeted for anti-viral therapies.  

 Results  

Changes in transcript abundance and translation of host and viral mRNAs 

To study the global transcriptional and translational regulation during HIV-1 infection, 

SupT1 cells were infected with HIV-1-iGFP (NL4-3 strain), such that more than 85% cells 

express GFP 24 hours post infections (hpi), as assessed by flow cytometry analysis (Supp. 

Fig. 1A). Cytoplasmic lysates from mock and HIV-1 infected cells were collected at 8, 16 

and 24 hpi to monitor changes via transcriptome sequencing (RNASeq) and ribosome 

profiling (RiboSeq) (Fig. 1A). Quality control analysis was done as described previously 

which confirmed the overall good quality of the datasets 156. First, the length distribution 

of mapped RiboSeq reads were within the expected range of RPFs peaking at 30nt (Supp. 

Fig 1B) 139, 213. Next, PRICE analysis was used for determination of frame distribution. 

Majority of CDS-mapping RPFs are in the correct frame i.e. 0-frame which is translated in 

cellular mRNAs, indicating appropriate nuclease digestion (Supp. Fig 1C). Lastly, the 

majority of our reads start within coding transcripts at the canonical start codon reflective 

of the length of the coding sequence (CDS) and a small percentage of the RPFs map to the 

5’ UTR (Supp. Fig 1D). Only a small percentage (~1%) of the cellular mRNA pool was 

derived from HIV-1 mRNA at 8 hpi, which increased to 6% at 24 hpi. However, ribosome 

associated viral RNA was only detected from 16 hpi (~0.5% of total ribosome-bound 

reads), and by 24 hpi, ~2.5% of the ribosome-protected fragments contained HIV-1 

sequences (Fig. 1B).  

Comparison of differentially expressed host genes in the mock and infected timepoints 

indicates that at 8hpi there were no genes significantly downregulated in RNASeq and a 

small subset of genes significantly upregulated as compared to the uninfected mock. On 

the other hand, ~200 genes were differentially regulated in the RiboSeq dataset (Supp. Fig. 

2A). At 16hpi, while the number of translationally regulated genes remained constant, we 

found ~600 genes with changes in their transcript abundance (Supp. Fig. 2B). At 24hpi, 

overall changes in the transcriptome and translatome correlate well (Supp. Fig. 2C). In all 
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time points, however, there was only a modest change in the translational efficiencies (TE) 

of cellular genes, with a minor subset of 80 genes showing differential TE in each time 

point.  

In order to obtain a global assessment of cellular and viral translation we directly compared 

RNASeq and RiboSeq reads. Based on the significance of the fold changes, the 

differentially expressed genes were classified in four groups: (1) genes classified as 

exclusive are only translationally regulated and the total mRNA amount stays the same; (2) 

forwarded genes are those where there is change in the mRNA levels, while the translation 

efficiency stays constant; (3) genes named as intensified change both mRNA levels and 

ribosome per mRNA ratio in the same direction; and (4) buffered genes are those where the 

mRNA- and ribosome protected fragment fold changes are changing at opposite rates 

leaving the overall gene expression at similar levels (Fig. 1C, gene lists provided in Supp. 

Table 1). Accordingly, at 8hpi we saw ~800 genes classified as exclusive, indicating that 

the change in RiboSeq counts of these genes as seen in Supp. Fig. 2A was solely due to 

their translational efficiency. At later timepoints (16 and 24 hpi) this pattern changed 

showing more forwarded classified genes. Overall, these results indicate that perhaps the 

initial stress response to infection is translationally regulated, and the longer the infection 

persists, the cellular changes are driven at the level of cytoplasmic transcript abundance, 

which may result from changes in transcription, nuclear export, and transcript stability or 

mRNA degradation.  

Our gene ontology analysis on RiboSeq data indicates that the upregulated genes at 8hpi, 

when most translational regulation occurs, are those involved in cell cycle and DNA 

replication, whereas downregulated genes are involved in regulation of apoptosis and 

electron transport chain. This could suggest that the host cells try to undergo apoptosis, 

which is actively inhibited by the virus. At later stages of infection (16-24 hpi), we saw an 

upregulation of genes involved in immune processes and cholesterol metabolism. The 

modification of cholesterol pathway agrees with the studies suggesting HIV-protein Nef 

reduces the efficiency of reverse cholesterol transport causing accumulation of cholesterol 

in macrophages 214, 215. Interestingly, there is a translational downregulation in protein 

transport and all ribosome related processes at 24hpi in the RiboSeq data. Gene ontology 

analysis on the RNASeq data shows an upregulation of cellular differentiation, cholesterol 

metabolism, cell migration and communication, as well as immune response genes, and a 

downregulation in translational processes, tRNA transport and RNA processing. The 
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downregulation in both transcriptional and translational efficiency of the ribosome-related 

genes, including those involved in the ribosome assembly and rRNA processing, suggests 

a modest global decrease in translation levels caused due to HIV-1 infection.  

 

 

Figure 1: Global transcriptional and translational changes in HIV-1 infected cells. A) Schematic 

representation of the procedure to monitor transcript abundance and translation in HIV-1 infected cells. 

Briefly, SupT1 cells were infected or not (Mock) with HIV-1-iGFP (NL4.3 strain). At 0, 8, 16 and 24 hours 

post infection (hpi), cells were lysed to recover the cytoplasmic fraction and prepare ribosome profiling and 

RNA-seq libraries subjected to high-throughput sequencing. B) Percentage of total RNAseq and RiboSeq 

reads mapping to the HIV-1 genome at each time point. C) Scatter-plot of the fold-change (log2) in 

cytoplasmic RNASeq and RiboSeq of the Mock-infected and HIV-1 infected cells compared to each time 
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point of infection. Red dots are exclusive genes - only translationally regulated and the total mRNA amount 

stays the same; blue dots are forwarded genes - change in the mRNA levels and the translation efficiency 

stays constant; light blue dots are intensified genes - change both mRNA levels and ribosome per mRNA 

ratio in the same direction; and purple dots are buffered genes - mRNA- and ribosome protected fragment 

fold changes are changing at opposite rates. D) Gene ontology analysis of differentially expressed genes in 

RiboSeq and RNASeq at each time point. 

 

HIV-1 infection causes a global decrease in host translation 

To observe the effect of HIV-1 on global translation levels, we conducted polysome profile 

analysis on cellular lysates of 8 and 24 hours infected time-points with their respective 

mock-infected cells. At 8 hpi, there was no significant change between the profiles of mock 

and infected cells (Fig. 2A). However, at 24 hpi, there was a reduction in the amplitude of 

the polyribosome peaks in the infected cells compared to the mock, with a subtle increase 

in the monosome (80S) peak (Fig. 2B). The results suggest that the translation initiation 

process is targeted by HIV-1 infection. Previous studies with ribosomal RNA profiles and 

sucrose gradient analysis, have confirmed this change in polysome levels upon HIV-1 

infection 216. We then compared the differential translational efficiency of host house-

keeping genes to the HIV-1 genes at later time-points of infection (Fig. 2C). We observed 

a substantial increase in TEs of all viral genes at 16 hpi, which remained constant for tat, 

rev and vpr at 24 hpi and showed minor increase (fold change of 1.5 atleast) for the rest of 

the viral genes at this timepoint. This indicates that ribosome occupancy on viral RNAs is 

temporally regulated during the course of infection. Compared to viral RNAs, there was a 

subtle decrease in the translational efficiencies of host housekeeping genes such as 

GAPDH, ACTB and RPL13A at later stages of infection. Overall, HIV-1 infection does not 

seem to completely shut down host translation, but rather decreases it at the timepoints we 

monitored. However, despite this global translational suppression, the HIV-1 mRNAs 

continue to be preferentially expressed, possibly through specialized initiation 

mechanisms. 
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Figure 2: Translational efficiencies and landscape of host and viral transcripts. Polysome profile 

analysis of HIV-1 infected cells at A) 8 hpi and B) 24 hpi. Briefly, mock and HIV-1 infected cells were lysed 

and lysates were subjected to 5–45% sucrose gradient ultracentrifugation, subsequently fractionated and 

absorbance of fractions was checked at 260 nm. C) Fold change (log2) of translational efficiencies of HIV-1 

and host housekeeping gene transcripts at 16 and 24 hpi normalized to 8 hpi. Distribution of RNA-seq (pink) 

and ribosome profiling (blue) reads across the HIV-1 genome in SupT1 cells at D) 8 hpi, E) 16 hpi and F) 24 

hpi. Positions of viral genes are depicted.  
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Translational landscape of host and HIV-1 transcripts 

Having characterized the global effect of HIV-1 on host translation, we proceeded to 

investigate in detail the translational landscape on HIV-1 transcripts. As described earlier, 

we could detect RNASeq reads of viral origin at all time-points of infection (Fig. 1B, 2D-

F). We could also detect some ribosome footprints at 8 hpi, suggesting that some of the 

incoming viral RNAs are translated early on in the infection cycle (Fig. 2D). At later time 

points, translation was detected on all canonical viral coding sequences (Fig. 2E, F). In the 

HIV 5’ UTR, density of RPFs was more than that of the known coding sequences. Here, it 

is important to note that HIV-1 mRNA is spliced and since 5’ UTR is common among all 

splice isoforms, the increased RPF density may reflect cumulative ribosome density. 

Furthermore, the 5’ UTR region is highly structured and multiple RNA-binding proteins 

(including) Gag are tightly bound to the UTR. This could possibly restrict nuclease access 

to all regions and some proteins may co-purify with the monosomes. Although, it is 

unlikely these would produce fragments which are similar in length to RPFs, we cannot 

exclude the possibility. In contrast to RiboSeq, RNASeq density is essentially constant 

across the entire genome, and at 24h, it increases steadily 5’ to 3’ reflecting cumulative 

density summed over the genomic RNA and subgenomic transcripts (Fig. 2D-F). The 

ribosome occupancy on Pol was much lower than in all other viral CDSs, due to the 

presence of the HIV-1 PRF site responsible for Pol production, which is discussed in detail 

in the later results.  

Translation initiation across the HIV-1 and host genome 

To map the canonical as well as novel initiation sites, we performed RiboSeq experiments 

in the presence of harringtonine, which results in the accumulation of ribosomes at 

translation initiation sites. This strategy led to a clear enrichment of ribosomes at the 

canonical start codons of the viral transcripts (Fig. 3A). Additionally, harringtonine 

treatment resulted in accumulation of ribosomes at alternative translation initiation sites. 

We took a closer look at the 5’ UTR of HIV-1, as majority of initiating ribosomes within 

viral transcripts in the harringtonine dataset originated from the 5’ UTR. We observed that 

several of the peaks were located at near-cognate AUG codons (Fig. 3B). However, it 

remains to be investigated whether these reads from the 5’ UTR are bonafide RPFs and 

play any significant role in regulation of HIV-1 translation or in infection. 
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Next, we proceeded to characterize and identify non-canonical short open reading frames 

(sORFs) in the host as well as the viral genome. For this purpose, we employed PRICE 

analysis and identified ~1,000,000 sORFs in the human genome (gene list provided in 

Supp. Table 2). We increased the constraints applied to the dataset (see Materials and 

Methods) and eventually identified ~2400 upstream ORFs (uORFS) and ~700 each of 

downstream ORFs (dORFs) and internal ORFs (iORFs) in the human genome. uORFs are 

known to play a role in regulation of downstream ORF translation, especially during 

cellular stress conditions 165, 217. Interestingly, we found atleast 200 genes where the 

expression of the uORF appeared to be temporally regulated. One such example is the two 

uORFs in the 5’ region of the MDM2 gene, located 228 nt and 98 nt upstream of the 

canonical AUG codon. Previously, these uORFs have been identified as translational 

repressors of downstream MDM2 218. Interestingly, we see that the RPF densities at these 

uORFs increase from 0 to 24 hpi. Due to limited number of RiboSeq reads mapped to the 

CDS of MDM2, we could not quantify the effect on protein expression. We also identified 

a novel uORF located in the Importin 7 (IPO7) gene. Here, we saw decreased RPF densities 

on the uORF as well as the canonical ORF as infection proceeds, possibly due to a decrease 

in RNA levels (Fig. 4A, B, Supp. Table 2). Both MDM2 and IPO7 proteins have been 

known to play a role in viral infection. MDM2 enhances Tat-mediated HIV-1 replication 

through inhibition of p53 219, 220. IPO7 has been implicated in the regulation of ribosomal 

biogenesis and acts as an import factor for several proteins, including ribosomal proteins 

and HIV-1 integrase protein 221, 222. On the HIV genome, we only identified 2 novel HIV-

1 iORFs, within the vif and pol region. The gradual increase in RPF densities at 16 and 24h 

corresponding to these iORFs correlated well with the increase in RNA levels (Fig. 4C, D, 

Supp. Table 2). 

Novel pause sites at the HIV-1 frameshift site  

In addition to non-canonical initiation, HIV-1 utilizes a unique and well-studied mode of 

gene regulation, −1PRF. Canonically, the frameshift stimulatory site of HIV-1 is the 

heptanucleotide slippery sequence UUUUUUA and a downstream stem loop structure (Fig. 

5A). We calculated the frameshifting efficiency of HIV-1 in infected T-cells using the ratio 

of ribosome footprints in the Pol and Gag coding sequences. The percentage of 

frameshifting was ~15-20% and generally remained constant throughout the course of 

infection, although slightly higher at 8h (Fig. 5B).  
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Looking specifically at the canonical frameshift site, we observed an accumulation of 

ribosomes near the site, more specifically a pause at the UUA leucine codon of the slippery 

site (Fig. 5C upper panel; peak 2). We saw several peaks (peak 3 and 4) approximately 

12 and 24 nt upstream of the slippery site paused codon, which could represent ribosomes 

slowing down near the frameshift site. Previously, ribosome collisions at the frameshift site 

of Theiler's murine encephalomyelitis virus (TMEV) were shown to be crucial for viral 

frameshifting 98. To observe the existence of collided ribosomes near the frameshift site, 

we modified the ribosome profiling protocol to include collided ribosomes or disomes 223, 

224. Disomes are routinely excluded during preparation of ribosome profiling libraries by 

the inclusion of a size-selection step (in this study, 25–34 nt) which selects for monosome-

protected fragments. For mock as well as infected samples, we carried out DisomeSeq 

where fragments of 50-80 nt were size-selected. The read lengths were broader with local 

peaks of around 54 and 60–63 nt, consistent with expected lengths of RNA protected by 

disomes (Supp. Fig. 1B) 98, 223. The densities of these disome protected fragments were 

plotted on the viral genome at the inferred P site position of the upstream stalling ribosome 

(Fig. 5C lower panel). Due to the variation in read-lengths the P-site position is not codon-

resolved but rather shows the potential P-site distribution. Nevertheless, we did not observe 

ribosomes colliding at the UUA Leucine codon. However, a minor enrichment of reads 

corresponding to such ribosomes was observed upstream of the slippery sequence. This is 

a relatively proline rich region (~30% Pro), which is known to stall ribosomes due to 

exceptionally slow peptide bond formation 225.  

Another pause was seen in the RiboSeq data at Arginine, 23 amino acids upstream of the 

paused Leucine codon (Fig. 5C upper panel). This paused codon lies at the base of the 

proposed extended frameshift site, where the upstream RNA sequence forms a 3- helix 

junction 97, 203. This peak was several orders of magnitude higher than the pause at the 

slippery site. We also observed major ribosome collisions at this site in the disome data 

(Fig. 5C lower panel). This pause may be due to the ribosome resolving the extended 

frameshift structure or due to the nature and charge of the amino acids located at the P-site 

as well as the nascent peptide chain. 
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Figure 3: Translation initiation sites in viral transcripts. A) Distribution of ribosome P-sites around 

annotated start and stop codons in all viral transcripts in cycloheximide (dark blue) and harringtonine (light 

blue) libraries. Canonical start codons of viral transcripts are depicted. B) Close-up view of the HIV-1 5’UTR 

showing the distribution of ribosome P-sites and the position of putative non-AUG start-codons. 

 

Experimental analysis of pause sites at the HIV-1 −1PRF site 

To confirm these pause sites in vitro, we performed the ribosome pausing assay using rabbit 

reticulocyte lysates treated with harringtonine. We employed reporter mRNAs containing 

a flag tag followed by nucleotides 64 – 2687 (Δ1870 - 1881) of the HIV-1 genome to best 

mimic the native genomic context of viral frameshifting. To accurately mark the position 

of the predicted pause products, control mRNAs in which a stop codon has been introduced 

after the UAA and AGG respectively were also prepared (Fig. 5D). These mRNAs were 
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translated in RRL for 3 min prior to addition of the translation initiation inhibitor 

harringtonine. Translation was continued at 25°C, samples withdrawn at the indicated times 

post-harringtonine addition and translation products separated on a 15% SDS-PAGE gel. 

As shown in Fig. 5E, we observe a pause at the AGG indicating ribosome stacking occurs 

in vitro. However, the appearance of the pause product is transitory (albeit spread over 

several minutes), indicating this is an intermediate rather than a dead-end product. A 

distinct translational pause was also observed at the slippery site. However, unlike the pause 

at the AGG site, the slippery site pause was more pronounced and persists till the translation 

end-point, indicating ribosomal drop-off at the slippery site. To confirm the presence during 

‘normal’ translation conditions, we conducted the same assay in absence of harringtonine 

and observed a product migrating at the same position as the respective control (Fig. 5F, 

Supp. Fig. 3B). These results indicate that a percentage of ribosomes drop off at the base 

of the HIV-1 frameshift stem-loop to form an alternative product. In contrast to the in vivo 

scenario, in vitro the slippery site pause is more distinct. This may be a bias of the in vitro 

experimental conditions or perhaps the presence of regulatory proteins which strengthen 

the pause in cells. In contrast, we observed no product at the AGG pause site for the WT 

RNA, confirming that the ribosome stacking at this position is transient and can be resolved 

(Fig. 5F, Supp. Fig. 3B). Furthermore, to understand if this stacking is due to the nature of 

the amino acid at the P-site or presence of secondary structure, we mutated the arginine 

codon. We also mutated the following lysine codon from AAA to AAG (also a lysine) to 

remove the potential slippery sequence context downstream of AGG. When the arginine 

was mutated to uncharged Glycine, we observed no product at AGG, as seen in the WT 

RNA. When we mutate Arginine to charged Lysine, we observe ribosomal drop-off at the 

AGG pause site (Fig. 5F, Supp. Fig. 3B).  However, this can be attributed to the presence 

of multiple lysines (KKK) in the nascent peptide chain as translation proceeds, in line with 

previous studies 226-229. 
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Figure 4: Novel sORFs in host and viral transcripts. Distribution of ribosome P-sites in the uORF detected 

in the 5’ UTR of IPO7 gene in A) cycloheximide (dark blue) and B) harringtonine (light blue) libraries at 

each time point. Distribution of ribosome P-sites in the iORF detected in the vif coding region in C) 

cycloheximide (dark blue) and D) harringtonine (light blue) libraries at each time point. 
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Figure 5: Investigation of pause sites near the HIV-1 −1PRF site by ribosome and disome profiling. A) 

Predicted frameshift stimulatory stem-loop structure of HIV-1. Slippery sequence (SS) is boxed and in vitro 

pause site at UUA is depicted in pink. B) Percentage of Gag-Pol ribosome frameshifting efficiency at each 

time point of infection. C) Distribution of stalling ribosome P-sites of the 200nt region up to and including 

the −1PRF site in ribosome profiling libraries (dark blue) and disome profiling libraries (green). Peaks are 

denoted by numbers and dotted lines represent the peak at the stalling codon of the slippery sequence and 

upstream AGG codon respectively. D) Schematics of the N-terminal FLAG-tagged frameshifting reporter 

consisting of the nucleotides 64 – 2687 (Δ1870 - 1881) of the HIV-1 genome, indicating the controls and 

mutation sites. E) Time course of translation of reporter mRNA and controls in RRL. Briefly, translation was 

allowed to proceed at 26°C in the presence of [35S] methionine for 3 min prior to addition of harringtonine to 

a final concentration of 200 μM. Samples were withdrawn at the indicated times after harringtonine addition, 

and translation products separated on a 15% SDS-PAGE gel and detected by autoradiography. The predicted 

position of the pause products was determined from the controls (see text). F) RNAs were translated in RRL 

at 30°C in absence of harringtonine. 
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Figure 6: Stalling landscape of human T-cell genome during HIV-1 infection. Codon specific stalling in 

the A) P-site and B) A-site on a genome wide scale. Fold change (log2) between the expected human codon 

usage frequencies and observed stalling frequencies of the codons, normalized to the randomized control, are 

plotted at each timepoint. C) Distribution of amino acids along the exit tunnel of stalled ribosomes at 24 hpi. 

Fold change (log2) between the stalling frequencies of the codon and the codon frequencies in the randomized 

control are plotted. (See Materials and methods) 
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Stalling landscape of the human genome during infection  

Like HIV-1, we observed multiple stalling events during elongation in our human RiboSeq 

data. Viral infections are known to induce host integrated stress response, leading to 

preferential translation of stress response genes by altering codon usage and cellular tRNA 

pool 230, 231. Furthermore, HIV-1 has been shown to manipulate the host tRNA abundance 

and take advantage of this conserved stress response to translate its A/U-rich genome 232-

234. We checked if HIV-1 mediated translational remodeling leads to a change in the global 

stalling landscape of the host during early- and late stages of infection. To obtain high-

confidence stall sites, we devised a method to detect stalls above the noise level (See 

Materials & Methods). As a control, we generated a similar profile using a collection of 

random sites of the same RiboSeq data. As expected, in the P-site, we see stalling at the 

canonical AUG start-codon, which is not seen in the random dataset (Fig. 6A). 

Furthermore, we see stalling events at Proline (P), Glycine (G) and Aspartic acid (D), which 

were shown to be conserved stall sites in most organisms, including humans 227. Similarly, 

we checked the codon enrichment at the A-site of stalled ribosomes. We saw an enrichment 

of certain codons of Alanine (A), Serine (S), Asparagine (N) and Isoleucine (I) at the A-

site (Fig. 6B). This A-site stalling can be contributed to the presence of rare codons, e.g we 

see stalling at the TCG Serine codon which is very rare (4%) as compared to the commonly 

used AGC Serine codon where we see no stalling events. A-site stalling can also occur 

when a certain amino acid is depleted or in limiting amounts, such as in cases of starvation. 

T-cell proliferation and activation as well as immune response pathways depends on the 

availability of alanine, asparagine and isoleucine 235-238. It is likely that these amino acids 

are present in limiting amounts in SupT1 cells which may explain their enrichment in the 

A-sites of stalled ribosomes. In fact, HIV-1 restricts alanine uptake in T-cells through Vpu-

mediated downregulation of amino acid transporter SNAT-1 237. Therefore, this may be a 

viable viral strategy to regulate immune cell activation. Although, enrichment of Alanine 

did not change temporally during infection, we found that stalling at the A-site due to 

Isoleucine codons mildly increases during the course of infection. Although Alanine and 

Aspartic acid show the highest propensity to stall a ribosome at A- and P-site respectively, 

it is interesting to note that no codon, except perhaps Arginine, has the potential to stall 

ribosomes at both of these sites (Supp. Fig. 3A).  Overall, there is not a massive change in 

the stalling landscape of SupT1 cells, upon HIV-1 infection.  
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During protein synthesis, the nascent peptide chain that emerges from the ribosome through 

the ribosomal exit tunnel also plays a role in ribosomal stalling 239-243. Newly synthesized, 

positively charged amino acids, e.g. multiple lysines in a row, were shown to induce stalling 

by interacting with the negatively charged exit tunnel 226-228, 239, 242. Another study found 

the presence of negatively charged amino acids in the exit tunnel of the stalled ribosome 

243. We therefore analyzed the 30 amino acids upstream of stall sites that would span the 

ribosome exit tunnel, using random sites in the same dataset as a control (Fig. 6C). We 

found a large contribution of charged amino acids throughout the exit tunnel, but 

particularly strong lysine and glutamate enrichment at positions 2 and 4, respectively (Fig. 

6C). Additionally, it has been shown that aromatic amino acids, Phenylalanine, 

Tryptophan, Tyrosine, in nascent peptides enhance ribosome arrest in bacteria 244, 245. While 

Tyrosine appeared to be enriched in positions 2-5 and phenylalanine in position 5, we found 

no significant enrichments of tryptophan (Fig. 6C). 

Discussion 

HIV-1 is a complex retrovirus which produces multiple proteins through a combination of 

alternative splicing, translational and post-translational mechanisms, which are temporally 

regulated throughout infection 179, 180. Additionally, it utilizes a myriad of non-canonical 

initiation and elongation translation mechanisms including scanning, leaky scanning, 

internal ribosome entry sites, adenosine methylation and programmed ribosomal 

frameshifting to suit its specific translational needs 182, 183, 201. Here, we describe in detail 

the translational landscape of host and viral transcripts during HIV-1 replication through 

ribosome profiling and RNA sequencing.  

Global analysis of the host response to early HIV-1 infection (8hpi) revealed a minor 

perturbance in the cytoplasmic transcriptome and remodeling of the translatome, indicating 

that changes in TE of certain host mRNAs may play a dominant role in cellular response 

to infection. Amongst the translationally regulated genes we identified several defense 

response genes known to severely abrogate HIV-1 replication such as Schlafen family 

member 11 (SLFN11) 246, G3BP stress granule assembly factor 1 (G3BP1) 247, and Dead 

box helicases (DDXs) 248 which were upregulated and a translational downregulation of 

interferon induced transmembrane proteins (IFITMs) 249. We also observed translational 

upregulation of signal transducer and activator of transcription 1 (STAT1) which is shown 

to be activated by HIV-1 and plays an integral role in HIV-1-induced inflammatory 
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responses 250. Late HIV-1 infection, in our case 16 and 24 hpi, induced a strong perturbation 

of the cellular cytoplasmic transcriptome and a significant change in the translational status 

of a restricted group of transcripts. Cellular transcripts where expression is down-regulated 

are mainly related to the regulation of gene expression and include factors involved in 

ribosome biogenesis, translation, tRNA biogenesis, mRNA splicing and processing, 

perhaps resulting from a cellular response to the stress. Amongst the commonly 

differentially regulated genes between all the time points, Synaptotagmin-like protein 3 

(SYTL3) gene showed extensive changes in transcript abundance as well as ribosome 

occupancy. SYTL3 protein plays a role in vesicular trafficking and is said to regulate the 

release of viral particles 251. We also saw transcriptional upregulation in GTPase of the 

immunity-associated protein family (GIMAP) genes in all datasets which are profoundly 

expressed in immune cells, playing an important role in lymphocyte development and are 

commonly associated with autoimmune and inflammatory diseases 252, 253.    

It has been proposed that HIV-1 induces host translation shut-off to favor the translation of 

its own transcripts 184, 195-198, 216. Indeed, HIV-1 infection is known to decrease cap- and 

poly(A)-dependent initiation of translation through viral protease-mediated degradation of 

eIF4G and PABP 181, 196. One of the mechanisms through which HIV-1 mRNA translation 

is sustained is the distinct composition of the HIV-1 ribonucleoprotein complexes, 

specifically the association of HIV-1 unspliced transcripts with nuclear cap binding protein 

80 (CBP80) 216. Interestingly, we observed a consistent increase in translational efficiency 

of CBP80 throughout the course of infection. Although HIV-1 infection affected the 

translational status of certain mRNAs, we did not observe a drastic translational shut-off, 

as seen in RNA viruses such as picornaviruses, at the time-points tested. However, HIV-1 

directly relies on the host machinery for synthesis of its capped and polyadenylated viral 

mRNAs which can be translated in a cap-dependent manner, hence the lack of translational 

shut-off is not surprising 182, 185.  

One of the prevalent mechanisms of regulation of translation initiation is the expression of 

uORFs, which are extensively found in viruses as well as in eukaryotes 254-256. uORFs 

generally inhibit translation of the main ORF by restricting the fraction of 

initiating/scanning 40S ribosomal subunits that can reach the canonical start codon 162, 217, 

255. Careful analysis of the translational landscape of viral transcripts uncovered several 

translation initiation sites in the HIV 5’ UTR, pointing to the presence of uORFs. However, 

further studies would be required to demonstrate if the translation from these HIV-1 uORFs 
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is productive and whether it plays a role in HIV-1 translation regulation or immune 

response. It was recently observed that the cellular amount of uORF-encoded peptides 

increases during stress 165. Through PRICE analysis, we identified novel uORFs in the 

human genome where expression of the uORFs was temporally regulated. Further analysis 

of the uORFs discovered in our study revealed that a large number of these genes are 

involved in T-cell activation, differentiation and receptor signaling pathways. Immune 

responses, in particular, require precise, dynamic gene regulation at the post-transcriptional 

level that must activate rapidly as threats rise and resolve efficiently as they disappear. 

Thus, temporal expression of uORFs would offer an elegant strategy for the cell to actively 

respond to environmental stresses.  

Besides translation initiation, elongation of HIV-1 can also occur through non-canonical 

means, specifically through programmed ribosomal frameshifting. Studies examining the 

secondary structure of the HIV-1 genomic RNA within capsids have revealed that the 

frameshift site is part of a conserved three-helix junction (3HJ) 203, 257. Despite the extensive 

in vitro analysis of the frameshift mechanisms, not much is known about the role of stalling 

in HIV-1 −1PRF. Our disome and monosome analysis revealed a significant pausing event 

upstream of the slippery sequence. Here, the ribosome would be positioned at the base of 

the three-helix RNA structure. It is likely that the RNA structure promotes ribosome 

stacking which can decrease the rate of translation, thereby facilitating pausing at the 

slippery sequence. It has been known that factors such as increased translation initiation 

rates lead to increased polysome density, which can cause ribosomes to stack at the 

frameshift site. This in turn affects the rate of mRNA refolding during translation and leads 

to a decrease in overall frameshift efficiency 160, 258. It is likely that the extended structure 

leading to the pause functions in a similar fashion, decreasing the number of ribosomes that 

can stack at the frameshift site, allowing frameshifting to occur at the appropriate level. 

Extensive ribosome stalling can also occur due to the presence of charged amino acids in 

the nascent peptides. In this case, the nascent peptide contains nearly 30% charged amino 

acids which could contribute towards the pausing. Furthermore, the pause occurs at the 

RKK motif and several studies in yeast have shown that consecutive Lysine or Arginine 

codons can induce translation arrest, leading to the formation of disomes 223, 259-261. 

Additional studies would be required to determine the exact mechanism of this pause and 

its function in HIV-1 frameshifting. However, we hypothesize that ribosome stacking 
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upstream of the frameshift site is an additional layer of frameshift regulation to maintain 

the critical ratio of structural and enzymatic proteins during HIV-1 replication.  

Taken together our work largely enhances the understanding of post-transcriptional 

regulation of both host and viral mRNAs during HIV-1 infection. It presents new paradigms 

of non-canonical mechanisms of HIV-1 translation, thereby paving the way for novel 

antiviral targeting. 

Materials and methods 

Cell culture 

SupT1 cells (NIH-AIDS reagent database) and Jurkat cells (NIH-AIDS reagent database) 

were maintained in RPMI supplemented with 10% FBS (Gibco), 100 µg/ml streptomycin, 

100 U/ml penicillin and 2 mM Glutamine. HEK293 cells (gift from Prof. Jörg Vogel, HIRI-

HZI) and Huh7 cells (gift from Dr. Mathias Munschauer, HIRI-HZI), were maintained in 

DMEM (Gibco) supplemented with 10% FBS (Gibco) and 100 µg/ml streptomycin and 

100 U/ml penicillin. 

HIV-1 virus purification and infection 

18 million HEK293T cells were seeded in a 15 cm2 plate with 15 ml media 24h prior to 

transfection. Cells were then co-transfected with 10 µg pNL4-3 ΔEnv-iGFP (NIH AIDS 

Research and Reference Reagent program, Cat. #11100) and 2 µg pCMV VsVG (gift from 

Dr. Redmond Smyth, HIRI-HZI) using PEI (DNA:PEI =1:12). 48h post transfection, 

supernatant was collected and centrifuged at 2000g for 20 min to remove cell debris. The 

supernatant was then filtered through 45 micron filters, loaded onto the 20% sucrose 

cushion (Tris-HCl 50mM pH 7.4, NaCl 100 mM, EDTA 0.5mM) with a ratio 4:1 and 

centrifuged at 4500 rpm for 20h in a Beckmann rotor JLA16.250. The virus pellet was 

resuspended in PBS, treated with DNase I for 1h at 37°C, distributed into microfuge tubes 

and kept at -80°C until further use.  

For ribosome, disome and polysome profiling experiments, cells were infected with 50 µl 

of virus suspension per 40 million cells by spinoculation at 1500 g for 30 min at 37 °C, in 

presence of 8 µg/ml polybrene (Sigma). Cells were pelleted at 1000 RPM for 3 min at 37 

°C, washed once with warm media, resuspended in 40 ml RPMI medium and incubated at 

37 °C.   
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Ribosome profiling and RNA sequencing 

Ribosome profiling samples were prepared as previously described (McGlincy and 

Ingolia., 2017) with modifications for suspension cell lines. Briefly, at each time point of 

infection, cells were treated with 100 μg/ml cycloheximide in DMSO at 37 °C for 2 min. 

For harringtonine treated samples, cells were treated with 2 μg/ml cycloheximide in DMSO 

at 37 °C for 5 min, followed by cycloheximide treatment. Cells were immediately pelleted 

at 1000 RPM for 3 min at 4 °C, washed once with cold cycloheximide containing PBS and 

the cell pellet was snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C, till further use. Cell 

pellet was thawed in the presence of ice-cold lysis buffer containing 1% Triton-X and 

triturated 10 times through a 26G needle. The lysate was centrifuged at 17000g for 10 min 

at 4 °C and the supernatant was recovered. Cell lysates were subjected to RiboSeq and 

RNASeq.  

The methodologies employed for ribosome profiling were based on the original protocols 

of Ingolia and colleagues 213, 262, except rRNA contamination was removed using 

riboPOOLs rRNA depletion kit (siTOOLs Biotech) using the manufacturer’s instructions. 

For disome profiling, a broad range of RPFs (50-80nt) were size selected. Quality of the 

library was assessed by using a BioAnalyzer via the High Sensitivity DNA Kit (Agilent; 

5067-4626). Sequencing experiments were performed by either Novogene or the Core Unit 

Systems Medicine (University of Würzburg): Sequencing of Riboseq – For cycloheximide 

treated samples- first replicate was sequenced by Novogene (Novaseq SE50- 50 million 

reads per sample), the next 2 replicates were sequenced at the Core Unit Systems Medicine 

(Illumina Nextseq 2000 P3 SE100 - ~150 million reads/sample). Harringtonine treated 

samples were sequenced at the Core Unit Systems Medicine (Illumina Nextseq 2000 P3 

SE100 - ~75 million reads/sample). Disome profiling samples were sequenced at the Core 

Unit Systems Medicine (Illumina Nextseq 2000 P3 SE100 - ~75 million reads/sample). 

For RNASeq, total RNA was isolated from the cell-lysate using Trizol (Invitrogen), 

following manufacturer’s instructions. RNA-seq libraries from these samples were 

constructed using CORALL Total RNA-Seq Library Prep Kit (Lexogen), according to 

manufacturer’s instructions. Quality of the library was assessed by using a BioAnalyzer via 

the High Sensitivity DNA Kit (Agilent). Sequencing experiments were performed by either 

Novogene or the Core Unit Systems Medicine (University of Würzburg): For one replicate, 

sequencing was done at Novogene (Novaseq PE150- 20 million reads per sample) and the 
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other two replicates were sequenced at the Core Unit Systems Medicine (Illumina Nextseq 

500 Mid-output SE150 - ~16 million reads/sample). 

Bioinformatic analysis  

For RiboSeq 

For the computational processing of the ribosome profiling reads, PRICE pipeline was 

utilized 263. In addition to performing all pre-processing and pre-filtering steps, it 

determines the P-site codon for each individual Ribo-Seq read with a probabilistic model. 

Here, the demultiplexed FASTQ files were run on the pipeline using a JSON file specifying 

the path to the raw sequencing data and mapping parameters (Source Data). With the 

correctly prepared JSON file, BASH scripts streamlining the pipeline were created as 

instructed (https://github.com/erhard-lab/price). Finally, the BASH scripts were executed 

and the PRICE coverage data, a report folder with mapping statistics and BAM files with 

the mapped reads were generated by the pipeline. Visualization of PRICE coverage 

information was performed with the built-in RiboView functionality of gedi. The .bam files 

generated by PRICE were assigned to genomic features with featureCounts tool 264. For 

analysis of differential gene expression, the deltaTE pipeline was utilized 265. The 

classification system of the pipeline was adjusted to also distinguish between RiboSeq up- 

and downregulated genes. Since deltaTE always compares two timepoints to each other, 

the RScript was adjusted for each comparison. Furthermore, the option to consider batch 

effects was selected. The pipeline was ultimately executed as instructed 

(https://github.com/SGDDNB/translational_regulation). The RScript, count matrices, gene 

lists, fold change tables, as well as some interactive plots are included in the supplemental 

material. For disome profiling, the preprocessing steps were similar to ribosome profiling, 

except P-site determination was performed as described below..  

For gene ontology analysis the online tool of the Panther classification system was 

employed. GO analysis was performed on the human host genome and enrichment for 

biological processes was selected. Uploaded genes were provided with Ensembl identifiers. 

For RNASeq reads 

In general, the preprocessing steps of the RiboSeq and RNASeq analysis were the same. 

As the preprocessing is already integrated in the PRICE pipeline for the Ribo-Seq analysis, 

the pre-processing steps of the pipeline were manually implemented. The linker sequences 

https://github.com/SGDDNB/translational_regulation
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were trimmed and the data was filtered using fastp. rRNA and Mycoplasma was removed 

by aligning the reads to the specific genomes using Bowtie2. The remaining reads were 

mapped to the human genome using STAR tool and reads were deduplicated using 

DedupUMI. For the visualization of mapped RNA-Seq and Ribo-Seq reads in .bam format, 

the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) was used. 

Ribosomal stalling patterns in host translation 

To investigate ribosomal stalling, P-site codon information was utilized. For monosomes, 

P-sites were determined by PRICE, however, for disomes P-site determination was 

performed manually. Sequencing reads with a length between 53-67 nucleotides were 

processed. Here, fixed P-site offsets were applied. The offset for the stalling ribosome was 

presumed to be 16 nucleotides from the 3’-end of the read. A self-written python script is 

available in the supplemental material. 

For the ribosomal stalling patterns, cycloheximide treated RiboSeq datasets were used. All 

codon coverage peaks were sorted into bins depending on the genomic distance to the next 

peak so that individual translational active regions end up in a single bin. If the distance 

between peaks exceeded 100 nucleotides, a new bin was created. Bins with less than four 

entries were discarded. From the remaining bins, the highest peaks were considered 

potential stalling sites when the read count was at least two times higher than the mean of 

all peaks in the bin. Depending on the size of each bin a different number of maximum 

peaks were selected, specifically the number of considered peaks was determined by floor 

division for bins with more than 10 entries (number of max values = binsize // 10). For 

comparison, a random dataset was created from the same bin distribution, but the peaks of 

each bin were selected with a random function and there was no criterium of minimal 

coverage. The A-site codon downstream and the 30 codons upstream (coding for nascent 

peptide) were also identified in a similar manner. For sequence extraction and translation 

into an amino acid sequence, the Biopython library was employed 266. Python scripts 

guiding through the workflow are available in the supplemental material. The frequencies 

of the P-site and A-site potential stalling events were compared to the human codon usage 

frequencies obtained from CoCoPUTs 267, 268. The fold change of expected to obtained 

frequencies was calculated and finally the fold changes (log2) were normalized with the 

fold change (log2) values obtained from the random subsample. For the nascent peptide 

analysis, the frequency of every amino acid was individually counted for each position of 
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the ribosomal exit tunnel and the fold change (log2) in frequency was directly calculated in 

comparison to the random subsample. 

Plasmid construction 

To generate reporter constructs for in vitro translation and ribosome pausing, golden gate 

compatible vectors were generated and protein-coding sequences were introduced by 

Golden Gate Assembly using AarI cut sites 269. The reporter vector contained ß-globin 5′ 

and 3′ UTRs as well as a 30 nt long poly-(A) tail. The insert was derived from nucleotides 

64 – 2687 (Δ1870 - 1881) of the HIV-1 genome; a 3×FLAG-tag was introduced at the N-

terminus to facilitate detection. To generate 0% and 100% –1PRF controls, the –1PRF site 

was mutated by disrupting the PK structure as well as the slippery sequence. For ribosome 

pausing, controls were generated by adding two stop codons (UAA) downstream of the 

UUA codon of slippery site as well as pause site (AGG codon) discovered in this study.  

Ribosome pausing  

mRNAs were in vitro transcribed using T7 polymerase purified in-house using linearized 

plasmid DNA as the template. RNAs were translated in nuclease-treated rabbit reticulocyte 

lysate (RRL) (Promega) programmed with ~50 μg/ml template mRNA. A typical reaction 

mixture was composed of 90% (vol/vol) RRL, 20 μM amino acids (lacking methionine), 

and 0.2 MBq [35S]-methionine. The translational inhibitor harringtonine was added 3 min 

after the start of the reaction in order to obtain synchronous initiation (final concentration, 

5 μg/ml). Aliquots of 2.5 μl were withdrawn from the translation reaction mixture at 

specified intervals and stopped by the addition an equal volume of 10 mM EDTA, 100 

μg/ml RNase A (Invitrogen). Following incubation at room temperature for 20 min, 3 Vol 

of 2× BoltTM LDS Sample Buffer (Invitrogen) was added, and the samples were denatured 

at 70 °C for 10 min before loading on a 20x20 cm 15% SDS-PAGE. Samples were resolved 

at 300 V for 3 h. For autoradiography, the gels were dried at 80 °C for2 h under vacuum, 

exposed to phosphor screens (Fujifilm) for at least 5 days. The phosphor screens were then 

scanned with a Typhoon™ FLA 7000 (GE Healthcare).  

In vitro translation 

For in vitro translation assays, conditions were kept the same except reactions were 

prepared without [35S]-methionine, instead 20 μM amino acids (lacking cysteine) was 

added. Reactions were incubated for 1 h at 30 °C. Samples were mixed with 3 Vol of 1X 
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BoltTM LDS Sample Buffer (Invitrogen), denatured at 70 °C for 10 min, before loading on 

a NuPAGE™ 4–12% Bis-Tris polyacrylamide gel (Invitrogen). The products were detected 

using western blot and transfer was done using Trans-Blot (Bio-Rad). The nitrocellulose 

membranes were developed using anti-DDDDK primary (Abcam ab49763) and IRDye® 

680RD donkey anti-rabbit secondary antibody (LI-COR). Bands were visualized using an 

Odyssey Clx infrared imager system (LI-COR).  

Data availability 

Supplementary information indicated in the manuscript is included in the Source data 

provided with this thesis.  
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Supplementary Information 

 

 

Supp Fig 1: HIV-1 infection and quality control of the ribosome and disome profiling libraries, related 

to Fig. 1. A) Percentage of GFP-positive SupT1 cells at each time point. B) Read length distribution of 

mapped reads of the ribosome profiling and disome profiling libraries. C) The frame distribution per read 

length of reads overlapping a CDS in the ribosome profiling libraries. D) Number of reads starting within 

coding transcripts. The x axis is the relative position of the read start within the three regions (5'-UTR: <0; 

CDS: 0-100; 3'-UTR: >100). The major isoform is used as reference for each gene (the longest coding 

transcript). 
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Supp Fig 2: Host differential gene expression in HIV-1 infected cells, related to Fig.1. Differences in 

ribosome occupancy (left), transcription (middle) and translation efficiency (right) were determined using 

deltaTE at A) 8 hpi, B) 16 hpi and C) 24 hpi.  Volcano plots show relative fold changes (log2) between the 

mock and infected samples at each time point. The y-axis shows the -1og10 value of the false discovery rate 

(FDR)-corrected p-values. The red lines mark the thresholds of a log2 fold change +/- 1.5 (vertical) and p-

value of 0.05 (horizontal). The significantly down regulated genes are colored in blue, whereas the 

significantly up regulated genes are colored in red. Interactive versions of the plots are included in the Source 

data. (A) 8 hpi compared to mock. (B) 16 hpi compared to mock. (C) 24 hpi compared to mock. 
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Supp. Fig. 3: Stalling sites of host and viral genome, related to Fig. 5 and 6. A) Comparison of codon-

specific stalling at the A- and P-sites at 24 hpi. Fold change (log2) between the expected human codon usage 

frequencies and observed stalling frequencies of the codons, normalized to the randomized control, were 

determined for A- and P-sites and plotted against each other. B) RNAs described in Fig. 5E, including the 

WT RNA, were translated in RRL at 30°C in absence of harringtonine. Translation products separated on a 

12% SDS-PAGE gel and FLAG-tagged peptides were identified via western blotting using anti-DDDDK 

antibody. The red star indicates genuine pause sites and the black star indicates a non-specific product 

detected in the RRL by the anti-rabbit secondary antibody.  
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Abstract 

Programmed ribosomal frameshifting (PRF) is a fundamental gene expression event in 

many viruses including SARS-CoV-2, which allows production of essential structural and 

replicative enzymes from an alternative reading frame. Despite the importance of PRF for 

the viral life cycle, it is still largely unknown how and to what extent cellular factors alter 

mechanical properties of frameshifting RNA molecules and thereby impact virulence. This 

prompted us to comprehensively dissect the interplay between the host proteome and the 

SARS-CoV-2 frameshift element. Here, we reveal that zinc-finger antiviral protein (ZAP-

S) is a direct and specific regulator of PRF in SARS-CoV-2 infected cells. ZAP-S 

overexpression strongly impairs frameshifting and viral replication. Using in 

vitro ensemble and single-molecule techniques, we further demonstrate that ZAP-S directly 

interacts with the SARS-CoV-2 RNA and ribosomes and interferes with the folding of the 

frameshift RNA. Together these data illuminate ZAP-S as de novo host-encoded specific 

inhibitor of SARS-CoV-2 frameshifting and expand our understanding of RNA-based gene 

regulation. 

Introduction 

The novel severe acute respiratory syndrome-related coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2), the 

causal agent of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), emerged rapidly to become a 

global threat to human health 270. Global analyses of RNA- and protein-interaction 

networks have increased our understanding of SARS-CoV-2 viral replication in a short 

time 271, 272 . However, there is a lack of detailed mechanistic understanding of the interplay 

between RNA-protein complexes, which could inform the design of novel antivirals. Here, 

functionally important RNA elements of the viral genome represent ideal targets due to 

their evolutionary conservation. One of those well-conserved RNA elements is the 

programmed ribosomal frameshift site.   

A hallmark of infections by the SARS-CoV-2 and many other viruses is the –1 programmed 

ribosomal frameshifting (–1PRF) event which allows translation of multiple proteins from 

the same transcript. Frameshifting increases the coding potential of the genomes and is 

often used to expand the variability of proteomes, adapt to changing environments, or 

ensure a defined stoichiometry of protein products 54, 77. In coronaviruses, –1 frameshifting 

on the 1a/1b gene is fundamental for efficient viral replication and transcription of the viral 

genome. In cells, efficiency of this frameshifting event varies between 20-40% 87, 273. 
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Programmed ribosomal frameshifting relies on the presence of a slippery heptameric 

sequence (in coronaviruses U UUA AAC) and an RNA secondary structure such as a 

pseudoknot (Fig. 1A). Mutations in the slippery sequence and downstream RNA structure 

drastically impair frameshifting efficiency 85, 274.  

Traditionally, efforts to understand the mechanism of –1PRF focused on cis–acting 

modulatory elements. Previous work in purified translation systems explained in 

unprecedented detail how ribosome pausing on the slippery codons may lead to a kinetic 

partitioning and favor movement of translating ribosomes to an alternative reading frame 

87, 124. It has been shown that –1PRF may occur during a late stage of the tRNA translocation 

step with the stimulatory element causing ribosomes to become trapped in an unusual 

conformation that is relieved by either the spontaneous unfolding of the blockade or a –1 

slip on the mRNA 87, 124. Recently, it is becoming clear that cis-acting elements are not the 

only determinants of frameshifting in cells and trans-acting viral and cellular factors as 

well as small molecules or oligonucleotides can alter frameshifting levels 96, 114, 275. Despite 

this momentum, fundamental questions such as how pertinent RNA-binding factors are for 

frameshifting processes in general and how exactly these interactions alter the mechanical 

properties of RNA as well as the choice of the reading frame remain to be exploited.    

Based on current knowledge, there would be at least three potential routes to modulate 

frameshifting by trans-acting factors. First, the binding of the factor can transform the 

downstream RNA element to a more stable roadblock, which was shown for cardiovirus 

2A, poly-(C) binding protein and some small molecules such as the NCT-8 96, 102, 114. In 

these cases, the specific interaction of the factor with the nucleotides downstream of the 

slippery codons leads to an increase in frameshifting. Alternatively, eukaryotic release 

factors such as eRF1 alone or eRF1/3 recruited by Shiftless (SFL) to the HIV-1 frameshift 

site were shown to target stalled ribosomes 105, 107. In this case, different from the first group 

of regulators the interaction of both SFL and release factors was not dependent on the 

identity of the frameshift RNA. Therefore, it remains to be solved how the frameshifting 

ribosome complexes would be recognized by these trans-acting factors. A third route could 

potentially work through remodeling or destabilization of the frameshifting RNA elements 

through direct interactions between the RNA and the trans-factor. However, so far there 

has been no cellular or viral factor reported to affect frameshifting efficiency (FE) through 

this route.   
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These prompted us to comprehensively identify and study direct interactions between the 

host cell proteome and the SARS-CoV-2 frameshifting RNA element. Firstly, to decipher 

interactors of the frameshifting RNA element, we employed an in vitro RNA-antisense 

capture and mass spectrometry-based screen 276. Through this approach, we identified the 

short isoform of zinc-finger antiviral protein (ZAP-S, ZC3HAV1), as a prominent RNA 

interaction partner. We demonstrated that ZAP-S acts as a host-encoded inhibitor of SARS-

CoV-2 1a/1b frameshifting in vivo and in vitro. Intriguingly, ZAP-S overexpression 

reduced the replication of SARS-CoV-2 by more than 90%, highlighting the importance of 

the protein in the viral life cycle. The effect of ZAP-S on SARS-CoV-2 frameshifting was 

specific, because barring the closely related SARS-CoV-1, other viral and cellular PRF 

levels were not affected by ZAP-S in vivo. Using a multidisciplinary approach, we further 

probed this effect and revealed important clues on molecular principles of frameshifting 

downregulation by ZAP-S. Amongst them, we show that ZAP-S can alter the physical 

properties of the PRF RNA, which brings a unique dimension to frameshift mechanisms. 

Our study highlights for the first time that the expression of the SARS coronavirus 

ORF1a/1b, can be directly and specifically modulated by a host-encoded RNA-binding 

protein during infection. These findings provide substantial new insights on PRF regulation 

and the interplay between SARS-CoV-2 replication and host defense, thereby paving the 

way for novel RNA-based therapeutic intervention strategies. 
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Results 

SARS-CoV-2 PRF RNA capture identifies novel host interactors  

To identify potential cellular RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) that interact with the –1PRF 

element of SARS-CoV-2, an in vitro synthesized RNA fragment corresponding to 

nucleotides 13456-13570 of the SARS-CoV-2 genome was incubated with lysates of 

SARS-CoV-2-infected and uninfected Calu-3 cells and naïve HEK293 cells (Fig. 1B) 276. 

Calu-3 cells are lung epithelial cells that are commonly used to study CoV infection 277. 

HEK293 cells are routinely used to study RNA-protein interactomes, therefore they 

represented an ideal system to assess possible cell-based variations 278. To exclude any non-

specific binders, we used an 80 nucleotides long non-structured RNA as a control. RNAs 

were captured by a biotinylated antisense DNA-oligo, and interacting proteins were 

identified by LC-MS/MS (liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry) analysis 

(Fig. 1B, C).    

In our SARS-CoV-2 frameshift RNA capture, more than 100 proteins were at least two-

fold enriched. According to our GO term analysis, the majority (80%) of identified hits 

have been described as RNA-binding proteins (Supplementary Fig. 1A). As for viral 

proteins, we saw an enrichment of the viral nucleocapsid protein (N) in infected lysates, 

which is a well-described RNA-binding protein 279. In addition, 35% and 30% of the 

enriched RBPs were involved in splicing and ribosome biogenesis, respectively 

(Supplementary Fig. 1A). Among those, 19 proteins were common to infected and 

uninfected Calu-3 cells, 18 hits were identified only in HEK293 cells, 15 were captured 

only in uninfected Calu-3 cells, and 40 were present only in infected Calu-3 cells 

(Supplementary Fig. 1B). The core interactome of 9 proteins identified in all three cell 

systems encompasses well-described post-transcriptional regulators (Fig. 1C, D, 

Supplementary Fig. 1C, Supplementary Table 1). Proteins recently identified in 

genome-wide interactome studies as direct RNA interaction partners for SARS-CoV-2 

were selected for downstream functional characterization 272, 279-281. Several of these have 

been shown to play a role in RNA processing, including splicing (such as HNRNPs F, H1, 

and H2), RNA trimming (POP1) and RNA surveillance (ZAP) 282-284. Translational 

regulators included IGF2BP1, ELAVL1, DHX36, and SSB 285, 286. ELAVL1 is a cofactor 

which ensures translational fidelity in the context of uORFs 287. DHX36 is a multifunctional 

helicase and is involved in translation and innate immunity 288, 289. G-rich RNA sequence 

binding protein, GRSF1, is implicated in mitochondrial translation 290. Another 
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multifunctional protein that was identified in our screen was ZAP, which is an interferon-

induced antiviral factor with two isoforms (ZAP-S and ZAP-L). Both isoforms of ZAP are 

implied in various RNA-related mechanisms, including RNA decay and translation 284, 291-

294. While the longer isoform of ZAP (ZAP-L) was reported to be mainly recruited to 

membrane-associated sites of viral replication 291, 295, 296, the shorter cytoplasmic form of 

ZAP (ZAP-S) has been identified as an immune-regulatory protein through its interaction 

with the 3′ untranslated region of interferon mRNAs 291. Two additional hits were included 

in the downstream analysis based on their above fourfold enrichment only in infected Calu-

3 lysates. These included the poly-(A) polymerase PAPD4, and GNL2 which has been 

implied in ribosome biogenesis 297, 298. 

RNA interactors specifically inhibit SARS-CoV-2 frameshifting in cells  

To explore the potential role of the RNA binders in SARS-CoV-2 frameshifting, we 

designed an in vivo fluorescence-based –1PRF assay. In this assay, the expression of the 

first ORF EGFP in the 0-frame would be constitutive, whereas the expression of the 

following ORF mCherry would depend on –1PRF occurring at the preceding SARS-CoV-

2 1a/1b frameshifting fragment (Fig. 2A). As controls, we used a construct lacking the –

1PRF stimulatory sequence, and the mCherry gene is placed either in –1 or in-frame with 

respect to EGFP (Fig. 2A, B). Frameshift efficiencies were calculated as the ratio of 

mCherry to EGFP in the test construct normalized to the in-frame control (see also 

Materials and Methods). To study the effect of the trans-acting factors on SARS-CoV-2 

frameshifting, cells were co-transfected with both the dual-fluorescence reporter plasmid 

and the plasmid encoding the putative trans-factor as an N-terminal ECFP fusion. This 

allowed gating of ECFP + cells, which express the trans-acting protein of interest 

(Supplementary Fig. 2A). To benchmark the assay, a vector expressing only ECFP was 

used as a control to compensate for the spectral overlap between ECFP and EGFP. Using 

this fluorescence reporter system, the frameshifting efficiency (FE) of SARS-CoV-2 was 

measured to be ca. 35% in HEK293 (Fig. 2C, D, Supplementary Fig. 2A, B, 

Supplementary Table 2), in agreement with the published FE for SARS-CoV-1 as well as 

the SARS-CoV-2 273, 274. In addition, vector expressing ECFP-SFL, a previously described 

inhibitor of –1PRF in SARS-CoV-2, was used as a positive control 272. Among the selected 

RNA interactors, no change in FE was observed with GNL2, HNRNPF, IGF2BP1 or SSB 

which points to the fact that binding to the stimulatory RNA element is not sufficient for 

modulating PRF. Furthermore, control proteins that were not significantly enriched in the 
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interactome capture, such as SART, DDX3, PINX and ZFR, did not lead to significant 

changes in FE, corroborating the specificity of the flow-cytometry-based frameshifting 

assay (Fig. 2C). Two hits, namely GRSF1 and PAPD4, led to a small but statistically 

significant increase in FE. Proteins with the strongest effect on FE were HNRNPH1, 

HNRNPH2 and ZAP-S, where frameshifting was substantially reduced by up to 50%. 

Despite equal expression levels (Supplementary Table 2), the large isoform of ZAP (ZAP-

L) reduced frameshifting levels to a much lower degree compared to HNRNPH1, 

HNRNPH2 and ZAP-S. 

We also compared the relative mRNA expression levels of the selected RBPs in published 

RNA-seq datasets from infected Calu-3, Huh7.5.1 cells and COVID-19 patients 

(Supplementary Fig. 1E) 299, 300. HNRNPH1 and HNRNPH2 expression levels did not 

change upon infection, whereas IMP3 and ZAP transcripts were enriched by more than 6-

fold in patient samples 299. We therefore decided to include IMP3 as a control RNA-binding 

protein for the downstream analysis due to its relatively low enrichment in the screen (log2 

enrichment 0.4-0.7) (Fig. 1C). Notably, among all the hits we analyzed, ZAP was the only 

factor that was also induced in infected Calu-3 and Huh7.5.1 cells. We also analyzed 

expression levels of these candidates by quantitative RT-PCR in SARS-CoV-2 infected 

Calu-3 cells compared to uninfected controls at 72 hours post-infection. As seen in the 

RNA-seq data, only ZAP showed a significant (ca. 20-fold) increase in mRNA levels 

upon infections 299, 300 (Supplementary Fig. 1E, F). An increase in ZAP-S protein levels 

upon SARS-CoV-2 infection was also reported previously 301, 302. 

Next, to test whether ZAP-S is functionally relevant during SARS-CoV-2 infection, Huh7 

cells stably overexpressing ALFA-tagged ZAP-S were infected with SARS-CoV-2. In line 

with previous reports using RNAi, ZAP-S overexpression reduced viral replication after 24 

hours by approximately 20-fold (Fig. 2D, Supplementary Fig. 2D) 279, 303. We further 

tested whether the addition of interferons had a synergistic effect but observed no further 

enhancement of the effect of ZAP-S upon treatment with IFN-α2, INF-ß, IFN-ɣ, and IFN-

ƛ1 (Fig. 2D, Supplementary Fig. 2C, E). In addition, we also measured the viral N protein 

levels via immunofluorescence, which is one of the early markers of SARS-CoV-2 

infection. Levels of the N protein were also decreased upon ZAP overexpression 

(Supplementary Fig. 2C, D and E). Taken together, our results showed that ZAP-S has 

the potential to restrict SARS CoV-2 replication in our cellular system, similar to published 
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results in Calu-3 cells 303. Based on its strong induction upon infection, inhibition of viral 

frameshifting and antiviral function, we decided to focus on ZAP-S for further experiments. 

To investigate the specificity of ZAP-S for the SARS-CoV-2 frameshift element, we tested 

whether the overexpression of ZAP-S affects –1PRF of other RNAs, e.g., 

different Coronaviruses (SARS-CoV-1, MERS-CoV, Bat-CoV-273, two additional human 

coronavirus HKU1 and OC43), Arboviruses (West Nile Virus (WNV), Japanese 

Encephalitis Virus (JEV), Chikungunya Virus (CHIKV)), and Human Immunodeficiency 

Virus-1 (HIV-1). Our analysis also included the embryonic gene PEG10, which represents 

an established example for –1PRF in humans 173. Among the frameshift sites investigated, 

only the FE of SARS-CoV-1 was reduced significantly in the presence of ZAP-S (decrease 

by ca. 50%) (Fig. 2E), likely due to the high degree of similarity between the SARS-CoV-

1 and CoV-2 frameshift sites. This specificity is unlike the SHFL protein, which affects 

several PRF genes, including the cellular PEG10 105, 304.  

In order to understand if the inhibitory effect of ZAP-S on viral frameshifting is dependent 

on specific interactions with the SARS-CoV-2 frameshift element, we 

introduced sequential truncations within the predicted stem loops (SL) of the SARS-CoV-

2 frameshift stimulatory pseudoknot (PK). We prepared a series of mutants – 

namely ΔSL2, ΔSL3 and ΔSL2+3 – which were deletions of the predicted SL2 region 

(nucleotides 13535-13542), SL3 region (nucleotides 13505-13532) and both SL2 and SL3 

(nucleotides 13505-13542), respectively. Frameshifting was completely abolished in the 

ΔSL2 and ΔSL2+3 mutants, which is in line with minimal sequence requirements for 

frameshifting in other coronaviruses (Fig. 2F) 85, 110. Due to the absence of PRF in ΔSL2 

and ΔSL2+3, we were not able to evaluate the effect of ZAP-S with these mutants. With 

the ΔSL3 mutant, FE was severely reduced (to ~20%) and remained unaffected by the 

presence of ZAP-S. ZAP has been shown to bind CG dinucleotides 303. Therefore, we tried 

to address four of these by compensatory mutants which would maintain the predicted base 

pairing. These compensatory C<-->G mutations led to an increase of the FE up to 

60%, which might be due to stabilization of the pseudoknot or alternatively due to effects 

on alternative folds. Notably, the PRF-inhibitory effect of ZAP-S was no longer 

observed in this compensatory mutant (Fig 2F). Taken together, ZAP-S seems to require 

an intact PK sequence or a particular RNA fold for its effect, since mutations or truncations 

in the RNA either decreased or completely abolished its effect.  
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Fig. 1. In vitro RNA-antisense purification-based discovery of protein interactors of the SARS-CoV-2 

–1PRF element. (A) Schematic representation of the relevant genomic segment of SARS-CoV-2 as well as 

the location of the –1PRF element. (B) Schematic of in vitro interactome capture of protein interactors of the 

SARS-CoV-2 –1PRF element. In vitro synthesized RNA fragment numbered 1-84 corresponding to 

nucleotides 13456 – 13570 of the SARS-CoV-2 genome, was incubated with lysates of naïve HEK293 cells 

as well as SARS-CoV-2-infected and uninfected Calu-3 cells. The –1PRF RNA was captured by a 

biotinylated antisense DNA oligo and isolated proteins were subjected to LC-MS/MS. (C) Representative 
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scatter plot of log2-ratios comparing proteins captured in uninfected vs. SARS-CoV-2-infected Calu-3 cells. 

Core interactors common between uninfected and SARS-CoV-2-infected Calu-3 cells as well as uninfected 

HEK293 cells are highlighted in blue, ZAP is highlighted in pink. (D) Heatmap representing the enrichment 

(log2) of core interactors. See also Supplementary Fig. 1D. 

ZAP-S decreases SARS-CoV-2 frameshifting efficiency in vitro  

We next focused on characterizing ZAP-S mediated regulation of frameshifting in vitro 

using the rabbit reticulocyte lysate (RRL) translation system and recombinant ZAP-S. (Fig. 

3A and Supplementary Fig. 2F). We employed reporter mRNAs containing nucleotides 

12686-14190 of the SARS-CoV-2 genome to best mimic the native genomic context of 

viral frameshifting. Control RNAs exclusively producing either the 0-frame (nsp9-11) or –

1-frame products (nsp9-11 + partial nsp12) were employed as size markers for the western 

blot (Fig. 3B). In accordance with a previous study 273, SARS-CoV-2 FE was about 46% 

in the absence of ZAP-S. Upon titration of increasing amounts of ZAP-S, we observed a 

corresponding decrease in FE. At the highest concentration of ZAP-S (3 µM), FE was 

reduced from 46% to ~26% (Fig. 3B, C). These results establish that ZAP-S acts on the 

native SARS-CoV-2 mRNA directly and that no cofactors are required for its action. To 

ensure that the observed effect was specific to ZAP-S and not mediated by non-specific 

RNA-protein interactions, we also tested IMP3, an RBP that we identified as a weak 

interactor with the RNA frameshifting element in our screen, and the SUMO-tag alone. 

Neither the addition of IMP3, nor the addition of SUMO alone led to a change in 

frameshifting levels (Fig. 3C).  

Several trans-acting factors including the cardiovirus 2A and SHFL were shown to bind to 

ribosomes and as well as frameshifting RNAs 99, 105. Thus, to explore whether ZAP-

S interacts with the translation machinery, we performed polysome profiling of the RRL 

translating the SARS-CoV-2 frameshift reporter mRNA in presence and absence of ZAP-

S (Fig. 3A). Both polysome profiles were similar, suggesting that ZAP-S does not 

significantly change bulk translation in RRL. In addition, ZAP-S was detected in the 

monosome (80S) as well as the polysome fractions; the latter represent the actively 

translating pool of ribosomes (Fig. 3D). To confirm that the interactions of ZAP-S with 

ribosomal subunits and polysomes also occurs within cells, we conducted polysome 

profiling of HEK293 cells overexpressing ZAP-S (Fig. 3A). Also in that case, ZAP-S was 

detected in ribosomal fractions, including polysomes. -In this experimental set-up, we 

could also detect endogenous ZAP-L in free RNA fractions and to a small extent in 
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ribosome fractions (Fig. 3E). Similar polysome profiles were obtained with cells 

overexpressing SHFL, which as a known ribosome interactor acts as positive control 

105. We further confirmed that endogenous ZAP-S also associates with ribosomes in naïve 

Calu-3 cells via ribosome pelleting (Fig. 3A, F). Next, we purified eukaryotic ribosomal 

sub-units to test whether ZAP-S directly interacts with the ribosomes in vitro. Accordingly, 

we observed that ZAP-S interacts with both ribosomal subunits with nanomolar affinity     

(40S - KD=95±30 nM; 60S - KD=691±390 nM) (Supplementary Fig. 3J). Collectively, 

these results indicate that ZAP-S associates with ribosomes directly. However, in the cells, 

it may also bind indirectly through its interactions with the SARS-CoV-2 mRNA.  

 

Fig. 2. A functional screen of SARS-CoV-2 –1PRF element interactors. (A) Schematic representation of 

the dual-fluorescence frameshift reporter construct. EGFP and mCherry are separated by a self-cleaving 2A 
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peptide as well as by a stop codon in-frame with EGFP. As a result, 0-frame translation would produce only 

EGFP, whereas –1PRF would produce both EGFP and mCherry. The ratio of mCherry to EGFP fluorescence 

is used to quantify the FE. The trans-factor construct is an N-terminal fusion of ECFP with the protein of 

interest to be analyzed. The control construct consists of ECFP alone. (B) Confocal microscopy images of 

cells transfected with the EGFP-mCherry control (CC- no –1PRF site included after EGFP and mCherry in-

frame with EGFP), –1PRF, and no PRF (no –1PRF site and stop codon after EGFP) constructs. The size bar 

represents 50 µm. n = 1 independent experiment. (C) Comparison of relative FE of cells overexpressing trans-

factors as ECFP fusion proteins. Data points represent the mean ± s.d. (n = 3 independent experiments). P 

values were calculated using an ordinary unpaired one-sided ANOVA comparing every condition to the 

ECFP control. ZAP-L and ZAP-S were separately compared to each other. * P < 0.05 – ** P < 0.01 – *** P 

< 0.001 – **** P < 0.0001. Exact P values: SFL – 0.03, DDX3 – 0.99, DDX17 – 0.72, ELAVL1 – < 0.0001, 

GNL2 – 0.99, GRSF – 0.03, HNRNPF – 0.99, HNRNPH1 – < 0.0001, HNRNPH2 – < 0.0001, IMP1 – 0.39, 

IMP3 – 0.68, PAPD4 – 0.01, PINX – 0.74, POP1 – 0.0005, SART – 0.36, SSB – 0.99, ZAP-L – 0.001, ZAP-

S – < 0.0001, ZFR – 0.12 (D) Virus titers in the supernatant of infected naïve Huh7 or ZAP-S overexpressing 

Huh7 cells (ZAP-S OE) at 24 hours post infection. Treatment with IFN-ɣ (500 U/ml), IFN-β (500 U/ml), or 

IFN-ƛ1 (5 ng/ml) was done one hour before infection. Boxes show mean values ± s.d. (n = 4 independent 

experiments). The dotted line represents the limit of detection (LOD). P values were calculated using an 

ordinary unpaired one-sided ANOVA comparing every condition to untreated naïve infected Huh7 cells. 

Exact P values: untreated + ZAP-S – 0.01, INF-α2+ ZAP-S – 0.04, INF-ß + ZAP-S – 0.49, INF-γ + ZAP-S – 

0.049, INF-λ + ZAP-S – 0.049 (E) In vivo dual-fluorescence of additional –1PRF RNAs in HEK293 cells in 

the presence and absence of ZAP-S. SARS-CoV-1 – severe acute respiratory syndrome-related coronavirus 

1, MERS-CoV – Middle East respiratory syndrome-related coronavirus, Bat-CoV-273 – Bat Coronavirus 

273, HKU1 – Human coronavirus HKU1, OC43 – Human Coronavirus OC43, CHIKV – Chikungunya Virus, 

HIV-1 – Human Immunodeficiency Virus 1, JEV – Japanese Encephalitis Virus, PEG10 – paternally 

expressed 10, WNV – West Nile Virus. Data points represent the mean ± s.d. (n = 3 independent experiments). 

P values were calculated using an ordinary unpaired one-sided ANOVA comparing every condition to the 

ECFP control. * P < 0.05 – ** P < 0.01. Exact P values: SARS-CoV-2 – 0.001, SARS-CoV-1 – 0.001. (F) In 

vivo dual-fluorescence of mutants of SARS-CoV-2 –1PRF RNA in HEK293 cells in the presence and absence 

of ZAP-S. Datapoints represent the mean ± s.d. (n = 3 independent experiments). P values were calculated 

using an unpaired one-sided ANOVA comparing values of the ECFP control. * P < 0.05. Exact P values: WT 

– 0.0003. See also Supplementary Table 2 as well as Fig. 4 for schematics of the mutants used here.  

ZAP-S directly interacts with the SARS-CoV-2 frameshift motif  

In order to further dissect the interplay between the SARS-CoV-2 frameshifting RNA 

and ZAP-S, we performed RNA-protein binding assays using the highly sensitive 

microscale thermophoresis assay (MST) (Fig. 4A, B). The wild type (WT) PK, derived 

from nucleotides 13456-13570 of the SARS-CoV-2 genome, was in vitro transcribed and 
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Cy5-labeled at the 3' end. We also tested the stem-loop truncation variants we designed 

earlier and stem-loop mutants of the stimulatory pseudoknot.  

For the wild type SARS-CoV-2 PK, we observed that ZAP-S interaction occurs with a high 

affinity (KD = 110±9 nM) (Fig. 4C) indicating that ZAP-S is a direct interaction partner of 

the frameshift signal. Next, with the ΔSL2 mutant, we detected a weak interaction with 

ZAP-S which was characterized by a KD of 672±164 nM (Fig. 4D). In contrast, deletion of 

the SL3 region (ΔSL3) only marginally reduced the affinity of ZAP binding 

(KD=175±64 nM) (Fig. 4E). On the other hand, deletion of both SL2 and SL3 (ΔSL2+3), 

which is predicted to fold into a short stem-loop (SL1) completely abolished ZAP-S 

binding (Fig. 4F). In contrast, ZAP-S binds to the compensatory mutant, with an affinity 

close to WT RNA (KD =128±29 nM) (Fig. 4G). A negative control RNA with the same 

nucleotide composition as the WT PRF site but a disrupted pseudoknot RNA fold did not 

bind ZAP-S (Fig. 4H). Furthermore, we tested the binding of two control proteins, IMP3 

and SUMO, to the SARS-CoV-2 frameshift motif. Compared to ZAP-S, IMP3 showed an 

almost 7-fold lower affinity to the RNA (KD= 806±252 nM). No interaction between 

SUMO and the frameshift element was detected (Supplementary Fig. 3G). Based on 

these data, we hypothesized that ZAP-S has multiple binding sites in the putative SL2 and 

SL3 regions of the pseudoknot. We then carried out electrophoretic mobility shift assays 

(EMSAs), which confirmed multiple binding events on the WT pseudoknot RNA, but none 

with the RNA variant lacking the SL2 and SL3 regions (ΔSL2+3) (Supplementary 

Fig. 3H, I). To further analyze potential changes in the SARS-CoV-2 RNA structure in the 

presence of ZAP-S we carried out dimethyl sulfate (DMS) mutational profiling with 

sequencing (DMS-MaPseq)(Supplementary Fig. 4). In the absence of ZAP-S, DMS 

reactivities were consistent with a significant proportion of the RNA folding into a 

pseudoknot conformation (Supplementary Fig. 4). In the presence of ZAP-S, we 

witnessed decreases in DMS reactivities in both the loop regions of SL2 and SL3, as well 

as increases in reactivities in the stems of SL1 and SL2. Overall, our MST and DMS-

MaPseq analysis suggest SL2 and SL3 as the main binding sites for ZAP-S.  
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 Fig. 3. Effect of zinc-finger antiviral protein (ZAP) on 1a/1b –1 frameshifting in vitro. (A) The strategy 

of the in vitro translation assay using rabbit reticulocyte lysate (RRL) and the experimental workflow to study 

ribosome association of ZAP-S. (B) Schematics of the N-terminal FLAG-tagged frameshifting reporter 

consisting of the nucleotides 12686-14190 (~1.5 kb) of the SARS-CoV-2 genome. RNAs were translated in 

RRL in the presence of increasing concentrations of ZAP-S ranging from 0 to 3 µM. FLAG-tagged peptides 

generated by ribosomes that do not frameshift (no –1PRF) or that enter the −1 reading frame (−1PRF) were 

identified via western blotting using anti-DDDDK antibody. FE was calculated as previously described 11, by 

the formula: Intensity (–1-frame)/ (Intensity (–1-frame) + Intensity (0-frame)). Size markers - M (Marker), –

1PRF M (–1-frame marker), and no –1PRF M (0-frame marker). n = 3 independent experiments. (C) Changes 

in FE observed in the presence of ZAP-S from (B) (normalized to 0 µM ZAP as shown in B). P values were 

calculated using an ordinary unpaired one-sided ANOVA comparing every concentration to the no ZAP 

control. * P < 0.05 – ** P < 0.01 – *** P < 0.001 – **** P < 0.0001. Exact P values: 0.25 µM – 0.82, 0.50 

µM – 0.26, 0.75 µM – 0.06, 1.00 µM – 0.009, 1.50 µM – 0.0002, 2.00 µM – < 0.0001, 3.00 µM – < 0.0001. 

See also Supplementary Fig. 2 and Supplementary Table 3. (D) Polysome profiling analysis of ZAP-S in 
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RRL. RRL translating the FLAG-tagged SARS-CoV-2 frameshifting reporter was subjected to 5-45% sucrose 

gradient ultracentrifugation, and subsequently fractionated. Levels of RPL4, as well as ZAP in each fraction, 

were analyzed by western blotting using anti-RPL4 and anti-ZC3HAV1 (ZAP) antibodies. n = 2 independent 

experiments. (E) Ribosome pelleting of untreated Calu-3 cells. Naïve Calu-3 cells were lysed and loaded onto 

sucrose cushions. Levels of RPL4, ZAP, and β-actin in the pellets were analyzed by western blotting using 

anti-RPL4, anti-ZC3HAV1 (ZAP) and anti-β-actin antibodies. n = 3 independent experiments. (F) Polysome 

profiling analysis of ZAP-S in cells. HEK293 cells transiently expressing ZAP-S were lysed, subjected to 5-

45% sucrose gradient ultracentrifugation, and subsequently fractionated. Levels of ribosomal proteins, ZAP 

as well as SHFL in each fraction, were analyzed by western blotting using anti-RPL4, anti-ZC3HAV1 (ZAP) 

and anti-RYDEN (SHFL) antibodies. n = 3 independent experiments.  

ZAP-S prevents the refolding of the stimulatory RNA   

Since ZAP-S directly interacted with the frameshift element, we next tested whether this 

binding alters the RNA structure and/or mechanical stability of the RNA using single-

molecule optical-tweezers assays. To this end, an RNA containing the 68 nucleotides long 

wild type SARS-CoV-2 pseudoknot (nucleotides 13475 – 13542 of SARS-CoV-2 genome) 

was hybridized to DNA handles and immobilized on polystyrene beads. 

We employed exclusively the sequence corresponding to the putative pseudoknot to 

preclude the formation of alternative conformers 110, 112, 305, 306. We used the force-ramp 

method to probe the forces required for (un)folding of the RNA in the presence and absence 

of ZAP-S. Briefly, the frameshift RNA was gradually stretched at a constant rate, and then 

the applied force was released while recording the molecular end-to-end extension 

distances. This allows the RNA molecule to transition between folded and unfolded states, 

and sudden changes in measured force-distance trajectories indicate transitions between 

various RNA conformations (Fig. 5A). By mathematically fitting each force-distance 

trajectory, we can obtain information on the physical properties of the RNA such as the 

change in the contour length (number of nucleotides unfolded) or the force required for 

(un)folding (Methods). With the SARS-CoV-2 putative pseudoknot, in the absence of 

ZAP-S, we mainly observed a single-step unfolding event leading to a contour 

length (LC) change of 35.4±3.0 nm (Supplementary Fig. 6, Supplementary Table 

1), which agreed with the expected value for the full-length pseudoknot reported previously 

Fig. 5B) 112, 306. Moreover, the majority (80%) of RNA molecules unfolded at forces (FU) 

of 15 -20 pN (Supplementary Fig. 5). For the remaining traces, we observed 

two consecutive unfolding events with an intermediate contour length change of 17.1±3.5 

nm (Fig. 5D) likely corresponding to the sequential unfolding of the pseudoknot 
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structure. By decreasing the force, the RNA refolded in two steps, both at about 

11 pN (Fig. 5D, Supplementary Fig. 6, Supplementary Table 1). Such a hysteresis 

during refolding is commonly reported with pseudoknots and other highly structured RNAs 

112, 305. 

 

 

  

Fig. 4. In vitro characterization of ZAP-S interaction with SARS-CoV-2 –1 PRF RNA. (A) Proposed 

structure of the PRF element of SARS-CoV-2. Nucleotide substitutions in the compensatory mutant are 

indicated (arrowheads). (B) Schematic representations of the RNAs studied. (C-H) Microscale 

thermophoresis assay to monitor ZAP-S binding to (C) Full PRF, (D) ΔSL2 mutant, (E) ΔSL3 mutant, (F) 

ΔSL2+3 mutant, (G) compensatory mutant, (H) scrambled mutant. Unlabeled protein (40 pM to 2 µM) was 
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titrated against 3' pCp-Cy5 labeled RNA (5 nM) and thermophoresis was recorded at 25°C with 5% LED 

intensity and medium MST power. Change in fluorescence (ΔFnorm) was measured at MST on-time of 2.5 s. 

Data were analyzed for ΔFnorm using standard functions of MO. Affinity Analysis software and data was 

plotted and KD was determined using Graphpad Prism 9.2.0. Data represent mean ± s.d. of three 

measurements (n = 3). For the related thermophoretic traces, see also Supplementary Fig. 4A-F. For the 

related DNA sequences of the mutants, see also Supplementary Table 2.   

When we performed the measurements in the presence of ZAP-S RNA unfolding 

trajectories remained almost/mostly unaffected, suggesting that the interaction neither 

stabilizes nor destabilizes the RNA structure (Fig. 5D, Supplementary Fig. 5 and 6, 

Supplementary Table 1). On the other hand, strikingly, refolding of the RNA into its 

native fold was impaired with less or no detectable transitions into the folded state (Fig. 5D, 

Supplementary Fig. 5 and 6, Supplementary Table 1).   

To better characterize the sequence or structural constraints that are important for the ZAP-

S mediated effect, we also employed the same set of truncation mutants of the wild type 

SARS-CoV-2 PK used earlier (Fig. 4B, Fig. 5C and E-H). Truncation of SL2 region 

(ΔSL2) is expected to prevent the formation of the PK, and instead RNA would fold into 

two consecutive stem loops (Fig. 5C, E). With ΔSL2 both the change in LC (30.8±3.1 nm) 

and FU (peak 1 - 9.3±1.3 pN, peak 2 - 13.8±0.8 pN) were lower compared to the wild type 

PK, and RNA was able to refold back readily, which was in line with the formation of 

predicted stem-loops. In the presence of ZAP-S with the ΔSL2 variant, force of unfolding 

was unchanged, but three distinct populations of refolding were observed based on the 

change in the contour length (Supplementary Fig. 5 and 6, Supplementary Table 1). In 

one population no refolding was seen (0.2±0.3 nm), the second one showed similar step 

sizes during (un)folding (25.6±2.8 nm), and the third one represented a partially refolded 

state, which was likely a simple hairpin based on the lower contour length change (15.9±3.1 

nm) (Supplementary Fig. 6, Supplementary Table 1). In the ΔSL3 RNA variant, (Fig. 5 

C, F), the RNA was predicted to fold into a shorter PK. In agreement with this prediction, 

we measured higher forces of unfolding (17.4±1.3 pN) and hysteresis during refolding, yet 

the change in contour length (21.0±1.2 nm) was lower than the wild type PK 

(Supplementary Fig. 5 and 6, Supplementary Table 1). In the presence of ZAP-S, no 

refolding was observed in about 20% of ΔSL3 curves, and we observed a significant 

decrease in the refolding work (Fig. 5F, Supplementary Table 1). The ΔSL2+3 variant is 

predicted to form the simple hairpin (SL1). Our data also confirmed the presence of a single 
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stem-loop (Fig. 5G, Supplementary Fig. 5 and 6, Supplementary Table 1), with the 

contour length value of (16.4±2.8 nm). Here, only about 10% of traces did not refold in the 

presence of ZAP-S (Fig. 5G). Aside from that, FU was slightly shifted to lower values 

although our MST results clearly showed no binding of ZAP-S to this RNA variant (Fig. 

4F, Supplementary Fig. 5). We also tested the effect of non-specific interactions using the 

control RBP IMP3, and we observed a similar small shift in the FU. Therefore, we conclude 

that this effect is due to non-specific interactions and/or molecular crowding (Fig. 5I). 

Finally, with the compensatory mutant (comp. mut.), which has a stack of 4Gs at the SL1 

and SL3, unfolding forces were slightly higher than with the WT pseudoknot (18.9±5.5 

pN). Nevertheless, the contour length change matched with the expected PK structure 

(36.3±1.7 nm) (Fig. 5H, Supplementary Fig. 5 and 6, Supplementary Table 1). While 

we cannot exclude that the compensatory mutant forms an alternative structure to the wild 

type PK, we hypothesize that this stabilization might be caused by the stacking interactions 

between G stretches at the base of the stems. Interestingly, force-extension behavior of this 

alternative PK was only minimally affected by ZAP-S binding (Fig. 5H).   

To further compare the effect of ZAP-S on SARS-CoV-2 RNA variants, we calculated the 

work performed during refolding of the RNAs in the presence and absence of ZAP-S (Fig. 

5J, Supplemental Table 1). Since work is calculated as a numerical integration of FD 

curves (Methods), employing of the refolding work enabled us to account for the ZAP-S 

effect on both refolding force as well as the total contour length change in a single value, 

thus allowing a better comparison among different samples. In the wild type PK work 

performed during refolding in the presence of ZAP-S was negligible, and the majority of 

traces (more than 60%) do not show any detectable refolding. Since the other RNAs 

differed in their lengths and other physical properties, we normalized the refolding work 

performed on each RNA in the presence of ZAP-S to work performed in the absence of 

ZAP-S. This allowed a non-biased comparison of the effect of the trans-acting factor. No 

significant difference in work was detected with PK in the presence of IMP3 control, or 

ΔSL2+3 and comp. mut. in the presence of ZAP-S (Fig. 5K). Conversely, in ΔSL2 and 

ΔSL3 RNA variants the refolding work was still affected by ZAP-S, albeit to a lesser degree 

when compared to wild type PK. Overall, we were able to quantify the effect of ZAP-S on 

refolding of the pseudoknot RNA and we suggest that SL2 and SL3 are crucial for the 

function of ZAP-S.     
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Fig. 5. Single molecule characterization of mechanical properties of SARS-CoV-2 PRF RNA in the 

presence of ZAP-S. (A) Schematic illustrating optical tweezers experiments. RNA was hybridized to single-
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stranded DNA handles flanking the SARS-CoV-2 frameshift site and conjugated to functionalized beads. A 

focused laser beam was used to exert pulling force from one end of the molecule. The force was gradually 

increased until the RNA was fully unfolded (bottom). (B) 3D structure of SARS-CoV-2 pseudoknot RNA 

(PK) derived from Zhang et al. 2021 and colored according to the scheme used in Fig. 4. (C) Schematic 

representations of the RNAs studied. (D - I) Example unfolding and refolding traces of PK in the presence or 

absence of ZAP-S, “F” denotes the folded state, “I” the intermediate, and “U” the fully unfolded state, (D) 

PK (N=273 FD curves from 24 molecules no ZAP-S, N=219 FD curves from 24 molecules +ZAP-S samples), 

(E) ΔSL2 mutant (N=146 FD curves from 8 molecules no ZAP-S, N=122 FD curves from 8 molecules +ZAP-

S samples), (F) ΔSL3 mutant (N=127 FD curves from 12 molecules no ZAP-S, N=163 FD curves from 11 

molecules +ZAP-S samples), (G) ΔSL2+3 mutant (N=216 FD curves from 8 molecules no ZAP-S, N=196 

FD curves from 11 molecules +ZAP-S samples), (H) compensatory mutant (N=158 FD curves from 12 

molecules no ZAP-S, N=169 FD curves from 16 molecules +ZAP-S samples), (I) PK in absence (blue) and 

presence (green) of IMP3 (N=273 FD curves from 24 molecules no ZAP-S, N=226 FD curves from 20 

molecules +ZAP-S samples). (J) Distribution of refolding work in presence (pink) and absence (blue) of 

ZAP-S. (K) Normalized refolding work in the presence of ZAP-S or IMP3. Data points represent the mean ± 

s.d. (box) and min and max values (whiskers). P values were calculated using an ordinary unpaired one-sided 

ANOVA followed by Dunnett's multiple comparisons test. * P < 0.05 – **** P < 0.00001. See also 

Supplementary Fig. 5, 6 and Supplementary Table 1.  

Discussion  

Programmed ribosomal frameshifting (–1PRF) is essential for coronavirus replication. In 

this study, we explored whether trans-acting host or viral factors can modulate SARS-

CoV-2 –1PRF. We discovered that the short isoform of the interferon-induced zinc-

finger antiviral protein ZAP-S can strongly impair SARS-CoV-2 frameshifting and 

decrease viral replication. ZAP-S was also one of the prominent common hits in genome-

wide screens for proteins that interacted with SARS-CoV-2 RNA 272, 279-281.   

Similar to previously reported trans-acting protein regulators of frameshifting (such as 

cardiovirus 2A and SHFL), we show that ZAP-S interacts with the translation machinery, 

suggesting that this might be a common feature of PRF modulators. Yet, unlike the 

cardiovirus 2A or cellular poly(C)-binding protein, ZAP-S does not mediate formation of 

a more stable mRNA roadblock to induce frameshifting 96, 102. Rather, ZAP-S inhibits 

coronaviral frameshifting through recognition of a specific RNA motif. This sequence 

preference is not common. For example, SHFL interacts with stalled ribosomes and recruits 

release factors to terminate translation irrespective of the type of frameshift RNA 105. In 

contrast, ZAP-S most likely interferes with the refolding of the frameshift RNA and an 

intact SL3 seems to be crucial for this effect. In addition, ZAP-S shows sequence preference 
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for SARS-CoV-2 SL2 and SL3. ZAP-S seems to have multiple binding modes and may 

bind to folding intermediate structures, which includes SL3, which we showed was 

essential for PRF inhibition. ZAP-S binding may thus slow down the folding rate of the 

native pseudoknot structure. Interestingly, SL3 is identical in SARS-CoV-1 and –2 

frameshift motifs but shows a higher degree of sequence diversity in other coronaviruses. 

Furthermore, the compensatory mutant with a stretch of four Gs at the base of SL1 and SL3 

was the most effective in stimulating PRF. The high FE of this mutant can be explained by 

the thermodynamic stability of the first 3-4 base pairs of the stem loops, near the mRNA 

entry channel of the ribosome 97. Strikingly, the trans-acting factor ZAP-S showed no 

strong effect on this RNA variant, even though it interacts with the RNA element in the 

steady state. Here the effect of ZAP-S might not be prominent, either because binding site 

or structure is somehow altered due to the mutations or due to faster refolding kinetics of 

the PRF stimulatory element. This supports the notion that binding of ZAP-S is a 

prerequisite but not sufficient for its modulatory effect. Furthermore, it may explain why 

not all binders identified in our screen or in other studies are affecting frameshifting levels. 

Ultimately, based on our findings, we propose the following model for the inhibition of –

1PRF by ZAP-S (Fig. 6). ZAP-S binding to the frameshift RNA alters the stimulatory RNA 

structure and reduces the chance of elongating ribosomes to encounter the stimulatory 

pseudoknot. Without this stimulatory structure, the elongation pause during the next round 

of translation would be too short for codon-anti-codon interactions to be established in the 

–1-frame. Thus, ZAP-S would likely allow translation to proceed and terminate at the 0-

frame UAA stop codon found immediately downstream of the slippery sequence. The 

resulting decrease in the amounts of the 1a/1b polypeptides may lead to a reduction in the 

levels of the viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) from the –1-frame.   

In addition to the direct interaction with the frameshifting RNA element, ZAP-S also 

associates with the ribosomes, although how it interacts, direct or indirectly, or whether 

this interaction is functionally relevant awaits further investigation. We envision ZAP-S 

binding to the native PK and inhibiting its interactions with the ribosome as one possibility. 

Overall, these findings establish ZAP-S as unique cellular factor, which has a direct role in 

modulating SARS-coronavirus frameshifting. In accordance with previously published 

results, we demonstrate that overexpression of ZAP-S reduces the replication of SARS-

CoV-2 279, 303. Further studies are required to deconvolute the multivalent effects of ZAP-

S on immunity, viral replication and gene expression 291, 302, 307-310. Given the plethora of 
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mechanisms by which trans-regulators of PRF can act, it is conceivable that viral- and host-

encoded trans-factors follow a multitude of routes to impact frameshift paradigms. Taken 

together, our study establishes ZAP-S as a novel regulator of SARS-CoV-2 frameshifting 

and determines one (potential) mechanism by which ZAP-S mediates a SARS-CoV-2 

antiviral response.  

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Model for ZAP-S mediated inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 frameshifting. (1) Upon infection, the viral 

RNA is translated by the cellular machinery, and 40% of translation events yield the 1a/1b polyprotein 

through –1PRF. (2) Infection also leads to the induction of antiviral factors including ZAP-S. (3) ZAP-S 

binding to the frameshift RNA alters RNA refolding and thereby reduces the chance of elongating ribosomes 

to encounter the stimulatory structure. Thus, the elongation pause is too short for codon-anti-codon 

interactions to be established in the –1-frame and ZAP-S allows translation to proceed without a strong 

roadblock effect. This leads to termination at the canonical 0-frame UAA stop codon found just downstream 

of the slippery sequence. The resulting decrease in the amounts of the 1a/1b polypeptides reduces the levels 

of the viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) from the –1-frame.  
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Materials and methods 

RNA affinity pulldown mass spectrometry  

RNA antisense purification was performed according to a protocol based on 18. Briefly, 

6*107 HEK293 cells per condition were lysed in a buffer containing 20 mM Tris/HCl pH 

7.5, 100 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 0.5 % Igepal CA630 (Sigma-Aldrich), 

1× cOmplete™ Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Roche), 40 U/ml RNase inhibitor (Molox). The 

cleared lysate was incubated with in vitro transcribed RNA corresponding to the SARS-

CoV-2 –1PRF site, which was immobilized on streptavidin hydrophilic magnetic beads 

(NEB) by biotin-streptavidin interaction. After three washes with binding buffer (50 mM 

HEPES/KOH pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2) and two washes with wash buffer 

(50 mM HEPES/KOH pH 7.5, 250 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2), bound proteins were eluted 

by boiling the sample in 1× NuPAGE LDS sample buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

supplemented with 40 mM DTT. For infected as well as uninfected Calu-3 cells the 

procedure was performed similarly. In order to inactivate the virus, the lysis buffer 

contained Triton X-100 and inactivation was confirmed by plaque assays.  

For LC-MS/MS, the eluted proteins were alkylated using iodoacetamide followed by 

acetone precipitation. In solution digests were performed in 100 mM ammonium 

bicarbonate and 6 M urea using Lys-C and after reducing the urea concentration to 4 M 

with trypsin. Peptides were desalted using C18 stage tips and lyophilized. LC-MS/MS was 

performed at the RVZ Proteomics Facility (Würzburg, Germany) and analyzed as described 

previously 311. Gene ontology (GO) term analysis was performed with Panther 312. The list 

of all identified proteins is given in the Source Data File.  

 Plasmid construction  

To generate dual-fluorescence reporter constructs frameshift sites of SARS-CoV-1, SARS-

CoV-2, MERS-CoV, BtCoV 273, Human coronavirus HKU1, Human Coronavirus OC43, 

HIV-1, JEV, PEG10, WNV were placed between the coding sequence of EGFP 

and mCherry (parental construct was a gift from Andrea Musacchio (Addgene plasmid # 

87803 313) by site-directed mutagenesis or golden gate assembly in a way that EGFP would 

be produced in 0-frame and mCherry in –1-frame. EGFP and mCherry were separated 

by StopGo 314 signals as well as an alpha-helical linker 315. A construct with no PRF insert 

and mCherry in-frame with EGFP served as a 100% translation control and was used to 
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normalize EGFP and mCherry intensities. Mutants of the frameshift site of SARS-CoV-2 

in the dual fluorescence as described in Fig. 4A and Supplementary Table 2 were 

generated by golden gate assembly.   

To generate screening vectors, protein-coding sequences of DD3X (NM_001193416.3), 

DDX17 (NM_001098504.2), DDX36 (NM_020865.3), ELAVL1 (NM_001419.3), GNL2 

(NM_013285.3), GRSF1 (NM_001098477.2), HNRNPF (NM_001098204.2), HNRNPH1 

(NM_001364255.2), HNRNPH2 (NM_001032393.2), IGF2BP1 (IMP1) (NM_006546.4), 

IGF2BP3 (IMP3) (amplified from a vector kindly provided by Dr. Andreas Schlundt), 

MATR3 iso 2 (NM_018834.6), MMTAG2 (NM_024319.4), NAF1 (NM_138386.3), 

NHP2 (NM_017838.4), PAPD4 (NM_001114393.3), PINX1 (NM_001284356.2), POP1 

(NM_001145860.2), RAP11B (NM_004218.4), RSL1D1 (NM_015659.3), SART1 

(NM_005146.5), SHFL (NM_018381.4), SSB (NM_001294145.2), SURF6 

(NM_001278942.2), TFRC (NM_003234.4), ZC3HAV1 (ZAP) (NM_024625.4), ZFR 

(NM_016107.5), and ZNF346 (NM_012279.4) were placed in frame with the coding 

sequence for ECFP in pFlp-Bac-to-Mam (gift from Dr. Joop van den Heuvel, HZI, 

Braunschweig, Germany 316) via Gibson Assembly.  

Golden Gate compatible vectors for heterologous overexpression in E. coli, in 

vitro translation in RRL, and lentivirus production, were generated by Golden Gate or 

Gibson Assembly. A dropout cassette was included to facilitate the screening of positive 

colonies. Protein-coding sequences were introduced by Golden Gate Assembly 

using AarI cut sites 269. pET-SUMO-GFP (gift from Prof. Utz Fischer, Julius-Maximilians-

University, Würzburg, Germany) was used as the parental vectors for protein 

overexpression in E. coli. The lentivirus plasmid was a gift from Prof. Chase Beisel (HIRI-

HZI, Würzburg, Germany). An ALFA-tag was included to facilitate the detection of the 

expressed protein 317. The frameshift reporter vector for the in vitro translation contained 

ß-globin 5' and 3' UTRs as well as a 30 nt long poly-(A) tail. The insert was derived from 

nucleotides 12686–14190 of SARS-CoV-2 (NC_045512.2); a 3×FLAG-tag was introduced 

at the N-terminus to facilitate detection. To generate 0% and 100% –1PRF controls, the –

1PRF site was mutated by disrupting the pseudoknot structure as well as the slippery 

sequence.  

Optical tweezers constructs were based on the wild type SARS-CoV-2 frameshift site 

(nucleotides 13475-13541) cloned into the plasmid pMZ_lambda_OT, which encodes for 
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the optical tweezer handle sequences (2 kb each) flanking the RNA structure (130 nt). 

Constructs were generated using Gibson Assembly. Sequences of all plasmids and oligos 

used in this study are given in Source Data File.  

 Cell culture, transfections, generation of polyclonal stable cell lines  

HEK293 cells (gift from Prof. Jörg Vogel, HIRI-HZI) and Huh7 cells (gift from Dr. 

Mathias Munschauer, HIRI-HZI), were maintained in DMEM (Gibco) supplemented with 

10% FBS (Gibco) and 100 µg/ml streptomycin and 100 U/ml penicillin. Calu-3 cells 

(ATCC HTB-55) were cultured in MEM (Sigma) supplemented with 10% FBS. Cell lines 

were kept at 37 °C with 5% CO2. Transfections were performed using PEI (Polysciences) 

according to manufacturer's instructions. For co-transfections, plasmids were mixed at a 

1:1 molar ratio.  

VSV-G envelope pseudo-typed lentivirus for the generation of stable cell lines was 

produced by co-transfection of each transfer plasmid with pCMVdR 8.91 318 and pCMV-

VSV-G (gift from Prof. Weinberg, Addgene plasmid # 8454 319). 72 h post-transfection, 

the supernatant was cleared by centrifugation and filtration. The supernatant was used to 

transduce naïve Huh7 cells in the presence of 10 µg/ml polybrene (Merck Millipore). After 

48 h, the cells were selected with 10 µg/ml blasticidin (Cayman Chemical) for 10 days to 

generate polyclonal cell lines.  

SARS-CoV-2 infection  

For infection with SARS-CoV-2, we used the strain hCoV-19/Croatia/ZG-297-20/2020, a 

kind gift of Prof. Alemka Markotic (University Hospital for Infectious Diseases, Zagreb, 

Croatia). The virus was raised for two passages on Caco-2 cells (HZI Braunschweig). Calu-

3 cells (ATCC HTB-55) were infected with 2000 PFU/ml corresponding to an MOI of 0.03 

at 24 h post-infection, cells were collected and lysed for proteomic and ribosome-

interaction experiments. To study the effect of ZAP-S on SARS-CoV-2 infection, Huh-7 

cells were employed. One hour before infection, Huh-7 cells both naïve or ZAP-S-

overexpressing cells were either pre-stimulated with IFN-β (500 U/ml), IFN-ɣ (500 U/ml), 

IFN-ƛ1 (5 ng/ml), or left untreated. Cells were infected with 20,000 PFU/ml, corresponding 

to an MOI of 0.03 at 24 h post-infection, cell culture supernatants were collected and 

titrated by plaque assay on Vero E6 cells (ATCC CRL-1586). Briefly, confluent Vero E6 

cells in 96-well plates were inoculated with dilutions of the virus-containing supernatants 
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for one hour at 37 °C, the inoculum was removed and cells were overlaid with MEM 

containing 1.75% methyl-cellulose. At three days post-infection, whole wells of the plates 

were imaged using an IncuCyte S3 (Sartorius) at 4x magnification, and plaques were 

counted visually.  

Flow cytometry  

HEK293 cells were transiently transfected with either the control construct or the –1PRF 

construct encoding for the dual-fluorescence EGFP-mCherry translation reporter as 

outlined in Fig. 2A. Cells were harvested at 24 h post-transfection and fixed with 0.4% 

formaldehyde in PBS. After washing with PBS, flow cytometry was performed on 

a FACSAria III (BD Biosciences) or a NovoCyte Quanteon (ACEA) instrument. Flow 

cytometry data were analyzed with FlowJo software (BD Biosciences). ECFP-positive 

cells were analyzed for the ratio between mCherry and EGFP (Supplementary Fig. 

2F). FE was calculated according to the following formula: 

(1) FE(%) = 

𝑚𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝐸𝐺𝐹𝑃𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
⁄

𝑚𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑦𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙
𝐸𝐺𝐹𝑃𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
⁄

  

where mCherry represents the mean mCherry intensity, EGFP the mean EGFP intensity, 

test represent the tested sample and control represents the in-frame control 

where mCherry and EGFP are produced in an equimolar ratio 320. Data represent the results 

of at least three independent experiments.  

 Purification of recombinant proteins  

Recombinant ZAP-S N-terminally tagged with 6×His-SUMO was purified from E. 

coli Rosetta 2 cells (Merck) by induction with 0.2 mM isopropyl β-d-1-

thiogalactopyranoside for 18 h at 18 °C. Cells were 

collected, resuspended in lysis buffer (50 mM HEPES/KOH pH 7.6, 1 M NaCl, 1 mM 

DTT, 1 mM PMSF) and lysed in a pressure cell. The lysate was cleared by centrifugation 

and ZAP-S was captured using Ni-NTA resin (Macherey-Nagel). After elution with 500 

mM imidazole, ZAP-S was further purified and the bound nucleic acids removed by size 

exclusion chromatography (HiLoad® 16/600 Superdex® 200) in 20 mM HEPES/KOH pH 

7.6, 1 M KCl, 1 mM DTT, 20% glycerol. Protein identity was verified by SDS-PAGE as 

well as western blotting (Supplementary Fig. 2D). Purified ZAP-S was rapidly frozen and 
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stored in aliquots at -80 °C. His-SUMO IGF2BP3 as well as His-SUMO were kind gifts 

from Dr. Andreas Schlundt (Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany).   

  

Western blots  

Protein samples were denatured at 95 °C and resolved by 12% SDS-PAGE at 30 mA for 2 

h. After transfer using Trans-Blot (Bio-Rad), nitrocellulose membranes were developed 

using the following primary antibodies: anti-His-tag (ab18184, dilution 1:1000), anti-

DDDDK (ab49763, dilution 1:3000), anti-ALFA (FluoTag®-X2 anti-

ALFA AlexaFluor 647, dilution 1:1000), anti-ZC3HAV1 (Proteintech 16820-1-AP, 

dilution 1:3000), anti-RPL4 (Proteintech 67028-1-Ig, dilution 1:10000), anti-RPS6 

(Proteintech 14823-1-AP, dilution 1:500), anti-RYDEN (SHFL; Proteintech 27865-1-AP, 

dilution 1:1000). The following secondary antibodies were used: IRDye® 800CW Goat 

anti-rabbit (dilution 1:25000) and IRDye® 680RD Donkey anti-Mouse (dilution 1:15000; 

both LI-COR). Bands were visualized using an Odyssey Clx infrared imager system (LI-

COR) or a Typhoon7000 (GE Healthcare).  

In vitro translation assays  

mRNAs were in vitro transcribed using T7 polymerase purified in-house using linearized 

plasmid DNA as the template. These mRNAs were capped (Vaccinia Capping System, 

NEB) and translated using the nuclease-treated rabbit reticulocyte lysate (RRL; Promega). 

Typical reactions were comprised of 75% v/v RRL, 20 μM amino acids, and were 

programmed with ∼50 μg/ml template mRNA. ZAP-S was buffer exchanged into 250 mM 

KCl, 50 mM HEPES/KOH pH 7.6, 0.05mM EDTA, 5% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, Rnasin and 

titrated in the range of 0-3 µM. Reactions were incubated for 1 h at 30 °C. Samples were 

mixed with 3x volumes of 1X NuPAGE™ LDS Sample Buffer (Invitrogen), boiled for 3 

min, and resolved on a NuPAGE™ 4 to 12% Bis-Tris polyacrylamide gel (Invitrogen). The 

products were detected using western blot (method as described above). The nitrocellulose 

membranes were developed using anti-DDDDK primary (Abcam ab49763) and IRDye® 

680RD donkey anti-mouse secondary antibody (LI-COR). Bands were visualized using an 

Odyssey Clx infrared imager system (LI-COR). Bands corresponding to the –1 or 0-frame 

products, 58 kDa and 33 kDa respectively, on western blots of in vitro translations were 

quantified densitometrically using ImageJ software 321. FE was calculated as previously 

described, by the formula  
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(2) intensity (–1-frame)/(intensity (–1-frame) + intensity (0-frame)) 114.  

The change in FE was calculated as a ratio of FE of each condition to the FE of no-protein 

control in each measurement. Experiments were repeated at least 3 independent times.  

Microscale thermophoresis  

Short frameshifting RNA constructs were in vitro transcribed using T7 polymerase as 

described above. RNAs were labeled at the 3' end using pCp-Cy5 (Cytidine-5'-phosphate-

3'-(6-aminohexyl) phosphate) (Jena Biosciences). For each binding experiment, RNA was 

diluted to 10 nM in Buffer A (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.6, 250 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM 

DTT, 5% glycerol supplemented with 0.05% Tween 20 and 0.2 mg/ml yeast tRNA). A 

series of 16 tubes with ZAP-S dilutions were prepared in Buffer A on ice, producing ZAP-

S ligand concentrations ranging from 40 pM to 2 μM. For measurements, each ligand 

dilution was mixed with one volume of labeled RNA, which led to a final concentration of 

5.0 nM labeled RNA and 20 pM to 1 μM. For ribosomes, The reaction was mixed by 

pipetting, incubated for 10 min at room temperature, followed by centrifugation at 10,000 

× g for 5 min. Capillary forces were used to load the samples into Monolith NT.115 

Premium Capillaries (NanoTemper Technologies). Measurements were performed using a 

Monolith Pico instrument (NanoTemper Technologies) at an ambient temperature of 25 °C. 

Instrument parameters were adjusted to 5% LED power, medium MST power, and MST 

on-time of 2.5 seconds. An initial fluorescence scan was performed across the capillaries 

to determine the sample quality and afterward, 16 subsequent thermophoresis 

measurements were performed. Data of three independently pipetted measurements were 

analyzed for the ΔFnorm values determined by the MO. Affinity Analysis software 

(NanoTemper Technologies). Graphs were plotted and binding affinities were calculated 

using GraphPad Prism 9.2.0 software.  Similar experiments were conducted with ribosomes 

in buffer containing 50 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.6, 250 mM KCl, 5% Glycerol, 1 mM DTT, 

0.05% tween, 0.1mg/ml yeast tRNA (Invitrogen) with ligand concentrations ranging 

between 0.00003 to 2 μM for both subunits. The measurements were performed as 

described above. 

Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay (EMSA)   

EMSAs to visualize the stoichiometry of ZAP-S binding to SARS-CoV-2 PRF RNA 

variants were performed as described previously with some modifications 48. 

Briefly, 100 nM RNA labelled with Cy5 at the 3’end was incubated with serial dilutions of 
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ZAP-S in Buffer A supplemented with 5% glycerol. Reactions were separated by 0.5% 

agarose electrophoresis in 1x TBE prior to visualization using a Typhoon7000 imager (GE 

Healthcare).  

Microscopy  

HEK293 cells were cultured on glass slides and transfected as described above. The cells 

were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in 1x PBS for 15 min at room temperature. After 

washing with 1x PBS, cells were mounted in ProLong Antifade Diamond without DAPI 

(Invitrogen). Microscopy was performed using a Thunder Imaging System (Leica) using 

40% LED power and the 40x objective. EGFP was excited at 460-500 nm and detected at 

512-542 nm. mCherry was excited at 540-580 nm and detected at 592-668 nm. The images 

were processed with the LasX software (Leica). For immunofluorescence, Huh-7 cells 

naïve or overexpressing ZAP-S were prestimulated or infected as mentioned above. Cells 

were fixed with 6% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 1 h at room temperature, followed by 

washing with PBS. Cells were permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS for 10 min 

at room temperature, washed with PBS, and blocked with 2% BSA in PBS for 1 h. Antibody 

labelling was performed with recombinant anti-nucleocapsid protein SARS-CoV-2 

(Abcalis, Germany; #ABK84-E2-M) and secondary antibody anti-mouse Alexa488 (Cell 

Signaling Technology, USA; #4408), each step was followed by three washing steps with 

PBS containing 0.05% Tween-20. Finally, cells were overlaid with Vectashield Mounting 

Medium (Biozol, Germany).  

Polysome profiling analysis  

A plasmid expressing ZAP-S N-terminally tagged with a His-tag was transfected into 

HEK293 cells using PEI, as described above. To check endogenous ZAP-S expression, 

HEK cells were transfected with a plasmid containing the same backbone and His-tag. At 

24 h post-transfection, cycloheximide (VWR) was added to the medium at a final 

concentration of 100 μg/ml to stop translation. Approximately 107 HEK cells were lysed 

with 500 µl lysis buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM 

DTT, 100 μg/ml Cycloheximide, 1% Triton X-100), and the lysate was clarified by 

centrifugation at 17,0000 × g for 10 min at 4 °C. Polysome buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 

7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 100 μg/ml Cycloheximide) was used to 

prepare all sucrose solutions. Sucrose density gradients (5%–45% w/v) were freshly made 

in SW41 ultracentrifuge tubes (Beckman) using a Gradient Master (BioComp Instruments) 
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according to manufacturer's instructions. The lysate was then applied to a 5%–45% sucrose 

continuous gradient and centrifuged at 35,000 rpm (Beckman Coulter Optima XPN) for 3 

h, at 4 °C. The absorbance at 254 nm was monitored and recorded and 500 µl fractions 

were collected using a gradient collector (BioComp instruments). The protein in each 

fraction was pelleted with trichloroacetic acid, washed with acetone, and subjected to 

western blotting, as described above. For polysome profiling analysis of RRL a similar 

procedure was followed except SARS-CoV-2 mRNA was in vitro transcribed and 

translated in RRL as described above for 20 min at 30 °C and 300 µl of this lysate 

was applied to a sucrose gradient.  

Ribosome pelleting assay  

Calu-3 lysates were prepared as described above. 300 µl of the lysate was loaded onto a 

900 µl 1 M sucrose cushion in polysome buffer (described above) in Beckman 

centrifugation tubes. Ribosomes were pelleted by centrifugation at 75,000 rpm for 2 h, at 4 

°C, using a Beckman MLA-130 rotor (Beckman Coulter Optima MAX-XP). After 

removing the supernatant, ribosome pellets were resuspended in polysome buffer 

and were used for western blotting, as described above.  

Eukaryotic ribosomal subunit purification 

40S and 60S subunits were purified from untreated rabbit reticulocyte lysate (Green 

Hectares) as previously described322. Briefly, ribosomes were pelleted by centrifugation 

(4°C, 270,000 × g, 4.5 h) and resuspended in 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 4.0 mM MgCl2, 50 

mM KCl, 2.0 mM DTT. Following treatment with 1.0 mM puromycin and addition of KCl 

to 0.5 M, 40S and 60S subunits were separated by centrifugation (4°C, 87,000 × g, 16 h) 

through a sucrose density gradient (10  30% sucrose in 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 2.0 mM 

DTT, 4.0 mM MgCl2, 0.5 M KCl). After analysis by SDS-PAGE, uncontaminated fractions 

were pooled, and exchanged into 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 2.0 mM MgCl2, 

2.0 mM DTT, 250 mM sucrose using Amicon centrifugal concentrators (4°C,100K 

MWCO). Ribosome subunits were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until 

further use. 

Optical tweezers constructs  

5' and 3' DNA handles, and the template for in vitro transcription of the SARS-CoV-2 

putative pseudoknot RNA were generated by PCR using the pMZ_lambda_OT vector. The 
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3′ handle was labeled during the PCR using a 5′ digoxigenin-labeled reverse primer. The 

5′ handle was labeled with Biotin-16-dUTP at the 3′ end following PCR using T4 DNA 

polymerase. The RNA was in vitro transcribed using T7 RNA polymerase. Next, DNA 

handles (5′ and 3′) and in vitro transcribed RNA were annealed in a mass ratio 1:1:1 (5 µg 

each) by incubation at 95 °C for 10 min, 62 °C for 2 h, 52 °C for 2 h and slow cooling to 4 

°C in annealing buffer (80% formamide, 400 mM NaCl, 40 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, and 1 

mM EDTA, pH 8) to yield the optical tweezer suitable construct (Fig. 4E). Following the 

annealing, samples were concentrated by ethanol precipitation, pellets were resuspended in 

40 µl RNase-free water, and 4 µl aliquots were stored at –80°C until use.  

Optical tweezers data collection and analysis  

Optical tweezers measurements were performed using a commercial dual-trap platform 

coupled with a microfluidics system (C-trap, Lumicks). For the experiments, optical 

tweezers (OT) constructs were mixed with 4 µl of polystyrene beads coated with antibodies 

against digoxigenin (AD beads, 0.1% v/v suspension, Ø 2.12 µm, Spherotech), 10 µl of 

assay buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.6, 300 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 5 mM DTT and 0.05% 

Tween 20) and 1 µl of RNase inhibitor. The mixture was incubated for 20 min at room 

temperature in a final volume of 19 µl and subsequently diluted by the addition of 0.5 ml 

assay buffer. Separately, 0.8 µl of streptavidin-coated polystyrene beads (SA beads, 1% v/v 

suspension, Ø 1.76 µm, Spherotech) were mixed with 1 ml of assay buffer. The flow cell 

was washed with the assay buffer, and suspensions of both streptavidin beads and the 

complex of OT construct with anti-digoxigenin beads were introduced into the flow cell. 

During the experiment, an anti-digoxigenin (AD) bead and a streptavidin (SA) bead were 

trapped and brought into proximity to allow the formation of a tether. The beads were 

moved apart (unfolding) and back together (refolding) at a constant speed (0.05 µm/s) to 

yield the force-distance (FD) curves. The stiffness was maintained at 0.31 and 0.24 pN/nm 

for trap 1 (AD bead) and trap 2 (SA bead), respectively. For experiments with ZAP-S 

protein, recombinantly expressed ZAP-S was diluted to 400 nM in assay buffer and 

introduced to the flow cell. FD data were recorded at a rate of 78125 Hz.     

Raw data files were processed using our custom-written python algorithm called Practical 

Optical Tweezers Analysis TOol. In brief, raw data were first down sampled by a factor of 

20 to speed up subsequent processing, and the noise was filtered using Butterworth filter 

(0.05 filtering frequency, filter order 2). FD curves were fitted using a custom written 
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Python script, which is based on Pylake package provided by Lumicks (https://lumicks-

pylake.readthedocs.io/en/stable/). For data fitting, we employed a combination of two 

worm-like chain models (WLC1 for the fully folded double-stranded parts and WLC2 for 

the unfolded single-stranded parts) as described previously 99. Firstly, the initial contour 

length of the folded RNA was set to 1256 ± 5 nm, and the persistence length of the double-

stranded part was fitted 50. Then, the persistence length of the unfolded RNA was set to 1 

nm, and the contour length of the single-stranded part was fitted. The work performed on 

the structure while unfolding or refolding was calculated as difference between area under 

curve (AUC) of the fit for folded region and AUC of the fit for unfolded region, counted 

from the beginning of the FD curve till the unfolding step coordinates. To be able to 

compare the effect of protein presence on different structures we decided to normalize the 

refolding work in each pair (protein-/protein+) to the protein- sample. We used the 

PK+IMP3 value as molecular crowding control and further normalized all the ZAP+ values 

to it. This allowed us to quantitatively compare the effect of ZAP on different RNA 

molecules. Data were statistically analyzed, and the results were plotted using Prism 9.2.0 

(GraphPad).  

qRT-PCR    

Total RNA was isolated as described previously 323, and the reverse transcription 

using RevertAid (Invitrogen) was primed by oligo(dT). Reactions of quantitative real-time 

PCR (qRT-PCR) were set up using POWER SYBR green Master-mix (Invitrogen) 

according to manufacturer's instructions and analyzed on the CFX96 Touch Real-Time 

PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad) under the following cycling condition: 50°C for 2 min, 

95°C for 2 min, followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 s and 60°C for 30 s, and ending with 

a melt profile analysis. The fold change in mRNA expression was determined using the 2^-

ΔΔCt method relative to the values in uninfected samples, after normalization to the 

housekeeping gene (geometric mean) GAPDH. Statistical analysis was conducted 

comparing ΔCt values of the respective RNA in uninfected and infected cells and results 

were plotted using Prism 9.2.0 (GraphPad).    

Quantification and statistical analysis    

All statistical analysis and software used have been mentioned in the Figure Legends and 

Materials & Methods. Ordinary one-sided ANOVA was followed by a Brown-Forsythe test 

to ensure equal variance among the samples. Finally, a Dunnett's multiple comparisons test 

https://lumicks-pylake.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
https://lumicks-pylake.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
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was employed to identify the differentially regulated conditions compared to our control 

constructs. Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism version 

9.2.0. Measurements from the in vitro western blot assay and in vivo dual fluorescence 

assay resulted from 3 technical replicates. Measurements from single-molecule 

experiments resulted from a specified number (n) of traces from a single experiment. For 

the ensemble MST analysis, all analysis for ΔFnorm from 3 individual replicates was 

performed in Nanotemper MO. Affinity software. Data was plotted and KD was 

determined using Graphpad Prism version 9.2.0 nonlinear regression, binding-saturation 

function.  
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Supplementary Information 

 

 

Supplementary Fig. 1. Capture and analysis of frameshift RNA interactors, related to Fig. 1. (A) Gene 

ontology (GO) term analysis of SARS-CoV-2 frameshift RNA interactions. FDR – false discovery rate. (B) 

Venn Diagram comparing the hits of the in vitro RNA antisense purification in HEK293, uninfected Calu-3 

as well as SARS-CoV-2 infected Calu-3 cells. (C) Scatter plot of log2-transformed ratio of RNA-antisense 

purification in HEK293 cells. (D) Venn Diagram comparing the hits of the vitro RNA antisense purification 

of the SARS-CoV-2 frameshift site from this study with the hits of genome-wide interactome captures from 

the literature 20,21,22. (E) Fold change of SARS-CoV-2 PRF element interactors in published RNAseq datasets. 

(F) Expression profiles of selected genes in Calu-3 infected cells with SARS-CoV-2 at 72 hours. RNA levels 
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were quantified by qRT-PCR and normalized to the respective RNA abundance in uninfected cells (shown 

as 2−ΔΔCT). Data points represent the mean ± s.d. (n = 3 independent experiments). P values were calculated 

using an ordinary unpaired one-sided ANOVA comparing ΔCt values of the respective RNA in uninfected 

and infected cells. Exact p values: ZAP-S – <0.0001. n.d. - not detected. See also Supplementary Table 2. 

 

Supplementary Fig. 2. Effect of ZAP-S on FE of various PRF sites, related to Fig. 2 and 3. (A) Gating 

strategy for flow cytometry determining FE in HEK293 cells. Cell populations were determined based on 

SSC and FSC. ECFP-positive cells were analyzed for the mean intensities of EGFP and mCherry. (B) 

Abundance of reporter mRNA upon overexpression of ZAP-S determined by qRT-PCR. Datapoints represent 

the mean ± s.d. (n = 3 independent experiments with three technical replicates each). P values were calculated 

using an ordinary unpaired one-sided ANOVA comparing raw Ct values to the ECFP control. Exact P values: 

**** P < 0.0001, Naïve Huh7 IFN-β – 0.0003, Naïve Huh7 IFN-λ1 – 0.0086, Naïve Huh7 TNF-α – 0.0005.  

(C) Quantification of immunostaining of N-protein in infected naïve Huh7 or ZAP-S overexpressing Huh7 

cells (ZAP-S OE) at 24 hours post-infection. Treatment with IFN-ɣ (500 U/ml), IFN-β (500 U/ml), or IFN-

ƛ1 (5 ng/ml) was done one hour before infection. Boxes show mean values ± s.d. (n = 4 technical replicates). 

(D) Western blot of naïve as well as ALFA-tagged ZAP-S-overexpressing Huh7 cells. ALFA-ZAP-S was 
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detected using anti-ALFA antibody, ß-actin serves as a loading control. n = 3 independent experiments. (E) 

Confocal micrograph of immunostaining of N-protein in infected naïve Huh7 or ZAP-S overexpressing Huh7 

cells (ZAP-S OE) at 24 hours post-infection. (F) Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE and western blot of 

heterologous expression of ZAP-S in E. coli as well as the purification steps. ZAP-S was detected using an 

anti-ZC3HAV1 (ZAP) antibody. n = 1 experiment 

 

Supplementary Fig. 3. Thermophoresis raw data and interaction of IMP3 and SUMO with SARS-CoV-

2 FS RNA, related to Fig. 4. Thermophoretic time-traces of microscale thermophoresis (MST) 

measurements of binding between ZAP-S and (A) Full PRF, (B) ΔSL2 mutant, (C) ΔSL3 mutant, (D) 
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ΔSL2+3 mutant, (E) compensatory mutant and (F) scrambled mutant. Blue and grey boxes in the time-course 

traces represent the temperature jump and MST-on time (2.5 s), respectively. In all cases, there is no 

adsorption of the labeled protein to the capillaries. See Fig. 4 for resulting binding curves. (G) Microscale 

thermophoresis to monitor binding of IMP3 and SUMO to SARS-CoV-2 FS PK. Unlabeled protein (0.4 nM 

to 15 µM) was titrated against 3’ pCp-Cy5 labeled RNA (5 nM) and thermophoresis was recorded at 25°C 

with 5% LED intensity and medium MST power. Change in fluorescence (ΔFnorm ) was measured at MST 

on-time of 2.5 s. Data were analyzed using standard functions in the MO. Affinity Analysis software and KD 

was determined using Graphpad Prism 9.2.0. Data represent mean +/- s.d. of each independent measurement 

(n=2 independent experiments). Electrophoretic mobility Assay (EMSA) of (H) SARS-CoV-2 pseudoknot 

and (I) ΔSL2+3 mutant. 100 nM RNA labelled with Cy5 at the 3’end was incubated with serial dilutions of 

ZAP-S in Buffer A supplemented with 5% glycerol. Reactions were separated by 0.5% agarose 

electrophoresis in 1x TBE prior to visualization. n = 2 independent experiments. 

Data and materials availability 

Supplementary tables and source data are provided with this thesis and available online. 

The mass spectrometry proteomics data have been deposited to the ProteomeXchange 

Consortium via the PRIDE partner repository with the dataset identifier PXD029656 324. 

Code availability 

Custom scripts were employed to process optical tweezers data. Python algorithm called 

Practical Optical Tweezers Analysis TOol is available on Github (POTATO, 

https://github.com/lpekarek/POTATO)  325. 
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Supplement to Chapter 3 

In this supplement, I will discuss the contributions made by me to Hill, Pekarek, Napthine 

et al., 2021 study99. The discussed results shed light on the mechanisms of EMCV 

frameshift modulation by its 2A protein and also characterize the interactions of the 2A 

protein with prokaryotic and eukaryotic ribosomes. This enabled us to get structural 

insights on the mechanisms of 2A protein and contributes to the overall knowledge of virus-

encoded –1PRF protein modulators.  

Supplementary tables are available online https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-021-27400-7 
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Introduction 

Cardioviruses present a highly unusual variation to conventional viral PRF in which the 

virally encoded 2A protein is required as an essential trans-activator326, 327. Here, the 

spacing between the slippery sequence and stem-loop is 13 nt, significantly longer than 

typically seen, and 2A protein has been proposed to bridge this gap through interaction with 

the stem-loop327. This allows for temporal control of gene expression as the efficiency of –

1 frameshifting is linked to 2A concentration, which increases with time throughout the 

infection cycle327. 

2A is a small, basic protein (~17 kDa; 143 amino acids; pI ~9.1) generated by 3C-mediated 

proteolytic cleavage at the N-terminus328 and Stop-Go peptide release at the C-terminus329. 

The PRF-stimulatory activity of 2A is related to its ability to bind to the RNA stimulatory 

element327. However, 2A also binds to 40S ribosomal subunits330, inhibits apoptosis331 and 

contributes to host cell shut-off by inhibiting cap-dependent translation. A C-terminal 

YxxxxLΦ motif has been proposed to bind to and sequester eIF4E in a manner analogous 

to eIF4E binding protein 1 (4E-BP1)330, thereby interfering with eIF4F assembly332. 

However, the mechanism by which it recognises RNA elements and stimulates 

frameshifting remains obscure.  

Here, we show that 2A binds directly to the frameshift-stimulatory element in the viral 

RNA with nanomolar affinity and we define the minimal RNA element required for 

binding. We report a direct interaction of 2A with both mammalian and bacterial ribosomes. 

Together, this work enables us to better understand protein-mediated frameshifting and 2A-

mediated regulation of gene expression. 

Results 

2A binds to a minimal 47 nt pseudoknot in the viral RNA 

The RNA sequence that directs PRF in EMCV consists of a G_GUU_UUU slippery 

sequence and a stimulatory stem-loop element downstream (Fig. 1a). We have previously 

demonstrated that three conserved cytosines in the loop are essential for 2A binding327 (Fig. 

2a). To map the interaction between 2A and the stimulatory element in more detail, we 

prepared a series of synthetic RNAs with truncations in the shift site, loop, and 5′ and 3′ 

extensions on either side of the stem (EMCV 1–6; Fig. 1b). These were fluorescently 
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labelled at the 5′ end, and their binding to 2A was analysed by microscale thermophoresis 

(MST; Fig. 1C, Supplementary Table 2).  

Binding of 2A to EMCV 1 RNA is high affinity (KD = 360 ± 34 nM). Removal of the 3′ 

extension, as in EMCV 3 and EMCV 6, further increases the affinity (KD values of 40 ± 2 

and 70 ± 14 nM, respectively), perhaps by removing competing base-pairing interactions. 

There is no substantial difference between affinities of EMCV 3 and 6, which differ only 

by the presence of the shift site. Removal of the 5′ extension, as in EMCV 2 and EMCV 4, 

completely abolishes 2A binding, and truncation of the loop, including a putative second 

stem (EMCV 5) reduces binding to micromolar levels. Finally, reciprocal MST 

experiments with fluorescently labelled 2A and unlabelled RNA yielded similar KD values 

(Supplementary Fig. 2, Supplementary Table 2). 

The failure of 2A to bind to EMCV 2, 4 and 5 was unexpected as these RNAs retain the 

main stem and the conserved cytosine triplet in the putative loop region. A possible 

explanation is that the frameshift-relevant state may include an interaction between the loop 

and the 5′ extension, forming a different conformation that 2A selectively recognises 
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Figure 1. 2A binds to a minimal 47 nt element in the viral RNA. a-b, Sequences and schematic diagrams 

of the EMCV 1–6 constructs used to assay 2A binding. c, EMSA analyses showing that removal of the 5′ 

extension (blue) disables 2A binding. d, Microscale thermophoresis (MST) was used to quantify the 

interactions observed in c. All measurements were repeated as two independent experiments and error bars 

represent the standard deviation from the mean. RNA concentration ranges between 60 pM – 20 µM (for 

EMCV 1) and 150 pM – 5 µM (for EMCV 2–6). Source data are provided as a Source Data file. 

 

2A interacts with the small ribosomal subunit in both eukaryotes and prokaryotes 

In addition to its role as a component of the stimulatory element, 2A has been reported to 

bind to 40S subunits in EMCV-infected cells330. To determine if the interaction of 2A with 

the 40S subunit can be reproduced ex vivo, we purified ribosomal subunits from native RRL 

and analysed 2A-subunit interactions by MST (Fig. 4a, b). Consistent with previous data, 

2A forms a tight complex with 40S (apparent KD = 10 ± 2 nM) but not 60S. This apparent 
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selectivity for the small subunit was also observed with purified prokaryotic ribosome 

subunits. 2A binds with very high affinity to 30S (apparent KD = 4 ± 1 nM; Fig. 4c), but 

not 50S (Fig. 4d). We next examined binding of 2A to intact 70S ribosomes and to 

reconstituted, mRNA-bound 70S ribosomes at the initiation stage (70S IC; initiator 

tRNAMet in the P-site and an empty A-site). We were able to detect high affinity interactions 

with both uninitiated and initiated 70S ribosomes (Fig. 4e, f). 

  

 

Figure 2. 2A binds directly to eukaryotic and prokaryotic ribosomes. a, MST binding curves and apparent 

KD values using unlabelled 40S subunits at a concentration range of 20 pM – 0.4 μM. All measurements were 

repeated as two independent experiments and error bars represent the standard deviation from the mean. 2A 

binds with high affinity to the small ribosomal subunit. b, As in a with 60S subunits. Error bars as above. c, 

Binding curve and apparent KD values using unlabelled 30S subunits at a concentration range of 30 pM – 1 

μM. Error bars as above. 2A shows a strong interaction with the prokaryotic small subunit. d, As in c with 

50S subunits at a concentration range of 27 pM – 0.9 μM. e, Binding curves and reported KD values for 2A-

70S IC interactions. Error bars as above. f, Same as e, with 2A and vacant 70S.  
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Supplementary Figure 2 – related to Figure 2. The 2A-RNA interaction occurs with nanomolar 

affinity. MST binding curves and reported KD values of fluorescently labelled 2A protein (5 nM) and short 

unlabelled RNAs (as in Fig. 1a, b) at concentrations between 800 pM – 26 μM for EMCV 1 and 120 pM – 

4 μM for EMCV 2–6. All measurements were repeated as two independent experiments and error bars 

represent the standard deviation from the mean. 

Conclusion 

Through the contributions to the study discussed in this thesis, it is clear that 2A binds 

directly to the frameshift RNA and host ribosomes. We also define the minimal RNA 

element required for this binding.  

Overall, this entire study defines the structural and molecular basis for the temporally 

regulated ‘switch’ behind the reprogramming of viral gene expression in EMCV infection 

(Fig. 3). At the heart of this is 2A: an RNA-binding protein with the remarkable ability to 

discriminate between stem-loop and pseudoknot conformers of the PRF stimulatory 

element. We also reveal how 2A interferes with host translation by specifically 

recognising distinct conformations within the ribosomal RNA. Together, this illustrates 

how the conformational plasticity of one RNA-binding surface can contribute to multiple 

functions through finely tuned relative affinities for different cellular targets. 
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Figure 3. Molecular basis for 2A-induced reprogramming of gene expression. The PRF stimulatory RNA 

element is predicted to form either stem-loop or pseudoknot conformations. As 2A accumulates during 

EMCV infection, it selectively binds to and stabilises a pseudoknot-like conformation of the PRF stimulatory 

element, thereby enabling PRF, producing trans-frame product 2B* and downregulating the expression of 

enzymatic viral proteins later in infection. 2A also binds directly to the small ribosomal subunit at the 

translational GTPase factor binding site, progressively inhibiting both initiation and elongation as it 

accumulates. This may contribute to the shutdown of host cell translation during lytic infection.   

Materials and methods 

Microscale Thermophoresis (MST) 

For RNA-binding experiments, synthetic EMCV RNA variants (Supplementary Table 5) 

were dissolved in distilled water and labelled at the 5’ end with Dylight 650 maleimide 

conjugates (Thermo Scientific) using the 5′ EndTag kit (Vector Labs) as directed by the 

manufacturer. For each binding experiment, RNA was diluted to 10 nM in MST buffer (50 

mM Tris-HCl pH 7.8, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 2 mM DTT supplemented with 0.05% 

Tween 20) and a series of 16 tubes with 2A dilutions were prepared on ice in MST buffer, 

producing 2A ligand concentrations ranging from 0.00015 to 5 μM for EMCV RNA 2-6 

and 0.00006 to 20 μM for EMCV RNA1. For the measurement, each ligand dilution was 
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mixed with one volume of labelled RNA, which led to a final concentration of 5.0 nM 

labelled RNA. The reaction was mixed by pipetting, incubated for 10 min followed by 

centrifugation at 10,000 × g for 10 min. Capillary forces were used to load the samples into 

Monolith NT.115 Premium Capillaries (NanoTemper Technologies). Measurements were 

performed using a Monolith NT.115Pico instrument (NanoTemper Technologies) at an 

ambient temperature of 25°C. Instrument parameters were adjusted to 5% LED power, 

medium MST power and MST on-time of 10 seconds. An initial fluorescence scan was 

performed across the capillaries to determine the sample quality and afterwards 16 

subsequent thermophoresis measurements were performed. To determine binding 

affinities, data of at least two independently pipetted measurements were analysed for the 

fraction bound (MO.Affinity Analysis software, NanoTemper Technologies). For the non-

binders, since the maximum amplitude would numerically be zero, deltaFnorm values were 

divided by the average maximum amplitude of the dataset to plot fraction bound. Data were 

fitted to the Kd model using MO.Affinity Analysis software (NanoTemper) and were 

plotted using Prism 8.0.2 (GraphPad). 

Conjugation of a fluorescent label to the surface-exposed cysteine residue (C111) observed 

in the 2A crystal structure (Fig. 1e) provided a convenient way of studying binding to 

multiple unlabelled targets by MST, in such a way that the observed affinities would be 

directly comparable. For this experiment, EMCV 2A protein was labelled using the Protein 

Labelling Kit RED-Maleimide (NanoTemper Technologies) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. In brief, 2A protein was diluted in a buffer containing 10 mM 

HEPES pH 7.9, 1.0 M NaCl and dye was mixed at a 1:3 molar ratio at room temperature 

for 30 min in the dark. Unreacted dye was removed on a spin gel filtration column 

equilibrated with 10 mM HEPES pH 7.9, 1.0 M NaCl. The labelled 2A protein was diluted 

to 10 nM in MST buffer. Synthetic EMCV RNA variants were used in dilutions ranging 

from 0.0008 to 26 μM for RNA 1 and 0.00003 to 1 μM for RNA 2-6. For the measurement, 

each RNA ligand dilution was mixed with one volume of labelled protein 2A, which led to 

a final concentration of protein 2A of 5.0 nM. Similar experiments were conducted with 

ribosomes in MST buffer, with ligand concentrations ranging between 0.00002 to 0.4 μM 

for 40S and 60S, 0.00003 to 1 μM for 30S, 0.000027 to 0.9 μM for 50S, 0.0008 to 1.375 

μM for empty 70S and 0.000003 to 0.1 μM for 70S IC. The measurements were performed 

as described above. 

Eukaryotic ribosomal subunit purification 
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40S and 60S subunits were purified from untreated rabbit reticulocyte lysate (Green 

Hectares) as previously described322. Briefly, ribosomes were pelleted by centrifugation 

(4°C, 270,000 × g, 4.5 h) and resuspended in 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 4.0 mM MgCl2, 50 

mM KCl, 2.0 mM DTT. Following treatment with 1.0 mM puromycin and addition of KCl 

to 0.5 M, 40S and 60S subunits were separated by centrifugation (4°C, 87,000 × g, 16 h) 

through a sucrose density gradient (10  30% sucrose in 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 2.0 mM 

DTT, 4.0 mM MgCl2, 0.5 M KCl). After analysis by SDS-PAGE, uncontaminated fractions 

were pooled, and exchanged into 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 2.0 mM MgCl2, 

2.0 mM DTT, 250 mM sucrose using Amicon centrifugal concentrators (4°C,100K 

MWCO). Ribosome subunits were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until 

further use.  
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Abstract 

The novel severe acute respiratory syndrome-related coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) and its 

emerging variants continue to pose a global health emergency. Like most coronaviruses, 

SARS-CoV-2 replication depends on programmed ribosomal frameshifting (PRF), which, 

due to its conserved nature, represents a promising antiviral target. Here, we employ a 

microscale thermophoresis (MST) assay to screen two diverse in-house libraries of natural 

products and synthetic small molecules for their frameshift RNA-binding properties. We 

identify trichangion and the ureidothiophene-coupled antimicrobial peptide 25 as potent 

binders. Using MST and surface plasmon resonance (SPR), we determine the binding 

affinity and interaction kinetics of the hit compounds. Moreover, we model the binding of 

the new PRF inhibitors into the structure of the SARS-CoV-2 RNA frameshift element, 

thus suggesting potential binding sites for RNA-targeting molecules. Furthermore, we 

demonstrate that these compounds substantially reduce frameshift levels in vitro and 

suppress viral propagation in SARS-CoV-2-infected cells. This work highlights the 

potential of natural products, especially the phenothiazine class, and synthetic amphiphilic 

cationic peptides to target frameshifting RNA elements, which sets the stage for the 

development of novel antivirals.  

Graphical abstract 
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Introduction 

The novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, the causal agent of coronavirus disease 2019 

(COVID-19), and its emerging variants, have ravaged the global health and economy. 

Concerted efforts towards vaccine development and an amassed knowledge on viral RNAs, 

proteins and life cycle have been instrumental to the success of the current mRNA-based 

vaccines. However, the global spread of recent variants -Delta and Omicron-, in which 

acquired mutations enhance the viral transmission rates and ability to evade the hosts’ 

immune system, attests to the reality that emerging novel viruses will continue to pose a 

challenge 333, 334. Moreover, coronaviruses are known to persist within several wildlife hosts 

335. Population growth, globalization and changes to the ecosystems enhance the number of 

interspecies contacts creating an imminent threat of zoonotic transfer and novel viral 

epidemics 336. Thus, there is an urgent need for new antivirals that target conserved 

elements of the coronavirus genome, rendering them effective against recurrent outbreaks 

as well as emerging virus variants. 

Coronaviruses are single-stranded, positive-sense RNA viruses. The ~30 kb RNA genome 

has at least nine different open reading frames, of which ORF1a/b is the most prominent 

occupying nearly two-thirds of the genome 337. A hallmark of many RNA viruses, including 

SARS-CoV-2, is the highly conserved gene expression event- –1 programmed ribosomal 

frameshifting (–1PRF). In coronaviruses, –1PRF on the 1a/1b gene is essential for the 

expression of ORF1b, which encodes proteins responsible for replication and transcription 

of the viral genome. Here, frameshifting is directed by two crucial elements separated by a 

spacer- a slippery heptameric sequence UUUAAAC and a downstream stable RNA 

secondary structure, which forms a pseudoknot (Figure 1B) 338. Importantly, this so-called 

frameshift stimulatory element (FSE) is mostly conserved among different 

betacoronaviruses and several emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants 339, 340. Mutations and drugs 

that affect –1PRF levels in SARS-CoV-2 and several other viruses such as HIV-1 and 

SARS-CoV were shown to impede viral propagation 121, 341-345. Due to the functional 

importance and high conservation of this RNA element, the frameshift site of coronaviruses 

is regarded as a novel target for interventions by proteins 104 or small molecules 114, 116, 119, 

346-350.  

Given the high relevance of the FSE, it is necessary to search for further novel ligands 

targeting FSE that can act as future therapeutic templates. Previous work focused on using 

commercial libraries and on repurposing of FDA-approved drugs to target the conserved 
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frameshift element 119-121, 346, 351. One such molecule, MTDB, was shown to be resistant to 

mutations in the novel coronavirus 120, 273, however another study did not observe any 

MTDB induced specific frameshift inhibition 344. This molecule is proposed to interact with 

the frameshift site, albeit with very low affinity (210±20 μM) and at high concentrations 

affects the conformational plasticity of the –1PRF site 352. On the other hand, molecules 

like merafloxacin, nafamostat and KCB261770 are proposed to be effective against several 

coronaviruses 119-121. However, the exact mechanism of these molecules and whether or not 

they directly interact with the FSE has not yet been studied.  

Natural products from microorganisms, fungi, plants and insects possess large structural 

and chemical diversity, and they continue to inspire new drug discovery 353. Currently, 

approximately 53% of anti-infective compounds and 79% of anticancer pharmaceutical 

agents in clinical use are natural products or their derivatives 354. Additionally, several 

studies reported plant products and secondary metabolites that target various aspects of 

SARS-CoV-2 replication and inhibit infection 355, 356. Nevertheless, potential of natural 

compounds to target RNA molecules is vastly unexploited. So far, natural products such as 

macrolides, aminoglycosides, tetracyclines and chloramphenicol have been identified to 

target bacterial rRNA 357, 358. However, there has not been a systematic screen of natural 

product libraries to assess their effect on viral RNA molecules.  

This prompted us to screen diverse classes of compounds ranging from natural products to 

synthetic small molecule libraries for interactors of the highly conserved SARS-CoV-2 

frameshifting RNA element in order to identify modulators of viral replication. Our 

microscale thermophoresis (MST)-based screening revealed two hits (trichangion and 

compound 25) as the first natural product and peptide, respectively, interacting with the 

SARS-CoV-2 FSE. Furthermore, our studies show that these compounds inhibit SARS-

CoV-2 frameshifting by approximately 50%, while not altering overall translation in vitro. 

Treatment of SARS-CoV-2-infected cells with these molecules significantly reduced viral 

propagation. These findings pinpoint phenothiazines and amphiphilic-cationic peptides as 

potential frameshifting inhibitors, which may assist the development of novel, highly 

effective antiviral drugs in the future. 
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Results and Discussion 

MST-Based Screening Identifies SARS-CoV-2 Frameshift RNA Interactors 

In order to identify new compounds that interact with the SARS-CoV-2 frameshift RNA, 

we established a high-throughput MST-based screen (Figure 1A). The MST technique 

measures the change in fluorescence intensity of the macromolecule (Fnorm) due to 

migration along a heat gradient. Upon binding of a ligand, the thermophoretic movement 

of the macromolecule will change, resulting in a difference in the fluorescence intensity, 

which we refer to as ΔFnorm. We employed a 3ʹCy5-labeled minimal mRNA pseudoknot 

motif derived from nucleotides 13403–13516 of the SARS-CoV-2 genome as the bait for 

this in vitro screen (Figure 1B). We tested a collection of 481 compounds comprising 385 

natural products with diverse chemical structures and biological activities isolated from 

myxobacteria and fungi and 96 synthetic small molecules from our in-house library of anti-

infective agents. We placed an arbitrary ΔFnorm cut-off of 5 to define hit compounds with a 

significant interaction with the FSE. Using this filter, 458 molecules showed no or a minor 

change in thermophoresis (ΔFnorm <5) (Figure 1C). Out of 23 hits, two molecules were 

strong interaction partners of the SARS-CoV-2 pseudoknot and were chosen for further 

characterization, namely the natural product trichangion (ΔFnorm = 34 ± 7) and peptide 

compound 25 (ΔFnorm = 129 ± 2).   

Trichangion is a 7-hydroxyphenothiazin-3-one, which was isolated from the Gram-

negative myxobacterium Sorangium cellulosum (Figure S1A). It was the only molecule 

with an intrinsic fluorescence property, hence the ΔFnorm value was corrected for 

background thermophoresis of the molecule (Figure 1C). Intriguingly, trichangion and 

other myxobacterial secondary metabolites were shown to reduce the formation of 

processing bodies (P-bodies), cytoplasmic mRNA–protein domains, but their mode of 

action remains unknown 359. The second hit, compound 25, belongs to a series of 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa quorum sensing inhibitors 360. Compound 25 consists of a 

hydrophobic ureidothiophene-2-carboxylic acid linked to a cationic undecapeptide 

(RRLFRRILRWL) (Figure S1B). The latter  is a known antimicrobial peptide (AMP) 361.  
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Figure 1. Identification of SARS-CoV-2 frameshift interactors using in vitro MST screening. (A) Schematic 

of the MST screening to identify potential small-molecule interactors. Compounds (100 µM) were incubated 

with 3' pCp-Cy5-labeled RNA (5 nM) and thermophoresis was recorded at 25 °C with 5% LED intensity and 

medium MST power. Fluorescence (Fnorm) was measured at MST on-time of 5 s. Blue and gray boxes in the 

time-course traces represent the temperature jump and MST-on time (5 s), respectively. (B) Schematic 

representation of the relevant genomic segment of SARS-CoV-2, corresponding to nucleotides 13456–13570 

of the SARS-CoV-2 RNA genome numbered as 1–84 as well as the proposed structure of FSE. (C) Change 

in fluorescence (ΔFnorm) values of all the tested compounds, the strongest interaction partners trichangion and 

compound 25 are highlighted in pink, molecules with ΔFnorm > 5 are highlighted in blue. ΔFnorm was calculated 

as the absolute value of (Fnorm(RNA)- Fnorm(RNA+molecule)), where Fnorm(RNA) denotes Fnorm of the labeled RNA in 

presence of DMSO and Fnorm(RNA+molecule) denotes fluorescence of labeled RNA in presence of molecule. Data 

represent the average of two independent experiments and mean values ± s.d. are shown (see also Methods). 

Dotted lines represent ΔFnorm = 0 and 5. See also Figure S1.  
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Binding Affinity, Kinetics, and Selectivity of the Hit Molecules 

Having identified trichangion and compound 25 as ligands of SARS-CoV-2 FSE, we 

determined the binding affinities, kinetic parameters and selectivity of the hit compounds 

using a four-channel SPR system as an orthogonal label-free approach to MST. For this 

purpose, we prepared the minimal SARS-CoV-2 FSE RNA (Figures 2A and 3A) with a 

biotin-tag at the 3ʹ end. In addition, we also tested biotinylated random RNA (GAGA array) 

as well as a biotinylated ssDNA oligonucleotide as negative controls. The three constructs 

were immobilized onto a streptavidin-coated sensor chip via affinity-based capture on 

channels 1–3, respectively, resulting in immoblization levels of about 1000 resonance unit 

(RU) (Figure S2) 345. Both trichangion and compound 25 displayed a concentration-

dependent binding response upon injection over SARS-CoV-2 frameshift RNA with an 

equilibrium dissociation constant (KD) of 16 µM and 1.4 µM and binding response of 20 

and 4  RU, respectively (Figures 2B, 3B and Table S1). Markedly, compound 25 showed 

more than two orders of magnitude faster association rate (ka) compared to trichangion, 

which to some extent could be explained by the multicationic nature of the compound 

(Table S1). On the other hand, trichangion exhibited a 20-fold slower dissociation rate (kd) 

and longer residence time (τ) on SARS-CoV-2 FSE compared to compound 25 (Table S1). 

Owing to the fast kinetics of compound 25, we calculated the equilibrium affinity of both 

hit compounds by plotting the steady-state response against concentration. The resulting 

affinity (KD) values were concordant with those estimated from the association and 

dissociation kinetics (Figure S3A,B). Additionally, trichangion and compound 25  bound 

the random RNA, but with lower binding response (RU) (13 and 3 RU respectively) and 

affinity (KD of 25 and 2.2 µM respectively) (Figures S3C, D, S4A, C and Table S1). 

Intriguingly, both compounds show no significant binding to the ssDNA oligonucleotide 

(Figures S3E, F S4B, D and Table S1). 

For the binding affinity measurements of compounds using MST,  the affinity curves were 

conducted in presence of 0.2 mg/mL yeast tRNA to avoid the liability of non-specific 

interactions to the compounds. The KD values of trichangion and compound 25  were  in 

the low micromolar range of 26.8 ± 11 μM and 6.6 ± 1 μM , respectively (Figures 2C, 3C 

and Table S2). We also tested the binding specificity of the molecules to the structured 

pseudoknot by analyzing their interactions with a stem-loop truncation variant as well as 

the random RNA. Trichangion binding was negligible (KD >200 µM) upon deletion of both 

SL2 and SL3 (ΔSL2 + 3), a 48 nt sequence that is predicted to fold into a short double-
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stranded stem-loop (SL1) (Figure 2D and Table S2). Additionally, trichangion did not 

interact with the random RNA (Figure 2E and Table S2). Compound 25 interacts with 

both the ΔSL2 + 3 mutant as well as the random RNA, albeit with much lower affinity (KD 

= 37.6 ± 2 µM and KD = 60.9 ± 8 µM respectively) (Figure 3D, E and Table S2). Overall, 

our MST and SPR results suggest that trichangion and compound 25  preferentially interact 

with the structured FSE RNA in the low micromolar range. 

 

 

Figure 2. Determination of binding affinities of trichangion using SPR and MST. (A) Proposed structure of 

the PRF element of SARS-CoV-2 and schematic representations of the RNAs studied. (B) Interaction of 

trichangion with SARS-CoV-2 FSE detected via SPR. Interactions of trichangion detected via MST with (C) 

SARS-CoV-2 FSE (D) ΔSL2 + 3 mutant and (E) Random RNA. For SPR, sensorgrams overlay of trichangion 

or compound 25 injected at concentrations of 1.56–100 µM over a streptavidin–biotin-captured FSE are 

shown. For MST of trichangion, SARS-CoV-2 FSE (2 nM–80 µM), ΔSL2 + 3 mutant (4 nM–130 µM) and 

random RNA (2 nM – 90 µM) was titrated against 5 nM of the compound. In all measurements, 

thermophoresis was measured at 5% LED intensity, 25 °C, medium MST power and on-time of 1.5s. Data 

represent the average of two independent experiments and mean values ± s.d. are shown. For both MST and 

SPR, binding kinetics and affinity values were calculated by global fitting of the association and dissociation 

curves to a 1:1 binding model. See also Figures S2, S3 and Tables S1, S2.  
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Figure 3. Determination of binding affinities of compound 25 using SPR and MST. (A) Proposed structure 

of the PRF element of SARS-CoV-2 and schematic representations of the RNAs studied. (B) Interaction of 

compound 25 with SARS-CoV-2 FSE detected via SPR. Interactions of compound 25 detected via MST with 

(C) SARS-CoV-2 FSE (D) ΔSL2 + 3 mutant and (E) Random GAGA-repeat RNA. For SPR, sensorgrams 

overlay of trichangion or compound 25 injected at concentrations of 1.56–100 µM over a streptavidin–biotin-

captured FSE are shown. For MST of compound 25, molecule (3 nM–200 µM) was titrated against 5 nM of 

3' pCp-Cy5 labeled RNAs (5 nM). In all measurements, thermophoresis was measured at 5% LED intensity, 

25 °C, medium MST power and on-time of 1.5s. Data represent the average of two independent experiments 

and mean values ± s.d. are shown. For both MST and SPR, binding kinetics and affinity values were 

calculated by global fitting of the association and dissociation curves to a 1:1 binding model (see Methods). 

See also Figures S2, S3 and Tables S1, S2. 

 

Binding Site Detection for SARS-CoV-2 Frameshift RNA and Molecular Docking of 

the Hit Molecules  

To get an insight into the mode of interaction of trichangion and compound 25 with the 

frameshift element, we performed molecular docking using  two resolved conformations of 

the SARS-CoV-2 frameshift RNA, namely the fork-shaped structure (PDB ID: 6XRZ)362 
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and the linear topology (PDB ID: 7MLX) 363. Both RNA structures were captured in the 

apo state, therefore we first explored putative druggable binding sites within the two 

conformations.   

The fork-shaped tertiary structure determined by cryo-EM comprises the slippery sequence 

and spacer at the 5′ end followed by a three-stem pseudoknot (Figure 4A). It is 

characterized by an inclination of stem 3 (magenta) at stem 1 (gold) by about 50°. In 

addition, the 5′ end is threaded through a ring formed by the second strand of stem 1, stem 

2 (green), stem 3, and the unpaired segment (J3/2) (Figure 4A). The linear conformation 

determined by X-ray crystallography represents a minimal construct comprised of a three-

stem pseudoknot, lacking the slippery site and spacer. It also shows threading of the 5ʹ end 

of stem 1 through a ring formed between the second strand of stem 1 (gold) and loop 3 

(Figure 4B). 

Using the alpha site finder method 364 implemented in the molecular operating environment 

(MOE) software, we identified four potential ligand-binding sites (I–IV) in the fork-shaped 

structure (Table S3 and Figure S5). Site I is defined mainly by the nucleotide residues in 

the major groove of stem 1 and extends to residues from the slippery site and the AUACA 

residues of the J3/2 site (Table S3 and Figure S5A). This region possesses the largest size 

and the highest number of hydrophobic contacts (Table S3). Site II is delineated by the 

major groove residues of stem 3 and has a slightly smaller size and less hydrophobicity as 

compared to site I (Table S3 and Figure S5B). Site III is located in the major groove of 

stem 2; it is about one third of the size and hydrophobicity of site I and has a more solvent-

exposed surface (Table S3 and Figure S5C). Site IV is formed by the converging 

nucleotides of stem 1, stems 2, stem 3, and the J3/2 segment, shaping a ring structure (Table 

S3 and Figure S5D). It represents a narrow and short tunnel in the pseudoknot, which may 

accommodate hydrophobic planar small molecules such as trichangion.  

 For the linear three-stem pseudoknot topology, two putative binding sites (I and II) were 

predicted (Table S3 and Figure S6). Site I is located in the major groove, spanning stem 

1, stem 2 and loop 3 (Table S3 and Figure S6A). It represents a merged version 

corresponding to sites I, III, and IV in the forked conformation. Site II is composed of the 

major groove residues of stem 3, similar to site II in the forked structure (Table S3 and 

Figure S6B). Interestingly, alignment of the two FSE conformations revealed similar 

architecture and good superposition at stem 1 (site I) and stem 3 (site II) (Figure 4C).  
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Given the large concavity and hydrophobicity of site I, which includes stem 1 and the J3/2 

site (loop 3 in the linear conformation), and due to its high sequence conservation among 

coronaviruses and its crucial role for –1PRF, this region is most likely to be the primary 

binding site for FSE-targeting inhibitors 93, 362.  Consequently, we docked trichangion and 

compound 25 into site I of the forked frameshift RNA structure. The compounds displayed 

binding energies of –3 and –15 kcal/mol, respectively, in line with the experimental affinity 

values determined by MST and SPR.  

At pH 7.4, trichangion predominates as a zwitterion with a delocalized negative charge on 

the oxygen atoms at C3 and C7 and a positive charge on N10. Binding is triggered by 

electrostatic attractions (hydrogen bonding and ion interaction) between the heteroatoms of 

trichangion and the phosphate groups of U35, C36, and U37 at stem 1 and C4-NH2 of C77 

residue (C13536 in the full-length genome) at J3/2 site (Figure 4D and S7). It is noteworthy 

that the phenothiazine core of trichangion is structurally related to the acridines, which are 

known nucleic acids binders 365, 366. Accordingly, it is plausible that trichangion may bind 

the FSE at other smaller binding pockets, e.g., site IV (ring site) or through intercalation 

between the base pairs. Docking into site IV indicated that trichangion optimally fits into 

the ring hole with a binding energy of –4 kcal/mol. The tricyclic molecule establishes 

hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions with G18 and G44 of stem 1, and A76 of J3/2 

region (Figure S8). 

Docking of compound 25 into site I showed that the conjugated peptide entirely occupies 

the major groove of stem 1 owing to its flexibility and its electrostatic and hydrophobic 

complementarity to the RNA surface (Figure 4E). The polycationic peptide establishes 

multiple hydrogen bonds between its arginine residues and the phosphate backbone of stem 

1 as well as the C=O of C77 and N3 of G79 at the J3/2 site. Additionally, compound 25 is 

engaged in hydrophobic interactions through the tryptophan residue and ureidothiophene 

moiety with A23 and C43, respectively (Figure S9). The predicted contribution of the 

ureidothiophene fragment to binding and its structural similarity to the –1PRF inhibitor 

MTDB indicate a beneficial role of small lipophilic motifs for FSE binding besides the 

electrostatic interactions 93, 117. 

Altogether, these data suggest that binding of trichangion and compound 25 to site I might 

stabilize the threaded frameshift element conformation, leading to an interference with 

unfolding and refolding of the structure. Alternatively, intercalation (trichangion) or 
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binding of a bulky ligand (compound 25) would significantly affect the overall topography 

of the frameshift structure, which may result in formation of a –1PRF-incompetent 

unthreaded pseudoknot conformation, or even an inhibition of the interaction with the 

ribosome 362.  

 

  

 

Figure 4. Electrostatic surface and ribbon representations of SARS-CoV-2 FSE in (A) fork-shaped (PDB ID: 

6XRZ) and (B) linear (PDB ID: 7MLX) conformations. The three-stem pseudoknot is colored in gold (stem 

1), green (stem 2), and magenta (stem 3). (C) Structure alignment of the CEM structure (fork-shaped) and the 

X-ray structure (linear) showing marked superposition at stem 1 and stem 3. (D) Predicted binding mode of 

trichangion (cyan) into site I through electrostatic interactions (dashed lines) with nucleotides of stem 1 and 

J3/2 region. (E) Electrostatic surface presentation for the putative binding mode of compound 25 into the 

major-groove of stem 1 and J3/2 site, showing marked shape, hydrophobicity and electrostatic 

complementarity (see also Figure S9). 
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Trichangion and Compound 25 Reduce Frameshifting Efficiency of SARS-CoV-2 In 

vitro and Impede Viral Replication 

For functional effects, it is important that the interaction of the compounds with the SARS-

CoV-2 FSE leads to a change in the frameshifting efficiency of the viral RNA genome. To 

test this, we used the in vitro rabbit reticulocyte lysate (RRL)-based translation assay and 

monitored translation of the SARS-CoV-2 FSE in the presence of the two hit molecules. 

We employed a reporter mRNA containing nucleotides 12686–14190 of the SARS-CoV-2 

genome to best mimic the native genomic context (Figures 5A). SARS-CoV-2 

frameshifting efficiency (FE) was about 25% in the presence of DMSO, as described 

previously 121. At increasing concentrations of both molecules, we observed a 

corresponding decrease in frameshifting (Figures 5B-E and Table S4). For trichangion, 

the FE inhibitory effect starts to plateau at 111 µM and at the highest concentration shows 

frameshift inhibition of ~50% (Figure 5D). Similarly, for compound 25, a 50% frameshift 

inhibition is observed at the highest concentration of 167 µM with the inhibitory effect 

plateauing at 74 µM (Figures 5E). These results indicate that trichangion (IC50=30 μM)  

and compound 25 (IC50=11 μM)  can reduce ribosomal FE in vitro, with compound 25 

displaying more potency (Figure S10C), which is consistent with their RNA binding 

affinities. Importantly, reduction in viral replication does not require complete inhibition 

of frameshifting – any substantial change in the stoichiometric ratios of structural and 

enzymatic proteins (the latter are produced via –1PRF) can interfere with the replication 

process 117, 119, 121, 341, 367, 368. Notably, our hit compounds did not substantially decrease the 

product translated by the 0-frame of the reporter mRNA, indicating that these molecules 

are specific to the –1PRF, and do not influence general translation, initiation or termination 

processes.  

Encouraged by these results, we investigated the effect of our hit compounds on SARS-

CoV-2 replication in infected Huh-7 cells, a human hepatocyte cell line which has been 

extensively used for SARS-CoV-2 research 369. We tested a concentration of 50 μM for 

both molecules, which showed ~40% reduction in frameshifting  in the in vitro assays and 

was above the IC50 of frameshift inhibition. Trichangion reduced the viral load by 10 fold  

at 50 µM concentration, similar to the interferons IFN-β and IFN-γ (Figure S10A). 

Compound 25 reduced the viral load by ~7 fold (Figure S10B). The smaller effect on viral 

titer as compared to the prominent effect on FE of compound 25 might be caused by 

inadequate cellular permeation, amongst other factors.We also evaluated the compounds 
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for cytotoxicity and both compounds did not show a significant reduction of cell viability 

at concentration of 50 µM (Figure S10B). Encouraged by the stronger viral inhibition by 

trichangion, we proceeded to determine the IC50 by titrating the compound in A549 lung 

cells constitutively expressing ACE2 and TMPRSS2 infected with a mNeonGreen SARS-

CoV-2 reporter virus 370, 371 . Trichangion significantly impeded viral replication at 39 μM 

and completely inhibited the virus at higher concentrations (Figure 5F). We observed an 

IC50 of ~47 μM (Figure S10D). Moreover, trichangion did not cause a dose-dependent cell 

death (as estimated by cellular confluence) and at the highest concentration was comparable 

to that of untreated cells (Figure 5G).  

 

Figure 5. Effect of trichangion and compound 25 on SARS-CoV-2 –1 frameshifting in vitro and viral 

replication in vivo. (A) Schematics of the N-terminal FLAG-tagged frameshifting reporter consisting of the 
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nucleotides 12686–14190 (~1.5 kb) of the SARS-CoV-2 genome. RNAs were translated in RRL in the 

presence of increasing concentrations of the molecule ranging from 0 to 167 µM. An equal amount of DMSO 

was added to the no compound (0 µM) control.  FLAG-tagged peptides generated by ribosomes that do not 

frameshift (no –1PRF) or that enter the −1 reading frame (−1PRF) were identified via Western blotting using 

the anti-DDDDK antibody. FE was calculated as previously described 104, by the formula: FE=Intensity (–1-

frame)/ (Intensity (–1-frame) + Intensity (0-frame)). 0-frame and –1PRF FLAG-tagged products identified 

via Western blotting in the presence of increasing concentrations of (B) trichangion and (C) compound 25. 

Changes in FE observed in the presence of (D) trichangion and (E) compound 25 calculated from (B) and 

(C), respectively, and normalized to responses at 0 µM of the compounds. (F) Changes in viral replication 

upon trichangion titration in A549-AT cells infected with icSARS-CoV-2-mNeonGreen. Integrated intensity 

of green fluorescence originating from the reporter virus was measured. (G) Cell confluency measured in 

parallel in infected A549-AT cells in presence of trichangion and normalized to the DMSO (no-compound) 

control. For all assays, boxes show mean values ± s.d. (n = three independent experiments).  P values were 

calculated using an ordinary unpaired one-sided ANOVA comparing every concentration to the no compound 

control (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001). See also Figure S10 and Table S4. 

Conclusions  

Programmed ribosomal frameshifting plays an indispensable role in the expression of the 

RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) and other vital proteins of the coronaviruses. In 

this study, we discovered the first naturally occurring compound (trichangion) and the first 

peptide (compound 25) that can selectively bind to the frameshift element of SARS-CoV-

2 and impede its function in cells in the low micromolar range. Binding site exploration 

and structural docking studies indicate that the hit compounds most probably bind in the 

major groove of stem 1 and J3/2 site (loop 3) as the primary binding site (I). Moreover, the 

driving force for binding might be a combination of electrostatic and hydrophobic 

interactions, in addition to an intercalating property for trichangion. Furthermore, we show 

that these compounds reduce propagation of live SARS-CoV-2 virus with no signs of 

cytotoxicity under the conditions tested. Although, the potency range of these hit molecules 

is moderate  for potential drug candidates, a major advantage of a small and simple natural 

product such as trichangion is its structural malleability for optimization of activity and 

drug-like properties. Another strategy for optimization could be the hybridization of 

trichangion and compound 25 by replacing the ureidothiophene motif for trichangion in the 

Arg-rich peptide, which would benefit from both modes of interaction and was shown to 

improve affinity and selectivity for RNA binding 372.  

Overall, our study pioneers the use of natural compounds as RNA binders affecting 

frameshifting and illustrates that the viral frameshift site is a valid target not only for small 
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molecules but also for natural compounds. It highlights the phenothiazine-based 

trichangion and the ureidothiophene-linked cationic peptide (compound 25) as promising 

scaffolds for developing –1PRF inhibitors. While much more effort is required for drug 

development, we hope that this work serves as a valuable starting point and demonstrates 

the use of high-throughput screening of (natural) compound libraries not only against 

SARS-CoV-2 but also future coronavirus variants.  

Materials and methods 

Microscale Thermophoresis  

Short frameshifting RNA constructs was in vitro transcribed using T7 polymerase purified 

in-house using PCR fragments as the template. RNAs were labeled at the 3' end using pCp-

Cy5 (Cytidine-5'-phosphate-3'-(6-aminohexyl) phosphate) (Jena Biosciences). For the 

initial screening of molecules, RNA was folded by heating at 70o C for 5 min, followed by 

snap-cooling on ice and diluted to 10 nM in the MST buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.8, 150 

mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2 supplemented with 0.05% Tween-20, RNAse inhibitor (Molox) 

and 0.2 mg/mL yeast tRNA). The small molecules were diluted to 100 μM in the above 

buffer albeit with 10% DMSO. 10 μL of the RNA was mixed with 10 μL of the diluted 

compound to yield final concentration of 5 nM and 50 μM of the RNA and compound, 

respectively in MST buffer with 5% DMSO. The reaction was mixed by pipetting, 

incubated for 10 min at room temperature, followed by centrifugation at 10,000 × g for 5 

min. Capillary forces were used to load the samples into Monolith NT.115 Premium 

Capillaries (NanoTemper Technologies). Measurements were performed using a Monolith 

Pico instrument (NanoTemper Technologies) at an ambient temperature of 25 °C. 

Instrument parameters were adjusted to 5% LED power, medium MST power, and MST 

on-time of 5 seconds. Data of two capillaries was used to determine the Fnorm and error 

using the MO. Affinity Analysis software (NanoTemper Technologies) and ΔFnorm was 

calculated using the formula (Fnorm(RNA)- Fnorm(RNA+molecule) ± SQRT ((Error(RNA))2 

+(Error(RNA+molecule))2). For determination of binding affinity, all RNAs were folded and 

diluted as described above. A series of 16 tubes with compound 25 were prepared in MST 

buffer, producing ligand concentrations ranging from 6 nM to 200 μM. For measurements, 

each ligand dilution was mixed with one volume of labeled RNA, which led to a final 

concentration of 5 nM labeled RNA and 3 nM to 100 μM compound 25. The reactions were 

incubated and loaded as described above. With trichangion, experiment was similarly 
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performed albeit unlabeled SARS-CoV-2 RNA was titrated, which led to a final 

concentration of 5 nM trichangion and 2 nM–80 µM of SARS-CoV-2 FSE, 4 nM- 130 µM 

of ΔSL2 + 3 mutant and RNA 2 nM – 90 µM of random RNA.  An initial fluorescence scan 

was performed across the capillaries to determine the sample quality and afterwards, 16 

subsequent thermophoresis measurements were performed. All measurements were 

performed using a Monolith Pico instrument (NanoTemper Technologies) at an ambient 

temperature of 25 °C, instrument parameters were adjusted to 5% LED power, medium 

MST power and MST on-time of 1.5 seconds. Data of two independently pipetted 

measurements were analyzed for the ΔFnorm and binding affinity values determined by the 

MO. Affinity Analysis software (NanoTemper Technologies). Graphs were plotted using 

GraphPad Prism 9.2.0 software. 

Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) 

The SPR binding studies were performed using a Reichert 4SPR surface plasmon resonance 

spectrometer (Reichert Technologies, Buffalo, NY, USA), and medium density 

streptavidin-derivatized carboxymethyldextran hydrogel SAD500M sensor chips (XanTec 

Bioanalytics, Düsseldorf, Germany). Tris-buffered saline with Tween 20 (TBST) buffer 

(10 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM DTT, 0.05% v/v Tween-20, pH 7.8), containing 

1% v/v DMSO and 0.001% v/v RNase inhibitor (Molox), was used as the running buffer 

for polynucleotides capturing and binding studies. All running buffers were filtered and 

degassed prior to use. The 3ʹ-biotin-labeled SARS-CoV-2 RNA FSE, random RNA, and 

ssDNA oligonucleotide were captured onto flow cells 1–3, respectively, according to the 

standard protocol provided by Xantec bioanalytics. The flow cell 4 was left blank to serve 

as a reference. The system was initially conditioned with activation buffer I (50 mM NaOH 

and 1 M NaCl), TBST buffer, activation buffer II (6 M guanidine-HCl, pH 1.5), and TBST 

buffer (10 min each), respectively. The 3ʹ-biotinylated polynucleotides at a concentration 

of 167 nM in the running buffer were injected at a flow rate of 10 µL/min for 7 min. 

Unoccupied streptavidin surface was blocked by 10 µg/mL biotin solution in the running 

buffer at a flow rate of 30 µL/min for 2 min. Nine buffer blanks were injected over both 

reference and active surfaces to attain stable immobilization levels of approximately 1000 

micro refractive index unit (μRIU). Binding experiments were performed at 20 °C. 

Compounds dissolved in DMSO were diluted with TBST buffer to a final concentration of 

100 µM with 1% v/v DMSO. Seven concentrations of the compounds (100–1.56 µM) were 

prepared by two-fold serial dilutions and were injected at a flow rate of 50 μL/min. The 
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association time was set to 30 s, and the dissociation phase was recorded for 60 s. Single-

cycle kinetics were applied for KD determination. 1 M NaCl in the running buffer was used 

for surface regeneration. Differences in the bulk refractive index due to DMSO were 

corrected by a calibration curve (seven concentrations: 0.25–2% v/v DMSO in TBST 

buffer). Experiments were performed in duplicate. Data processing and analysis were 

performed by Scrubber software (Version 2.0c, 2008, BioLogic Software). Sensorgrams 

were double referenced by sequential subtractions of the corresponding curves obtained 

from the reference flow cell 4 and the running buffer (blank). SPR responses are expressed 

in resonance unit (RU). The KD values were calculated by global fitting of the kinetic curves 

as well as by curve fitting of the steady state responses against concentration according to 

a 1:1 Langmuir interaction model.  

In Vitro Translation Assays 

mRNAs were in vitro transcribed using T7 polymerase as described above using linearized 

DNA fragments as templates. These mRNAs were capped (Vaccinia Capping System, 

NEB) and translated using the nuclease-treated rabbit reticulocyte lysate (RRL; Promega). 

Typical reactions were comprised of 75% v/v RRL, 20 μM amino acids, and were 

programmed with ∼50 μg/mL template mRNA. Small molecules were serially diluted 

ranging from 22 μM - 167 μM final concentrations. Samples were mixed with 3x volumes 

of 1X NuPAGE™ LDS Sample Buffer (Invitrogen), boiled for 3 min, and resolved on a 

NuPAGE™ 4 to 12% Bis-Tris polyacrylamide gel (Invitrogen). The products were detected 

using western blot (method as described above). The nitrocellulose membranes were 

developed using anti-DDDDK primary (Abcam ab49763) and IRDye® 680RD donkey 

anti-mouse secondary antibody (LI-COR). Bands were visualized using an Odyssey Clx 

infrared imager system (LI-COR). Bands corresponding to the –1 or 0-frame products, 58 

kDa and 33 kDa respectively, on western blots of in vitro translations were quantified 

densitometrically using ImageJ software 373. FE was calculated as previously described, by 

the formula intensity (–1-frame)/(intensity (–1-frame) + intensity (0-frame)) 104. The 

change in FE was calculated as a ratio of FE of each condition to the FE of no-protein 

control in each measurement. Experiments were repeated at least 3 independent times and 

times and compared by an ordinary one-sided ANOVA, which was followed by a Brown-

Forsythe test to ensure equal variance among the samples. Finally, a Dunnett’s multiple 

comparisons test was employed to identify the differentially regulated conditions compared 
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to the cells only exposed to DMSO. Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad 

Prism version 9.2.0.  

Computational Chemistry 

All computational work was performed using Molecular Operating Environment (MOE), 

version 2020.09, Chemical Computing Group ULC, 910–1010 Sherbrooke St. W. 

Montreal, Quebec, H3A 2R7, Canada. Computational procedure was adapted from reported 

protocol with slight modifications 374.  

Preparation of Ligands and RNA Structures 

The 2D structures of the MST hits were sketched using ChemDraw professional 20.0 and 

were imported into the MOE window. The compounds were subjected to an energy 

minimization up to a gradient of 0.001 kcal mol−1 Å2 using the MMFF94x force field and 

R-field solvation model, then they were saved as mdb file. The predominant protonation 

status of the compounds in aqueous medium at pH 7 was calculated via the compute | 

molecule | wash command in the database viewer window. Cryo-electron microscopy 

structure of the SARS CoV-2 RNA FSE (PDB ID: 6XRZ) 362 and the crystal structure of 

the antibody fragment-bound SARS CoV-2 FSE (PDB ID: 7MLX) 363 were used for the 

molecular docking studies. Potential was set up to Amber10:EHT as a force field and R-

field for solvation. Addition of hydrogen atoms and correction of library errors were 

performed via the QuickPrep module. 

Binding Site Identification and Ligand–RNA Docking 

Binding sites were defined for the prepared RNA structures using the site finder program 

implemented in MOE. The calculated binding sites were prioritized according to their 

propensity for ligand binding (PLB), size, and hydrophobicity indices. For docking 

experiments, dummy atoms were created for each binding site separately, and then they 

were selected as the docking site in the Dock window. Docking placement was set to a 

triangle matcher with an induced fit refinement option. The first scoring function was alpha 

HB with 100 poses, followed by a refinement score affinity dG with 10 poses. 

SARS-CoV-2 Infection 

For initial infection with SARS-CoV-2, we used the strain hCoV-19/Croatia/ZG-297-

20/2020, a kind gift of Prof. Alemka Markotic (University Hospital for Infectious Diseases, 
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Zagreb, Croatia). The virus was raised for two passages on Caco-2 cells (HZI 

Braunschweig). For infection experiments, Huh-7 cells were employed. One h before 

infection, cells were either pre-stimulated with IFN-β (500 U/mL), IFN-ɣ (500 U/mL), 

respective compounds at 50 µM or left untreated. Cells were infected with 20000 pfu/mL, 

corresponding to an MOI of 0.03 at 24 h post-infection, cell culture supernatants were 

collected and titrated by plaque assay on Vero E6 cells (ATCC CRL-1586). Briefly, 

confluent Vero E6 cells in 96-well plates were inoculated with dilutions of the virus-

containing supernatants for one h at 37 °C, the inoculum was removed and cells were 

overlaid with MEM containing 1.75% methylcellulose. At three days post-infection, whole 

wells of the plates were imaged using an IncuCyte S3 (Sartorius) at 4x magnification, and 

plaques were counted visually. For titration analysis and IC50 determination in infected live 

cells, the integrated intensity of green fluorescence was measured in parallel originating 

from the recombinant icSARS-CoV-2-mNeonGreen 370 used for infection. Cell confluence 

was measured using an IncuCyte S3 (Sartorius) microscope and its integrated phase 

contrast-based segmentation analysis. For cell confluence, data was normalized to the no-

compound control. Experiments were repeated at least 3 independent times and compared 

by an ordinary one-sided ANOVA, which was followed by a Brown-Forsythe test to ensure 

equal variance among the samples. Finally, a Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test was 

employed to identify the differentially regulated conditions compared to the cells only 

exposed to DMSO. Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism version 9.2.0. 

Cytotoxicity Assay 

For cell viability assays, 5,000 Huh-7 cells were seeded into 96-well plates in 100 µL 

DMEM and cultured for 24 h. After that, 1 µL test compound in DMSO was added to reach 

a concentration of 50 µM. As controls, DMSO as well as blasticidin were used. 48 h after 

addition of the compounds, media was removed and cells were washed once with PBS. 100 

µL 0.5 mg/mL 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) in 

DMEM were added and incubated for 2 h. MTT was replaced by 100 µL acidified 

isopropanol. To dissolve formazan crystals, the suspension was triturated, incubated 30 min 

in the dark and triturated again. OD was measured at 540 nm to quantify the formazan as a 

measure for healthy cellular metabolism. The OD 540 of five independent measurements 

was plotted and compared by an ordinary one-sided ANOVA, which was followed by a 

Brown-Forsythe test to ensure equal variance among the samples. Finally, a Dunnett’s 

multiple comparisons test was employed to identify the differentially regulated conditions 
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compared to the cells only exposed to DMSO. Statistical analysis was performed using 

GraphPad Prism version 9.2.0. 
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Chemical Structures of Identified Hits 

 

 

 

Figure S1. Chemical structure of (A) trichangion and (B) compound 25 (Related to Figure 1). 
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SPR Capturing Levels, Binding Affinities and Kinetic Parameters of the Hit Compounds 

 

 

Figure S2. Sensorgrams of capturing biotinylated SARS-CoV-2 RNA FSE (channel 1), random 

RNA (channel 2), and ssDNA oligonucleotide (channel 3) on SAD500M sensor chip: The orange, 

green, cyan, and blue curves represent channel 1, channel 2, channel 3, and channel 4 (reference), 

respectively (Related to Figures 2B, 3B).  

 

 

 

Figure S3. Langmuir binding isotherms of trichangion (A, C, and E) and compound 25 (B, D, and 

F) flowing over captured SARS-CoV-2 FSE RNA (A and B), random RNA (C and D), and ssDNA 

oligo (E and F), respectively. Steady state responses are expressed as percent of maximum binding 

capacity (Related to Figures 2 and 3).  
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Figure S4. Sensorgrams overlay of trichangion injected at concentrations of 1.56–100 µM over a 

streptavidin–biotin-captured random RNA (A) and ssDNA oligo (B) and compound 25 injected at 

concentrations of 1.56–100 µM over a streptavidin–biotin-captured random RNA (C) and ssDNA 

oligo (D). Kinetic parameters were calculated by global fitting of the association and dissociation 

curves to a 1:1 binding model (red traces) (Related to Figures 2 and 3).  
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Figure S5. Top four identified ligand-binding sites (A-D represents sites I–IV respectively) in 

the FSE of SARS-CoV-2 RNA (PDB ID: 6XRZ)1 represented as clusters of α-spheres. Hydrophilic 

and hydrophobic cavities are indicted as red and white α-spheres, respectively. Electrostatic surface 

and ribbon representations of FSE of SARS-CoV-2 RNA are in the same color code as in Figure 4. 

The three-stem pseudoknot is colored in gold (stem 1), green (stem 2), and magenta (stem 3). 

 

 

Figure S6. Top two calculated ligand-binding sites (A and B represents sites I and II 

respectively)  in the pseudoknot structure of SARS-CoV-2 RNA (PDB ID: 7MLX)2 represented 

as clusters of α-spheres. Hydrophilic and hydrophobic cavities are indicted as red and white α-

spheres, respectively. Electrostatic surface and ribbon representations of FSE of SARS-CoV-2 

RNA are in the same color code as in Figure 4. The three-stem pseudoknot is colored in gold (stem 

1), green (stem 2), and magenta (stem 3). 

 

Figure S7. (A) Potential binding mode of trichangion (cyan) into site I (stem 1 and J3/2 site) of 

SARS-CoV-2 RNA FSE (PDB ID: 6XRZ).1 Hydrogen bonds and ionic interactions (dashed lines). 

Electrostatic surface and ribbon representations of the three-stem pseudoknot are in the same color 

code as in Figure 4. (B) 2D Ligand–RNA interactions. 
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Figure S8. (A) Potential binding mode of trichangion (cyan) into site IV (ring site) of SARS-CoV-

2 RNA FSE (PDB ID: 6XRZ).1 Hydrogen bonds, ionic interactions, and hydrophobic contacts 

(dashed lines). Electrostatic surface and ribbon representations of the three-stem pseudoknot are in 

the same color code as in Figure 4. (B) 2D Ligand–RNA interactions. 

 

 

Figure S9. (A) Potential binding mode of compound 25 (cyan) into site I (stem 1 and J3/2 site) of 

SARS-CoV-2 RNA FSE (PDB ID: 6XRZ).1 Hydrogen bonds, ionic interactions, and hydrophobic 

contacts (dashed lines). Electrostatic surface and ribbon representations of the three-stem 

pseudoknot are in the same color code as in Figure 4. 
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Figure S10. Inhibitory effects on SARS-CoV-2 replication and cytotoxicity evaluation of trichangion and 

compound 25.  (A) Virus titers in the supernatant of infected Huh-7 cells at 24 h post infection. Treatment 

with IFN-ɣ (500 U/mL), IFN-β (500 U/mL), IFN-ƛ1 (5 ng/mL) and the compounds was done 1 h before 

infection. Boxes show mean values ± s.d. (n = 4 independent experiments: 3 independent experiments for 

compound 25). The dotted line represents the limit of detection (LOD). P values were calculated using an 

ordinary unpaired one-sided ANOVA comparing every condition to untreated cells. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. 

Exact P values: IFN-β – 0.003, IFN-ɣ - 0.003, trichangion – 0.004, compound 25 – 0.02 (B) Cytotoxicity of 

DMSO (negative control), blasticidin (positive control) and the tested compounds in Huh-7 cells. Cells were 

treated with DMSO, blasticidin and compounds 48 h before the addition of 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-

diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT). OD was measured at 540 nm to quantify the formazan as a measure for 

healthy cellular metabolism. Boxes show mean values ± s.d. (n = 5 independent experiments). P values were 

calculated using an ordinary unpaired one-sided ANOVA comparing every condition to the DMSO control. 

***P < 0.001. Exact P value: Blasticidin – 0.0007 (C) IC50 determination of the effect of compounds on –1 

PRF efficiency of SARS-CoV-2 in vitro (data as presented in Figure 5D, E). (D) IC50 determination of 

trichangion-induced inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 viral replication (data as presented in Figure 5F).  Related to 

Figure 5.  
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Chapter 5 

Summary and Discussion 
 

Translational control allows cells to respond rapidly and efficiently during conditions of 

environmental and physiological stress, including infection. Furthermore, viruses are 

entirely dependent on host machinery and employ several tactics to limit host antiviral 

responses and appropriate control over host ribosomes. This battle for ribosomes leads to 

substantial changes in the translational landscapes of both host and virus. In this thesis, we 

used an interdisciplinary approach to explore translational control during viral infections. 

In Chapter 2, the translational landscape of HIV-1 infected human T cells was 

characterized. Novel viral and eukaryotic short ORFs were discovered, the products of 

which may play a role in infection or cellular stress response. Additionally, it was shown 

that HIV-1 frameshifting might have complex frameshift regulatory mechanisms involving 

RNA elements upstream of the canonical frameshift site that can act as cis- regulators of 

frameshifting. Then, Chapter 3 focuses on the regulation of frameshifting by trans-acting 

factors. Here,we identified several cellular factors that bind to the SARS-CoV-2 –1PRF 

site and regulate viral frameshifting. Furthermore, host antiviral protein ZAP-S, which was 

the strongest frameshift inhibitor in our interactome screen, was extensively characterized 

in vitro and in vivo. Such frameshift-inhibitory host proteins can perhaps form a part of the 

global antiviral response in the cells. We also investigated the molecular details of viral 2A 

protein-mediated EMCV frameshifting, part of which is mentioned in this thesis as 

supplemental to Chapter 3 99. Our results point to mechanistic differences between host- 

and virus-encoded –1PRF regulators. Both ZAP-S and EMCV 2A interacted with host 

translation machinery, similar to the previously reported trans-acting protein SHFL 105. 

Remarkably, although the binding efficiencies of these proteins to their respective 

frameshift sites were similar, their mode of action was antagonistic. Thus, this work 

illuminates contrasting features of frameshifting regulation by the host and viruses. Another 

class of trans-acting factors that target the frameshift element and affect its function are 

small synthetic molecules. Over the years, such synthetic molecules have been extensively 

studied for their use as novel antivirals. However, till now, there has been no systematic 

screen of natural compounds that target the –1PRF element. Hence, in Chapter 4, we tested 

diverse classes of compounds ranging from natural products to synthetic molecule libraries 

for their RNA-binding capacity. This led to the discovery of the first naturally occurring 
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compound (trichangion) and the first peptide (compound 25) that can selectively bind to 

the frameshift element of SARS-CoV-2 and impede its function in cells in the low 

micromolar range.  

Here, I discuss the potential biases of the techniques employed and suggest future work 

which can be done to further our understanding of translational control in infected cells and 

–1PRF regulation.  

Ribosome profiling uncovers novel features of translational regulation  

Ribosome profiling is an indispensable tool for the field of translation, and a reliable 

experimentally based technique to identify translation events. It bridges the gap between 

transcriptomic and proteomic studies, providing novel insights into changes in gene 

expression during particular cellular conditions and stresses as well as mechanisms of 

translation regulation and protein synthesis. Numerous findings in Chapter 2 are 

exceedingly unlikely to have been detected by alternative methods. A notable example of 

this is determining frameshift efficiency of viruses during early stages of infection. The 

levels of viral proteins are quite low to be able to determine the frameshift efficiency using 

less sensitive techniques such as western blot. Despite the strengths of this technique, 

depending in the cell-type and the protocol used, certain biases can be introduced in the 

RiboSeq data. It was shown that pre-treatment with cycloheximide can bias ribosome 

density data leading to a heightened initiation peak and a smaller termination peak 140. Due 

to this reason, samples are usually harvested by flash-freezing without any pre-treatment. 

However, in suspension cell lines, like the Sup-T1 cells used in this study, immediate flash-

freezing was not possible. Most of the studies related to cycloheximide-mediated biases are 

performed in yeast and a recent study has shown that human cell lines are resistant to these 

biases 375. Moreover, no pretreatment leads to running off of ribosomes towards the 3’ UTR 

leading to a large termination peak and a smaller initiation peak. In cases of such ribosome 

run-off, whether the distribution of reads within ORFs represents true biology or a technical 

artifact is difficult to determine. Furthermore, comparison of footprint densities between 

different regions of the same ORF is difficult, thus having implications for calculation of 

frameshift efficiencies. Hence, cycloheximide was used for studying the translation in HIV-

1 infected Sup-T1 cells where rapid translational changes occur in early stages of infection.  

The characterization of novel ORFs is one of the major highlights of ribosome profiling. 

Previous RiboSeq studies have successfully identified novel uORFs or iORFs in a large 
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number of viruses such as PRRSV, influenza, SARS-CoV-2, human cytomegalovirus, 

herpes simplex virus 1 and MuLV 103, 150, 151, 157, 376,154, 263, 377, 378. Such short ORFs have 

been implicated in altering the sites of translation initiation, regulating production of 

downstream proteins and producing novel immune epitopes. We observed ribosome 

stalling peaks in the 5’ UTR of HIV-1, which suggests that HIV-1 also contains such 

uORFs. HIV-1 pol and vpu coding regions contain iORFs in alternative reading frames. It 

is highly likely that translation of these iORFs can occur through non-canonical means, 

either PRF or alternative initiation mechanisms. Besides viruses, approximately 50% of 

human protein-coding genes have been identified to contain uORFs and specific uORFs in 

eukaryotes are known to control expression of downstream proteins, particularly during 

stressful conditions 161-163, 217, 379. A proteogenomic approach that combined RNASeq, 

RiboSeq and MS data identified 2,503 new non-canonical human proteins, of which 72% 

were cryptic proteins and 28% novel isoforms 380. In Chapter 2, we detected several novel 

sORFs in the human genome. However, due to imprecise sequence matching with genomic 

information, RiboSeq-built databases can likely overestimate genuine translation products, 

especially non-canonical ones 380. Hence, in future work it will be important to validate the 

presence of these cryptic, upstream or trans-frame peptides through MS or reporter assays.  

So far, the presented work in Chapter 2 was the first RiboSeq study in HIV-1 infected T 

cells providing valuable information on the impact of translational control during HIV-1 

infection. It should be noted, however, during the course of this work, another ribosome 

profiling study using HIV-1 infected T cells was published and is currently available as a 

preprint 381. The ribosome profiling protocol and results of both studies are similar, albeit 

they included a later timepoint of infection (36h). We observe stalling peaks in the HIV-1 

5’ UTR as observed similarly in Labaronne et al., indicating that these may be actual 

ribosome protected fragments, products of which cause immune recognition of HIV-1 

particles by the host cell. On the other hand, Labaronne et al.did not focus on the HIV-1 

frameshift site and it would be interesting to see whether they observe similar pauses 

upstream of the frameshift site like shown in Chapter 2. Furthermore, they did not observe 

iORFs within pol and vpu genes. However, it is likely due to differences in bioinformatic 

analyses these were overlooked in their data, but comparison of raw reads should confirm 

if these iORFs exist also at later timepoints of infection. Nonetheless, both studies revealed 

intricate details of HIV-1 translational regulation and non-canonical mechanisms used by 

this virus to manipulate the host translational machinery.  
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In case of TMEV frameshifting, ribosome stacking or collisions were seen at the frameshift 

site, where ribosome translating the StopGo motif collides with the ribosome paused over 

the slippery sequence 98. Such collisions are said to contribute to the complex energetic and 

conformational landscape required for frameshifting. Unlike with TMEV, we did not 

observe ribosome stacking at the HIV-1 frameshift site. However, we observed ribosome 

collisions upstream of the canonical frameshift site, which we propose is a regulatory 

mechanism employed by the virus to ensure appropriate levels of frameshifting. 

Furthermore, we attempted to identify the enriched codons in each position of the ribosomal 

exit tunnel in the human disome data. However, a deeper analysis is necessary to correctly 

define the disome stalling motifs, which would increase our understanding on factors 

leading to ribosome collisions in the human genome. Such collisions are said to increase 

during cellular stress conditions such as amino acid starvation or UV-irradiation, however 

it is yet to be studied whether frequency of ribosome collisions in the human genome 

increases during viral replication. The cellular response to increased ribosome collisions is 

usually inhibition of initiation and activation of ribosome quality control (RQC) pathways, 

which lead to eventual nascent peptide degradation and ribosome recycling 382-384. This 

would likely increase the ribosome pool in cells now available for viral translation. Indeed, 

vaccinia virus was shown to manipulate RQC pathways by co-opting ZNF958 involved in 

ubiquitination of collided ribosomes 385. Given the complex interplay between HIV-1 and 

the host translation system, it raises the question whether HIV-1 interferes with RQC 

pathways in a similar fashion.  

A deeper look into the cellular functions of ZAP-S is required 

In Chapter 3, we extensively characterized ZAP-S as a novel regulator of SARS-CoV-2 

frameshifting, adding another layer to its role as an antiviral protein. Although both 

isoforms of ZAP were shown to have antiviral activities, they have distinct cellular 

localization and mechanisms of action 291. Furthermore, ZAP-S is significantly upregulated 

during infection, while ZAP-L is constitutively expressed in cells. Despite a large number 

of studies describing ZAP-S/L interaction with viral RNAs, the regulatory role of ZAP-S/L 

in host mRNAs is largely unknown. Prior to establishing ZAP-S/L as a viable therapeutic 

target, it is critical to understand its impact on cellular processes and translational 

regulation. For this purpose, it would be useful to conduct RiboSeq studies on un-/infected 

ZAP knockout cell lines. Through these, the impact of ZAP-S/L on the translational control 
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in cells during normal or stressed conditions could be explored and the key molecular 

processes regulated by this protein and its isoforms identified.  

Further work can reveal intricate details of ZAP-S-mediated –1PRF modulation  

Although inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 frameshifting may lead to an overall decrease in the 

viral titer, we yet do not have direct proof of whether and to what extent the infection is 

impacted due to inhibition of –1PRF by ZAP. The in vitro translation construct containing 

the viral genomic snippet was designed to represent the wild-type context of SARS-CoV-2 

mRNA. While this resembles viral mRNA during infection, a quantitative analysis of 0- 

and –1-frame proteins using a western blot would allow us to directly measure the 

frameshift levels and their correlation with the viral titers. However, this was not possible 

due to technical reasons. Additionally, ZAP-S performs a plethora of functions during 

infection, ranging from RNA degradation, translation inhibition to stimulation of immune 

signalling pathways 291, 386, 387. Therefore, it is yet unknown whether the significant drop in 

viral titer was driven solely by –1PRF inhibition or by the cumulative effect of all ZAP-S-

led antiviral actions. The RNA mutation studies in Chapter 3 show that ZAP-S has 

multiple binding sites on the PRF RNA – specifically in SL2 and SL3 regions. However, 

the exact domain of the protein that interacts with the –1PRF RNA is still not determined. 

For this purpose, it would be useful to conduct structural studies such as cryo-EM or X-ray 

crystallography for the wild-type protein as well as ZAP-S truncation mutants. A novel 

approach for this aim would be to construct synthetic ZAP-S derived peptide arrays for 

investigating protein domains specifically binding to –1PRF RNA. Although this approach 

has been previously solely applied to studying the binding specificity of protein-protein 

interactions 388, it should be possible to apply the same principle for RNA-binding. While 

this assay would not replicate the tertiary structure of the protein, it would give an idea of 

the exact RNA-interacting surface of the protein. The identified RNA-specific peptides can 

be tested for their frameshift modulatory effects and developed as therapeutics.  

Furthermore, our results show that ZAP-S interacts with translating ribosomes in addition 

to –1PRF RNA. It is yet to be determined whether this interaction is direct or indirect and 

whether it is functionally relevant to frameshift inhibition. Our preliminarily results using 

microscale thermophoresis suggest that ZAP-S directly binds to both ribosomal subunits, 

with higher affinity towards the 40S. This interaction can occur through binding to the 

rRNA or to the ribosomal proteins. Due to the complex pathways of maintaining 
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translational fidelity and the role of rRNA in these pathways, it would be interesting to 

know if this interaction can impact translational accuracy and speed, thereby impacting 

frameshifting. Here, structural techniques including crosslink-IP-MS as well as cryo-EM 

could decipher the specificity and mechanism of ZAP-S: ribosome binding.  

 

Overall, this thesis largely enhances the understanding of post-transcriptional regulation of 

both host and viral mRNAs during infection. It shows that translational regulation is 

controlled by the complex interplay of the transcriptome with RNA-binding proteins. 

Characterization of non-canonical translation events and their regulation will likely open 

doors for viral targeting and immune modulatory intervention strategies to fight current and 

emerging viral diseases. 
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